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Abstract
Tle North West of the UK has been describedas probably the most important centre of high
technology outside the south of England. The aerospacesector is a major UK employer and
accordingly, is an important part of the North West economy. However, the aerospacesupply
chain approachis changing,ajýdthat changeimpacts on the aerospacemanufitcturingsmall to
medium size enterprises(SMEs) in the region. Many aerospace.
companiesare claiming to be
adopting both agile and lean manufacturing principles. Research has indicated thai the
knowledgeand understandingof agility in aerospaceis modestand consequentlythe difference
betweenlean and agile is not well known.
This thesisaims to assessagile manufacturingwithin UK aerospacemanufacturingSMEs. The
specific objectives are derived to provide focus for the research activities, in order to fulfil the
specific aim of the reseaich in a structured and scientific manner. Following an extensive

literature survey of agile manufacturing, other relevant manufacturing strategic frameworks,
SMEs
in
to
a
and
aerospace
changemanagement,response change manufacturingenvironments
theoreticalmodel of Agile Manufitcturing within the UK aerospaceSMEs hasbeendeveloped.
Ile theoretical model of Agile Manufacturing within the UK aerospaceSMEs was used to
assess agile manufacturing in four UK aerospace manufacturing SMEs (case study
organisations). From an evaluation of the casestudy organisationsand comparisonswith the
theoretical model, the findings enhancethe understandingof Agile Manufacturing theory,
conceptsand practice. Additionally, the theoreticalmodel presentedin this thesis is considered
appropriate for use in other aerospacemanufacturing SMEs and is presentedas a holistic
tool.
aerospaceagile manufacturingassessment
The researchhas shown the complexity and interrelationship between four agility enabling
integrated sub-systemsof agile manufacturing strategy, external motivators, organisational
psychology and operationalcharacteristics. The key findings of the researchindicate that the
casestudy organisationsdo not actively promote an agile manufacturingstrategythat takesinto
consideration the organisational psychology and its influence on the performance of the
operational characteristicsof agility. Likewise, not all the external motivators of agility are
consideredwhen developing and deploying their organisations' strategies. Consequently,the
role of the agile strategyprocess,teamsand organisationalchangeare consideredas important
issuesthat needaddressingby thesecasestudy organisations.
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CHAPTERS

Agile Manufacturing In UK Aerospace Small to Medium Size Enterprises

Chapter-1 Introduction
1.1 Introducing the ResearchFramework
This thesis representsthe documentationof researchwork carried out'by the author
within the Aeronautical, Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering (AMME)
departmentand in the School of Managementat the University of Salford, TIME
ResearchInstitute during the period July 1998to September2001. The framework of
the investigationsfor the researchis underpinnedby recognisingthe needfor the UK
aerospacemanufacturing small to medium size enterprise (SME) sector to remain
competitive in a global and changing market place and be aware of modem
manufacturingmanagementtrends such as Agile Manufacturing. An earlier research
study by Broughton el al (1997), for the UK Lean AerospaceInitiative (UKLAI) and
Societyof British Aero'spaceCom.panies(SBAC), has shown that the conceptof agile
manufacturingis not well known within in the aerospacesector.
Additionally, even though the.Agility Forum (Dove, 1995 and 1996) indicated many
manufacturing industries believe -competitive advantage will belong to agile
manufacturingenterprisesmuch of the literature on the subjectof Agile Manufacturing
like Sharp et al (1998), Kidd (1997) and Booth (1996) generalisesits concepts.
Current literature therefore does not recognisethe specific nature of the aerospacemanufacturing sector, which exemplifies a highly legislated and regulated business
producing super high value product with a predominantlyhighly skilled and educated
workforce as describedby Bamberet al (1999).
Furthermore,althoughthe conceptof Agile Manufacturing is well defined in literature
from expertslike Youssef(1992), Kidd (1994), Goldman,Nagel and Priess(1994) and
Gunasekeran(1997) there is little documentedon the subject within the aerospace
small to medium size manufacturingsector. Similarly, case study reviews of Agile
Manufacturingare few and far betweenbecausethe subjectis relatively new (i. e. agile
manufacturingconceivedin 1991 by Goldman et al (1991) and an understandingof
agility continues to be developed by Lehigh University's Iacocca Institute the
originators of the concept through an ongoing pilot study survey Sutphin (1995).
While, in -theUK joint researchby Sharp et al (1998) aimed to identify where "Best
Practice" companiesare in their quest towards agile manufacturinghas attemptedto
Chapter 1: Introduction
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validate a theoretical model of agility, again the conceptsusedwere neverthelessvery
generalised. Similarly at Brighton University within the Centre for Research in
Innovation Management(CENTRIM) researchis being funded by the Engineeringand
Physical SciencesResearchCouncil (EPSRC)to developthe conceptsof agility from
principles to practice for general applicability to Small to Medium Sized Enterprises
(SMEs). Certainly within both the US and UK researchprojects mentioned in this
paragraph no aerospacemanufacturing SME companies responded to any of the
questionnairesusedfor datacollection.
1.1.1

Related and Linked Research Initiatives

Although this researchproject aims to produce an original piece of work to fulfil the
requirementsof a PhD award, the work is not being carried out in total isolation.
Severalother initiatives are being pursuedin closely related and in many ways linked
researchareas. For instance, the UK Lean AerospaceInitiative, supported by the
Society of British AerospaceCompanies(SBAC) and the Engineering and Physical
SciencesResearchCouncil (EPSRC) are seekingto develop a framework for the UK
aerospaceindustry in which processesand sub-processmodels are generatedtogether
with appropriateperformancemetrics. The aim of the SBAC researchco-ordinatedby
the Universities of Bath, Nottingham, Warwick and Cranfield is to enable the
developmentof lean and agile manufacturingprocesses,Broughton et al (1997). The
work by SBAC is basedupon the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology (NUT) Lean
Aircraft Initiative (LAI) and the framework for the researchis representedin the Lean
Enterprise Model (LEM). The LEM is a systematicframework for organising and
disseminatingthe researchresults of the LAI and is shown in Appendix I. The LEM
framework encompasseslean enterpriseprinciples and practices and is populatedby
benchmarkingdata derived from surveysco-ordinatedby NUT.
research-based
Researchin the aerospacesupply chain areais being co-ordinated.by the Supply Chain
Relationships-in Aerospace(SCRIA) initiative which have produced documentsand
materialsaimed at disseminatingtheir work (Sigma, 1998). However only one of the
participating companiesfor this PhD researchare involved with the initiative even
though SBAC (1999) have describedthe aim of the SCRIA research,which has been
supportedby the LTKDepartmentof Trade and Industry (DTI), as:
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"To enhancethe competitivenessof the UK AerospaceIndustry hy improving
SupplyChain Relationshipsand the efficiencyof the SupplyChain
Additionally the focus of the SCRIA initiative is to improve the supply chain through a
for
design
framework
that
code of practice
encompasses; communication;
manufacture; continuous improvement; supplier qualification and auditing;
commercial agreements;and ethics (SBAC, 1999). There is no argument therefore
that following the SCRIA codes of practice will enhancethe competitivenessof the
UK aerospaceindustry, it is however necessaryto appreciatethat the initiative does
not specifically address agility of aerospace manufacturing SMEs.

Throughout the researchproject the author has maintained collaborative links with
membersof the above-researchprogrammesfrom the representinguniversities and
researchbodies. This collaborationhasbeenmadepossiblepartly through the author's
involvementasResearchAssistant(RA) on an EPSRCfundedproject describedbelow
in section 1".1.2. These links have beenuseful in contributing to the developmentof
the literature surveyChapter2.0 and thus in gaining an understandingof the aerospace
manufacturing sector from a wider perspectivethan would be obtained without this
interfacing.

1.1.2 The EPSRC ResearchWork with Salford and Loughborough Universities
The aim of this sectionis to summariesthe activities of the researchwork being carried
out underthe EPSRCgrant fundedproject numberDOA/05/004, (seeAppendix II for
the project abstract).The project goal is to develop a lean and agile manufacturing
methodologyfor SMEs in the aerospacesupply sector and as such is closely relatedto
the researchareaof this thesis.The relevanceof mentioningthis EPSRCproject is that
the University of Salford employsthe author as a full-time ResearchAssistantworking
under the supervisionof ProfessorJohn Sharp one of the two lead investigators.The
other lead investigator,ProfessorMike Woodheadof the University of Loughborough
is the project leader.
The project follows an ethnographicresearchmethodology, as describedin section
1, and allows the author as ResearchAssistant to work in close collaboration
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with the partner SME companies.Furthermore the author can spend a considerable
is
both relevant to the
information'
'on
that
time
amount of
site' collecting
both
the EPSRCwork and the researchaims and objectives
of
requirementsand aims
of this thesis.
The EPSRC researchaims to meet the objectives of the Innovative Manufacturing
Initiative (M) key successfactors of; reducing delays and interruptionsin the supply
chain; increasing flexibility of aerospaceSME suppliers; and reducing the cost of
The
UK
in
improve
the
to
aerospace.
of
competitiveness
chain
order
supply
partnering
following objectives have been identified and are taken from the project abstract in
Appendix II and presented here to show the reader the links, similarities and
differencesbetweenthis thesisand the EPSRCfundedproject.
1. To contributeto the UK LAI lean enterprisemodel through:
(a) Elicitation of best practicesin supply chain SMEs.
(b) To identify appropriateperformancemetrics in SM[Estherebyverifying the
relevanceof LEM metrics.
2. To facilitate effective customer-supplierintegration.
3. To disseminateelementsof best practicethroughoutthe aerospacesupply sector.
4. To aid aerospaceSMEs to adopt generic best practice from the lean and agile
manufacturingpHosophies.
5. To contribute to the theoretical understandingof supply chain businessprocesses

in SMEs.
1.1.3 The Background of the Author (Researcher)
The researcher,also the author of this thesis, studied as an undergraduatemechanical
engineerat the University of Central Lancashirein Preston,UK. After following an
industrial apprenticeshipfocusing on steel fabrication and steel processinghasworked
mainly in manufacturing environmentsas production engineer, design engineer and
quality managerand operationsmanager. This experienceis within the automotive,
truck and bus industry and office furniture manufacture at small to medium size
enterprises (SMEs). This experience includes first hand working knowledge of
Ministry of Defence(MoD) contractsand military parts manufactureand procurement
processes.
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In total this provides the author with over 16 years industrial experiencewithin SMEs
and in particular in the steel and sheet metal processing industry working within
business
been
has
The
and
author
consultant
manufacturing environments.
also
implement
helping
SME
advisor
companies
quality managementsystemsto comply
with BS EN ISO 9000 series of standards. In, 1997/8 as operations manager at
Thorsmanand Co. (UK) Ltd. (TCE), a Pan-Europeanmanufacturingorganisation,the
researcherwas project leaderwith the task of ensuringthe organisation'smanagement
system and practice complied to the requirements of ISO 14001 Environmental
Management System Standard,leading to third party certification in 1998. Other
responsibilities, within SMEs, have included managementof Health and Safety,
maintenance,continuousimprovementprojects, introduction of new technologiesand
design
development
and
product
and project leadership.
While employedby TCE the author studiedpart-time postgraduatelevel management
courses at the University of Salford leading to the awards of advancedcertificate in
management,post graduatediploma in managementstudiesand Master of Sciencein
identify
has
The
to
carried
successfully
out
research
quality management.
author
factors affecting successfulimplementation of Total Productive Maintenance(TPM)
leading to the developmentof a seven-stepimplementationprogram (Bamber, 1998).
Several publications in journals have followed this TPM researchestablishing the
author as a recognisedwriter in the field of manufacturingmanagement(Bamberet al
1999aand Bamberet al 1999b).
1.1.4 The Role of the Author
The main method of data collection for the above researchproposal is to use an
ethnographicapproach.This approachcomprisesthe fairly prolongedimmersionof the
researcher(in this casethe author of this thesis) in the context that is to be studiedas
describedabove.According to Bryman (1988) the purposeof ethnographicapproaches
or participant observationis to gain first hand knowledge of that context, primarily
through observationof individuals as they go about their daily work activities. This
process allows the author to participate indirectly in events within the case study
organisationswithout having a formal work role and therefore elicit information from
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the naturalwork placeenvironment. This also allows the author agreedaccessto each
of the case study organisations,and therefore eliminates the problems some times
associatedwith the negotiation of accessto companiesthat could have been timeconsumingand unsuccessful.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning at this stage that access to the case study
organisationshas been agreedat the highest level within each organisation,thus the
potential for eliciting information at all levels is argued as being increased. Hence
many knowledgeelicitation techniquesas describedby Firlej and Hellens (1991) have
beenemployedwithin this researchand are explainedin section 1.4.3.1.in more detail.
Additionally more detailed descriptionsof the methods of data collection employed
and discussionof the advantagesand disadvantagesis presentedin sections1.4 and 3.3
of this thesis.
1.1.5

The Economic Value of Northwest Aerospace SMEs to the UK

Mendros (1999), the chairman of the Northwest Aerospace Alliance (NWAA)
indicates that the Northwest aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs)
have a combined total aerospace capability, which can provide components.
Assemblies, software expertise, repair and overhaul, design or allied aerospace
services. The Northwest (NW) regional aerospaceareaaccountsfor over a quarter of
the total aerospaceproduction capacity in the UK. This accountsfor the NW region
having an annual aerospaceturnover of over Million, 75% of which is exported.
Additionally the aerospaceindustry in the NW region employed over 60,000 people
and continuesto play a key role in the production of over 100 aircraft types (Mendros,
1999). These commentariesby Mendros highlight the important nature of NW
aerospaceSME companiesto the national economy and hencegives reason,purpose
and somevalidity to the choice of NW aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprises
in this researchstudy.
On a nation wide basis researchby the Society of British Aerospace Companies
(SBAC) has shown that UK aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprisesachieveda
combined turnover of L936 million in 1997 (Jandu, 1999). Figure 1.1 shows the
SBAC analysis of the combined UK aerospaceSME turnover in terms of sector and
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destinationof sales. In comparingfigures from Mendros (1999) and Jandu(1999) UK
aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprisesaccount for approximatelyone fifth of
the Northwest aerospaceindustry turnover. This demonstratesthe importance of
aerospaceSmall to Medium sizedEnterprisesin the UK economy.
The pie charts shown in figure 1.1 indicate the important strategicpositioning of the
UK aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprises. It also showsthat these Small to
Medium sized Enterprisesare a substantialcontributor to the UK economy. This and
other research,such as commissionedby SBAC, outlined in Sigma (1998), stressthe
importanceof Small to Medium sizedEnterprisesin the effectivenessand efficiency of
the aerospace supply chain. Furthermore, Sigma (1998) showed that the old
customer/supplierrelationshipscan no longer be tolerated and improvementsmust be
improve
to
the aerospacesupply chain performance.
made
The two largest aerospacecompaniesoperating in the U& Rolls Royce and BAE
Systems [both with major operationsin the North West], mirror this view in current
initiatives that are aimedat helping improve the supply chain and supplierperformance
(e.g. SupplierExcellenceProgrammeat BAE Systems;CustomerValue Programmeat
Rolls Royce) as describedby Bamberel al (2001). The recognitionthat there is a need
to improve the performance of the aerospacesupply chain in the M hence the
performanceof the manufacturing.Small to Medium sizedEnterprises,in part, justifies
the focus on Small to Medium sizedEnterpriseswithin this researchthesis.
In terms of the number of people employed in them the North West may be seento
have a well above averagerepresentationin both high and medium high technology
industries(seetable 1.1). Accordingly, in 1999 more than 47,600 people or 8.4%, of
Lancashire's employeejobs were within these sectorscomparedwith 5.7% in Great
Britain and 6.6% in the North West Region, of which 48,700 of thesejobs are in
aerospace. Restricting the comparisonto employment in manufacturing alone, the
high tech employeejobs comprised 13.8% of the LancashireCounty manufacturing
workforce comparedwith 8.9% in Great Britain. In these simple terms, the North
West is probably the most important centre of high technology outside the south of
England.

.
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II

Lancashire
%
No.

Sector

Great Br itain
%
No.

North West
No

1,200
700
1,900
13,600

0.2
0.1
0.3
2.4

0.5
13,100
21400,0.1
8,300
0.3
0.9
24,800

62,400
51,400
121,900
111,500

0.3
0.2
0.5
0.5

Total "High Tech

17,300

3.1,

48,700

347,100,

1.4

Chemicals
Non-Electrical Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Scientific Instruments
Motor Vehicles
Other Transport Equipment

6,300jr10,506,ý1.9
4,900!ý
1,5001t
7,0001,1.2
200ýý

1.1

0.1

38,200
1.4
38,900
1.4
21,400,0.8
10,300
0.4
26,600
0.9
0.11
1,700

177,5001
356,6001
177,000! __
131,8001
205,700ý
18,20d)

0.7
1.4
0.7
6.5
0.8
0.1

30,3W!

5.41

i PharmaceLticals
Office Machinery & CDmpLters
Electronics-Communications,
Aerospace

Total Wedium High Tech'

1

TOTAL HZGH TECH

1 47,600ý

0.91
0.3

8.4

137,100
185,800

1.7

4.81 1,066,6001

4.3

6.61 1,413,800:

5.7

Table I. I: Employment in high and medium high technology industry, 1999number and percentageof total employeejobs (from Kivel, 2001)

As shown in table 1.1, the above-averageshareof high tech employmentis due to the
dominating presenceof aerospacemanufacturein the Lancashire County and North
West. This industry accounts for 78% of local high tech jobs in Lancashirealone
(against32% in GB at large) or 28% of the "high tech" and "medium high tech" jobs
combined. Kivel (2001) has said that in practice, the local importance of this
particular sector in high tech industry is certainly much greater than these statistics
imply. High levels of out-sourcing by both the aerospaceprimes and their first-tier
suppliers supports a large "hidden aerospace"sector in the County of sophisticated
advancedengineering services,design and testing and information technologiesnot
themselvesclassified to aerospacebut which are effectively an integral part of the
sector. This probably accountsfor the Northwest figure of employedin aerospaceof
60,000providedby Mendros(1999).
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Figure 1.1: LTK aerospace SME turnover by sector and destination, 1997
(Source; SBAC 1999)
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L2

The Needfor the ResearchProject

Conventionalwisdom holds that high technology industry is a "good thing". There is
intensecompetition to encourageand to attract such industries under the assumption
that they can be an engine for economicgrowth, serving by exampleand diffusion to
raise performance levels across all sectors of industry. Accordingly, Lancashire
County Council [A North West of the LJK Council] state: "The creation of an
environmentin which high technology industry and companiescan develop and grow
is an important national and regional economic development policy instrument",
(Kivel, 2001j.
The early 1990s was associatedwith a large drop in defence equipment/aerospace
procurement and increased global competition leading to large-scale structural
adjustment and substantial job cuts amongst many high tech defence industry
jobs
increase
back
has
However,
Aerospace
the
of a
on
enjoyed
a
steady
contractors.
is
in
both
this
the
markets
and
anticipatedto
and
civil
aircraft
major up-turn
military
job
it
large
headline
loss
industry
has
Although
the
Made
announcements,
continue.
continuesto recruit higher order technicalskills.

1.2.1

The Aerospace Manufacturing

Sector View

Although the aerospace industry in the UK is currently buoyant, in general terms,
aerospace competition has intensified and the UK share of world market has reduced.
Accordingly SBAC (1999) highlighted a research survey by Supply Chain Relations in
Aerospace (SCRIA) in 1997 that suggests compared to other industry sectors "... the

aerospacesectoris ten yearsbehind... and industry competitivenesscan be improved."
Additionally, the introduction of firm price arrangementsfor LJK Ministry of Defence
(MoD) contracts,for example,for Eurofighter, is aimed at preventingcost overrun on
25 major UK MoD military projects and placesgreateremphasison cost minimisation
policies for the major aerospacecompanies (The Engineer, 1999). Accordingly
Bamber el al (2001a) suggeststhat the competitive demandsof the developingglobal
aerospacemanufacturingmarkethave resultedin considerablechangewithin the lower
tiers of the UK aerospacemanufacturingsupply chain.
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In the UY, many prime contractorsand first-tier suppliers,suchasBAE Systems,Rolls
Royce and Lucas are continuing to develop an interest in the application of lean and
Warton
Systems
(Woodhead
Sharp,
BAE
1998).
at
agile manufacturingprocesses,
and
Quality
deal
Total
have
Salmesbury
their
and
reported a great
of successwith
Management(TQM) initiative which includes many aspectsof lean thinking such as
team-work, waste reduction and focus on right first time production (CQI, 1994).
Similarly, British AerospaceDefence Limited (BAD Ltd) at Lostock are working
toward a World Class Manufacturing (WCM) initiative which has been successfulin
increasing throughput, reducing inventory and lead times and improving schedule
adherence(DTI 1990). These improvements at BAD Ltd, aimed at increasing
customersatisfactioninclude the use of ConcurrentEngineering,IntegratedProduction
Teamsworking with Kanban to achieve a 'Just-in-Time' environment with a heavy
involvement.
In Northern
Continuous
Improvement
through
people
emphasis on
Ireland Short Brothers,a manufacturerof aerostructures,wings, fuselagebarrels,flight
control surfaces,engine nacelle systems and defence systems employs over 7,000
people have fervently followed quality managementinitiatives and have attained
"Award Winning" status from the European Foundation for Quality Management
(EFQM).
Recent aerospaceinitiatives include many of the conceptsof the lean manufacturing
philosophy as describedin detail by Womack and Jones(1996) including just in time
(JIT) and Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) principles. For instance Short
Brothers, (Anon. 1997), have published a major successstory from adopting TPM
manufacturingprogramme;and it is well known (Woodheadel al, 1998) that Rolls
Royce and BAE Systems are actively aiming at reducing their supplier base as
suggestedby advocatesof JIT and Lean Manufacturing such as: Cheng et al,. (1996);
Mondon, (1993) andBicheno, (1994).
Furthermoremarketershave predicted an increasein the salesof small and relatively
inexpensivemilitary aircraft brought about through global competition (i. e. BAe and
SAAB collaboration) and niche marketing of planes,suchas the "Hawk lead in fighter
training" and the Grippen, to third world and developing countries as discussedby
Gavel (1998) in a Northwest newspaperarticle.
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In order to remain competitive in a global market the improvementefforts within UK
aerospacemanufacturingthroughout the supply chain are focused primarily on cost
reduction and supply chain lead-time reduction (Bamber el al, 2001a). This focus
creates an emphasis on response time to manufacture, schedule adherence,
improvementsin integration of managementsystemsand a need for the lower tier
aerospacesmall to medium size Enterprises (SMEs) to collaborate or partner with
other companies. The abovementionedand similar initiatives have not brought about
the benefits required in a globally competing aerospacemanufacturingsector, hence
LockheadMartin, Boeing, BAE Systems,Short Brothers and Rolls Royce are looking
toward the latest manufacturing paradigm, agile manufacturing (Broughton el a/,
1997). Researchevidence is indicating that the "prime' aerospacecompaniesare
considering, and in some instancesalready adopting the principles connectedwith
concurrent engineering,- supply chain involvement and virtual partnering to varying
degreesof success(Handley, 1997; Cooper el al, 1999). The influence of these
"primes" coupled with the forecasted increasesin civil aircraft manufacture; and
potential entry from Far East competition (Whalley, 1999) in a businessenvironment
of fierce global competition and dynamism (Ellerker, 1998); all suggests that
in
is
for
SME
LJK
the
the
companies
considerablechange
aerospacemanufacturing
inevitable.

1.2.2 UK Manufacturing Competing in a Global Market
Skinner (1969) outlined his beliefs that the manufacturingfunction should be able to
contribute to the strategicgoals of an organisation. Skinner consideredback in 1969
that manufacturing was the missing link in corporate thinking. He believed that
importance
be
manufacturing viewed with as much
as other corporatefunctions such
as marketing, accounting and sales. A common view categorisedmanufacturingas
that of a mundanework life typified with a never changingdaily routine on the one
hand and a low educationalstandingand low perceptionof value in terms of the job
market and later careerdevelopmenton the other hand. As Skinner (1969) so clearly
statedmany see the job as involving; "... grubby routine, where days are filled with
high pressure,packedwith details and limited to low level decision making all of
which is out of the sight and minds of the top level executives." Despite these
prevalent views, Skinner believed that by realising the positive contribution
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manufacturing could make to the overall business,a lasting, sustaining competitive
advantagecould be achieved.
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) supported by the Confederation of
British Industries (CBI) neverthelesshave attemptedto facilitate the improvementsof
UK manufacturingthrough their managingthe 90's project and Best factory awards
(DTL 1990). Additionally, Gilgeousand Gilgeous(1999) havereportedthat in the last
five years many improvementshave been made within the UK manufacturingsector.
However, Al-Rasby (1996) on surveying a broad sample of UK manufacturers
indicatesthat only a third of the companieshave a proactive manufacturingfunction.
While, Desai (1998) suggestsfrom a large survey of DTI companiesthe conceptsof
Agile Manufacturing are well understood but nevertheless not entirely applied.
Thereforerecent researchevidenceindicates,no matter what progresshas beenmade
to improve and developthe understandingof manufacturingas*an important aspectof
businessand strategy, for some UK organisations,manufacturing still takes a back
seat.
1.2.3 An Opportunity to Learn/Advancement of Knowledge
Agile manufacturingtheory as discussedin section 1.1 has to date beenvery general
and hence non-specific in its coverageof industry sectors. Furthermore studies of
agile practice have also been very general, with a few exceptions, and very little
researchhas been specifically set out to assessagility in AerospaceSmall to Medium
sized Enterprises. Moreover as discussedin section 1.1 research carried out by
Broughton et al (1997) identified within the aerospacemanufacturingsectoras regards
an understandingof agile manufacturing concepts a knowledge gap. Hence this
knowledge gap that currently exists is not satisfied by either existing literature or
current research. This thesis and researchprovides a genuineopportunity to advance
existing knowledge and hence to learn about agile manufacturing in UK Small to
Medium sized Enterprises. Figure 1.2 representsthis knowledge gap between the
availableagile theories,practiceand research,which are predominantlygeneralist,and
agility in theory, practice and research specifically within UK aerospaceSmall to
Medium sizedEnterprises(SNI[Es).
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AGILE THEORY
LTK AEROSPACE
MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH IN SMEs

AGILE PRACTICE

KNOWLEDGE
GAP

AGILITY IN UK
AEROSPACE SMEs

Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of the knowledge gap
From figure 1.2 it can be seen that because a knowledge gap actually exists then
providing the research carried out within the thesis is valid then the outcome of the
thesis will undoubtedly represent an original contribution to knowledge as described
by Francis (1976) and Phillips (1991).

The actual contribution to knowledge, and

therefore the significance, of this research is discussed later in chapter 5 and chapter 6
within the discussion and conclusions to this work.

1.2.4

Global Benerits of the Work

The discussionin this sectiondescribesin essencethe reasonsthat drove the American
government to actively pursue researchinto a new manufacturingparadigm that is
aimed at enablingthe US to competeand outfival others in an environmentof change,
uncertainty and unpredictability as described by Goldman et al (1991,1991a and
1991b). Furthermore this section considersthe global environment as describedby
Woodheadef al (1998) that aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprisesare now
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operatingwithin, one that is buoyant but neverthelessfiercely competitive. Phillips
(1999), a British AerospaceAirbus employee,likewise suggeststhat the "Development
of new productsand the needto fulfil all order winning criteria are also put forward as
strong changeagentswith which to implement the first stepsof the transition towards
becomingan agile enterprise."
Accordingly strategists (Byars and Lloyd, 1992; Dobson and Starkey, 1993; and
Bowman, 1990) have argued that analysing the environment is a crucial part of the
strategy process and similarly Prescot and Venkatraman (1990) suggest that: "A
successfulcompanyaligns well with the environment." Kotler (1997) re-iteratesthis
view and comments: "The key to organisational.survival is the organisation's
willingness to examinethe changing environmentand to adopt appropriatenew goals
and behaviours." Kotler (1997) suggeststhat strategicplanning and control is the task
of ensuringthe company's marketing objectives, strategiesand systemsare optimally
adapted to the current and forecasted environment. Therefore the strategic
management viewpoint is that adaptable organisations continually monitor the
environmentand attemptthrough strategicplanning to maintain a strategicfit with the
evolving environment.

I

Clarke-Hill and Gliester (1992) likewise suggestthat the environment
that
-requires
political, economical, social and.technical (PEST) aspectsare considered. While,
Porter (1980) considersthat the five forces behind industry competition determinethe
intensity of competition in an industry environment. The five competitive forcesare:
I. The threat of new entrants.
2. The bargainingpower of buyers.
3. The bargainingpower of suppliers.
4. The threat of substituteproductsor services.
5. The extentof rivalry amongexisting competitorsin the industry.
However, Peters (1988) suggestedthat predictability is a thing of the past because
strong global competition, changingand developingcustomerneedsand expectations,
technological advances,the changing economic environment, a more accessiblebut
complex global marketplace, legal,. legislative and socio-cultural influences are
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in
prevalent today's business. Recognition and considerationof theseuncontrollable
in
but
has
be
focus
to
the
variables
neverthelesscontinued
of strategic management,
this volatile world it is suggestedherethat only the foolish believe they can accurately
predict or forecastthe future. Additionally, Cambell and Yeung (1995) have said that
to achieve a purpose in competition with other organisations,there needs to be a
strategy, which provides commercial logic. Therefore it is suggestedthe role of
manufacturing is to contribute to organisational strategy through the adoption and
continuedfacilitation of agile principles.
The argument presentedby this thesis is hence, that the LJK aerospaceSmall to
Medium sized Enterprisesneed to adopt the principles of agile manufacturing and
further collaboratewith the "primee' to continueto competein a global market place
as discussedin section 1.2.2. Thereforethe aims of this thesisresearchas describedin
the following section 1.3 are developed with this argument in mind while the
objectives outlined in section 1.3.3 have been put togetherto specifically addressthe
knowledgegap outlined in section 1.2.3.

1.3 TheAints and Objectivesof the ResearchProject
1.3.1 The General Aim and Type of Research
The generalaim or purposeof conductingthis researchas outlined in section 1.2.3 is
to generatemore knowledge and understandingand hencebuild upon existing Agile
Manufacturing theories based on the researchfindings. Therefore the aim is not to
apply the findings of the research to specific problem areas within either
manufacturingorganisations,the aerospacesectoror for that matter to any of the case
study organisations representedin this project. The aim is to provide a deeper
understandingof the conceptof Agile Manufacturing in the environmentsof the case
study organisations.
Consequentlythe findings of this researchare intendedto contributeto the building of
knowledge of Agile Manufacturing with particular reference and emphasisto UK
aerospaceSmall to Medium Sized Enterprises(SMEs). Hence the type of research
carried out within this project is considered as pure research, basic research or
fundamental research as described by academic research experts such as Robson
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(1998) and Phillips (1991) even though the case study approach is used. More
specifically the aim of the researchis presentedin section 1.3.2below.
1.3.2 The Specific Aim of the Research
The specific aim of this researchproject is given in the following statement:
To assessagile manufacturingwithin UK aerospacemanufacturingsmall to medium
size enterprises(SMEs).
1.3.3

The Specific Objectives of the Research

The specific objectives of this researchhave been developed from the aim of the
project as specified in -the above statement.These specific objectives are derived to
provide focus for the researchactivities in order to fulfil the specific aim of the
researchin a structuredand scientific manner.
The specific objectivesof this researchare defined as:
1. To gain a theoretical and critical understandingof the following through a survey
of relevantliterature (seedetail in section 1.3.4):
Agile Manufacturing.
Other relevantmanufacturingstrategicframeworks.
Changemanagementand responseto changein manufacturingenvironments.
Small to Medium SizeEnterprisein the UK.
AerospaceSmall to Medium SizeEnterprise.
2. From the theoretical and critical understandingobtainedfrom the literature survey
develop a theoretical framework or conceptual model of Agile Manufacturing
within the UK aerospacesmall to medium size enterprises.
3. With reference to the theoretical framework or conceptual model of Agile
Manufacturing within the LJK aerospacesmall to medium size enterprisesassess
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agile manufacturing in an appropriate number of UK aerospacemanufacturing
SM[Es(casestudy organisations).
4. From an evaluation of the case study organisations and comparisons to the
theoretical framework or conceptualmodel develop the findings into a theoretical
genericaerospaceSNE Agile Manufacturing model (the theoreticalmodel).
5. Provide a complete and detailed discussion of the developed theoretical model
which shall:
Include a framework for agility in the aerospacemanufacturingsectorwith the
focus and main relevanceto UK aerospaceSMEs.
*

Enhance.the understanding of Agile Manufacturing theory, concepts and
practice.

*

Have the ability to be an assessmenttool for agile manufacturing in UK
aerospaceSMEs.

1.3.4 Aims of the Literature Review
The aim of the literature review is to enable the development of a theoretical
framework or a conceptualmodel that representsthe featuresof agile manufacturing
that are most likely presentin an aerospaceUK manufacturingsmall to medium size
enterprise.To this end the literature survey includes the essentialtheories, concepts
and developmentsof agile manufacturingthat are relevantto the focus of the research
aim as expressedin section I. I. Included, therefore in the literature survey is a short
review of the antecedentsof modem manufacturing managementleading to Agile
Manufacturing.Additionally, other relatedphilosophiesand conceptsof manufacturing
management such as lean manufacturing, world class manufacturing, strategic
learning
total
management,
organisations and change management are
quality,
reviewedto assesstheir implications and relationshipto Agile Manufacturing.
The literature survey,as would be expected,critiquesthe works of the expertsin Agile
Manufacturing thus providing a major input into the theoretical model. However, to
ensurethe theoretical framework or conceptualmodel is relevant to the LJK aerospace
manufacturingSME sector other avenuesof the survey include a review of published
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work on UK aerospacemanagementpractice, strategy, change managementand
performance measurement. Likewise, a review of current theoretical and
implementable manufacturing aerospacemodels such as the UK aerospacelean
enterprisemodel (UKLEK and work carried out within the framework of the Supply
Chain Researchin Aerospace(SCRIA) initiative hasbeenincluded.

Overall the aims of the literature review shall provide an extensivebut relevantcritique
of availabletheory that will enablethe aim as describedin section 1.3.2to be achieved
both successfully and effectively. In summary the literature review presentedin
is
2.0
the documentationof a comprehensivecritique of relevantpublishedapd
chapter
unpublishedwork, the aims of which are to ensurethat:

*

Important variables-of Agile Manufacturing in the LJK aerospaceSME sector are
not left out of the researchstudy.
Clarity and precision of the researchobjectives are establishedand henceaims of
the researchmet.

9 Focusof the study is maintainedand the researchdoesnot 're-invent the wheel.'
An in-depth knowledge of Agile Manufacturing within the UK aerospace
manufacturingsectoris demonstrated.
A good logical, well arguedcritique of existing researchpublicationsis provided.
A foundation is provided for the developmentof a conceptual model of Agile
Manufacturing in LJK aerospacemanufacturingSMEs adding to the solid body of
existing knowledgeof Agile Manufacturing.

1.4 The ResearchMethodology
1.4.1 A Critique of the CaseStudy ResearchMethod
This section discussesthe reasonsfor adopting the case study researchapproachfor
this researchthesisand arguesthe efficacy of such an approachwith referenceto how
the adopted researchmethod has consideredimproving validity and enhancing the
generalisabilityof the findings. Additionally, the approachadoptedwith a plannedand
systematicframework is arguedas providing appropriaterigour and parsimonyto the
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researchtechniquesto give confidencein the reliability of the findings leading to the
researchdiscussionsand conclusions.
Accordingly Bell (1993) develops an argument that the case study approach is
for
individual
for
it
because
opportunity
particularly appropriate
gives an
researchers
one aspectof a problem to be studiedin depthwithin a limited time scale. Bell (1993)
also indicatesthe great strengthof the casestudy methodis that it allows the researcher
to concentrateon a specific instanceor situation and to identify, or attemptto identify,
the various interactive processesat work. This supportsadoption of the case study
method for this researchproject becauseas discussedin chapter 1.0 the researchhas
predominantlybeen carried out within the constraintsof working toward fulfilling the
requirementsof a PhD as outlined by this thesesand to fulfil the requirementsof an
EPSRCfundedresearch-projectin a closely relatedarea.
As in all research,the evidencein this casestudy approachis collected systematically,
the relationship betweenvariables is studied and the study is methodically planned.
The number of case study organisations chosen has been purposefully kept to a
minimum to be able to provide rich and valuable data under the resourceand time
constraintsas expressedin section 1.1.4. In contrastto this approach,Bromley (1986)
explains processesmay remain hidden in a large-scalesurvey using data from large
numbersof organisationsbut may be crucial to the successor failure of systemsin
organisations. Hence, focus on a few aerospaceSmall to Medium sized Enterprises
(SMEs) that supply product to most of the top aerospaceorganisationsin the world
(e.g. Rolls Royce, Lockhead-Martin,British Aerospace,Lucas and Shorts) is likely to
provide crucial and valid data.
Each organisation has it's common and unique features and consequentlythe case
study researcheraims to identify such features and to show how they effect the
implementation of systems and influence the way an organisation functions.
According to Yin (1994) case study researchis concernedwith the interaction of
factors and eventsand, as Nisbett & Watt (1980) point out: "Sometimesit is only by
taking a practical instancethat we can obtain a full picture of this interaction." Though
observation and interview are most frequently used in most case study research,
Nisbett and Watt in the above statementindicate no technique should be excluded
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without due consideration. Thereforea rangeof methodsfor collecting information as
shown in table 1.2 are discussedfor assessing,agile manufacturingin aerospacesmall
to medium sized enterprises, in section 3.2 and hence considered as potentially
appropriatefor fulfilling the aims as outlined in section 1.3 of this PhD thesis.
Additionally, critics of the case study approach used to study manufacturing
organisationssuchas Blau et al (1976), draw attentionto someproblemsposedby this
researchmethod, namely they point out the fact that generalisationis not usually
possible and questionthe value of the study of single events.. Many of these critics
suggestit is difficult to cross-checkinformation and say there is always the dangerof
distortion. However, as suggestedby Bryman (1998 and 1995),the generalisabilityof
the researchmay be enhancedwhen using a second case or a multiple case study
approach to research,-and comparisonsallow the'special features of cases to be
identified much more readily. Consequently,the method advocatedby many case
studyresearchersis an approachthat includescross-checkingand would use more than
one method of data-collecting. This multi-method approach is described as
triangulation in the OpenUniversity courseE8 II and describedas: "Cross-checkingthe existenceof certain phenomenaand the veracity of individual
accountsby gathering datafrom a numberof informantsand a numberof sourcesand
subsequentlycomparingand contrasting one accountwith another in order to produce
asJull and balanceda studyaspossible."

(OU courseE811: 1988).

The main restrictionsor constraintsposedby the triangulation methodare the time and
resourcefactors; thereforethe extent of data-collectionis influenced by the amount of
time availableto completethe researchand the numberof researchersavailableto help
collect meaningful data. In considerationof these points of view and in particular to
enhancethe generalisabilityof the researchfindings, for aerospaceSMEs, a multi-case
study approachis used within this project. The central casestudy organisationsused
during the researchare outlined in Chapter 4 and further cross-checkingis achieved
through a survey and analysis of published case study researchpapers on relevant
topics. The discussion chapter, Chapter 5, critiques further aspects of validity,
efficacy, generalisability, reliability and appropriatenessof the approach used to
collect dataand information.
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1.4.2 Alternative Methods to the Case Study Approach
Although in Section 1.4.1 it is consideredthat casestudy is an appropriatemethod of
is
to
for
the
researchers
this
available
method
not
only
organisational
study
research
Other
to
organisationalresearch
organisations.
within
wishing use a scientific approach
(1995)
(1998)
Bryman
(1997),
discussed
by
Sekeran
Robson
and
and
approachesare
include the methods of. - Action Research:Survey Research;Qualitative Research;
Experimental Research;Field Research and Meta-Analytic studies. Each of these
methodspresentbenefitsin organisationalresearch.
However, becauseof the constraintsoutlined in sections 1.1 and 1.4.1 combinedwith
the limited source of -existing rich data (agile manufacturing as a concept being
literature
documented,
see
relatively new and aerospacecase studies not prolifically
for
inappropriate
2)
the aims of this research.
these
seen
as
are
methods
review chapter
For example,with meta-analyticaltechniqueslarge amountsof existing publisheddata
is needed,while with action researchthe researchis 'involved' and looks at effectsand
impacts of advised lines of action. The former example is obviously not appropriate
becauseof the lack of primary publisheddata and the latter is not possiblebecauseof
time and organisationalconstraintsimposedon the researchactivities.
1.4.3

The Research Outline

The aim of the researchdesign is to satisfy the researchaims outlined in section 1.3
and as describedin section 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 use the case study method. This should
lead to an opportunity to identify other issues for future work both academicand
applied to organisationalsettings. The researchdesign also takes into consideration
the time scaleimposedby the EPSRCfunding arrangements(althoughthis is irrelevant
for PhD work is an important practical consideration) and by the case study
organisations. Of course, minimum interferencewithin the organisationsis expected
as this researchis not action researchbased, however the findings and consequent
proposalsmay lead to this as future work.
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The researchdesign is broadly analogousto an approachthat is advocatedby Bryman
(1995) shown in Figure 1.3. Although this method is considered a qualitative
approachto organisationalresearch,the essentialsof this researchprocessresemblea
for
to
the
organisational
scientific approach
conduct of researchand are appropriate
Thus, this provides the framework for a- systematic approach and the
methodology adopted in the researchdesign is appropriate for assessmentof agile
study.

manufacturingwithin UK aerospaceSMEs and developmentof a generic aerospace
agility model appropriatefor UK aerospaceSMEs. Figure 1.4 representsa schematic
of the approachadoptedin this researchand entitled thesisresearchdesign.
The conceptualmodel that is developedfrom the theoreticalstudiesas shown in figure
1.4 is proposed as a model of agile manufacturing in UK aerospaceSM[Es,this is
described in more detail later in Chapter 3 and is encompassedin the theoretical
framework. The theoreticalframework is at the core of the researchand for the reader
in
description
thesis
this
the
of
providesa
conceptualmodel of agility UK aerospace
of
SMEs. The conceptualmodel has led directly to the generationof agile aerospace
tools andtechniquesas detailedin section
small to medium sizedenterpriseassessment
3.2, which hasallowed, as shownin figure 1.4,the developmentof the observationand
data collection methodsusedwithin the casestudy organisationsfor this thesis.
1.4.4

Research Methods (Data Collection and Sources of Data)

The term research method is used in this section to describe data collection and data

sourcesusedwithin the researchactivities adoptedin compiling this thesis.
Bryman (1995) makesa distinction betweenresearchdesignsand researchmethods(or
techniquesof data collection). Accordingly researchdesignis the overall structureand
orientation of the investigation, which provides a framework within which data are
collected and analysed. While particular designstend to be associatedwith particular
methods of data collection, a distinction is useful becauseone does not necessarily
imply the other. The chief researchdesignsand methodsin organisationalresearchare
presentedin table 1.2 and sections 1.4.3 to 1.4.5 provide an overview of the research
methodand designadoptedfor this researchthesis.
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DESIGNS

METHODS

DI

Fxpermental
(Major distinctions
laboratory & field
experiments & quasiexperiments)

MI

Sell-administered

D2

Survev (including
longitudinal survey
design)

M2

Structured interview

D3

Qualitative research

M3

Participant

D4

Case study

M4

Unstructured

D5

Action Research

M5

Structured

M6

Simulation

M7

Archival

questionnaire

observation
interviewing
observation

sources ofdata

Table 1.2: Chief research designs and methods in organisational research
(Source: Bryman, 1995)
Self-administered questionnaires (MI) are collections of questions that the respondent
in
is
discussed
his
her
completes on
section 3 [the agile
or
own, an example of which
operational characteristics matrices]. Another method of collecting information from
individuals which has been used extensively in this research is the structured interview
(M 2), a collection of specific and precisely formulated questions which are asked of a
respondent by the interviewer. On the other hand unstructured interviews are carried
out in a very informal way, allowing respondents considerable latitude in what they
say, these two types of interview technique are used extensively in this research and
contribute to the discussion in the case study organisation sections.

A technique adopted which involves the researcher spending a period of time
observing particular activities within the organisational setting and context used within
this research is participant observation (M3).

This is a major method used in this

research because the researcher being a full-time member of the EPSRC funded project
as described in section 1.1.2 has reasonable autonomy and access to situations and
events within the case study organisations. Likewise, there is scope for structured
observation (M5) to predetermined schedules providing the opportunity for the
researcher to record more specific events. Accordingly use of knowledge elicitation
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techniquesis a major part of this data gathering for this thesis as'describedin further
detail in section 1.4.4.1.
Additionally,. a major sourceof data available is archival information (M7) from the
notes, minutes of meetings, project plans, and presentation materials, records of
both
documentation.
information
This
processmeasurementand procedure
accrued
within the framework of the strict regulatory and traceability requirementsimposedin
the aerospacesector, mainly for safety reasons, and additionally other relevant
activities that provide historical documents, contemporary records and existing
statistics. For instance,the BS EN ISO 9002: 1994Quality ManagementSystemand
financial and operational measuresof performance are good sources of archival
information.

In the "research field" adopted by this researchit is important that the case study
personnelunderstandthe questionsaskedof them from whatever approachis used to
elicit knowledge. Hence,as describedby Pugh et al (1963 and 1969)and shownalso
in figure 1.3 developedby Bryman (1995) operationalisationof terms, definitions and
descriptionsare required. This operationalisationaspectof researchdesignis shownto
best effect in the agile operationalcharacteristicsmatricesdiscussedin section3.3.1.4
in more detail.
Main Phases

Intervening Processes

Theory

Deduction
Hypothesis

Operationalisation
Observations/datacollection

Dataprocessing
Dalalysis-

Interpretation
Findings

Induction

Figure 1.3: A research process (Source: Bryman 1995)
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The operationalisation,issue therefore is taken into account both during the
developmentof conceptualmodels and in the data collection methodsdescribedlater
in section 3.3. In addition great care is taken throughout this research toward
developmentof the questionnaireused (operationalcharacteristicsmatrix) through the
use of pilot study and review methods(i. e. part of the question set was testedafter a
period of researcherinvolvement in severalcasestudy organisations).
1.4.4.1 KnowledgeElicitation Techniques

The case study approach adopted by this research is considered in the main
encompassedby an ethnographicresearchmethodologythat aims to elicit knowledge
from "the casee' by the researcherbecoming "
trusted and acceptedpart of the
a
...
case(s)
as describedby Serber (1981) in a study dedicated to the practice of
ethnographicresearchin society. Within the ethnograpb1gap
pLoach, tkUarticipatiVe
nature of the researchers'activities allows for collection of useful information in an
informal manner. Additionally as describedby Bryman (1989 and 1995) a further
advantageethnographyor participant observationis that ".... its unstructured nature
may allow the researcherto happenon promising areasof investigation that could not
have been anticipated at the onset." Notwithstanding, solely such a qualitative and
unstructuredapproach,this researchhasdevelopedan understandingof the conceptsof
agility expected within aerospacesmall to medium size enterprises through the
literature survey documented in chapter 2 and drawn in a theoretical framework
presentedin chapter 3. Neverthelessthe interview, structuredor unstructured,is the
central means or main technique of knowledge elicitation used as explained by
knowledgeelicitation expertsFirlej and Hellens (1991).
The use of multi-site studies(severalcasestudy organisationsas shown in chapter4)
indicatesthere is a needto draw reasonablycomparabledata acrossdifferent casesthat
may provide potentially greatergeneralisabilitythan single site studies,(Kotter, 1982).
The consequencesof this are that, as Bryman (1995) suggests,the ethnographic
approachis accompaniedby structured nterviewing, dataanalysisand accordinglythis
-iresearchusesa structUr"duestionnaire in the form of an agile assessmentmatrix (see
section3.3.2) for someknowledgeelicitation and data collection.
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1.4.5 A Critique of the ResearchMethodology Adopted
The casestudy approachis adoptedbecauseit is consideredin the previous sectionsto
be the most appropriatemethodof researchfor organisationalresearchwhere there are
time and resourceconstraints. A critique of the case study is given in section 1.4.1
which outlines the great strength of the case study is to allow the researcherto
concentrateon specific situations and to identify, or attempt to identify the various
*
interactiveprocessesat work. Thesevarious interactive processesare observedin this
researchwork only after a theoretical framework or conceptualmodel is developed
through evaluatingan extensiveand relevant literature survey.
It is expectedthat generalisabilityis enhancednot only through using a numberof case
study organisations,as shownin figure 1.4, but through a literature surveyand analysis
of other case study publications 'on companiesreporting to have some amount of
'success' with agile manufacturingprinciples. The benefit to other organisationsis
more likely to be to small to medium sized enterprises(SME's); and particular to
producersof superhigh value.products such as in the aerospacesector;as opposedto
larger organisationswith low value commodity type products, thus generalisationof
the resultswill havecertain limits.
The results and conclusionsdrawn fi7omthe researchare strongly basedon objective
evidenceobtained from literature,.other casestudy information; observationand data
analysisfrom the aerospacecasestudy organisations.This is particularly important to
note within this research report as the researcheris not part of the case study
organisationsand is thereforerequiredto apply considerablerigor to the investigations
and maintain a focusedenquiry.
Additionally, the complexity of the problem must be analysed systematically in a
structured approach,hencethe researchdesign representedin figure 1.4 provides a
framework for achieving this. The examinationof the unstructuredsituation must be
sufficient to allow identification of critical factors rather than a great deal of variables
or sub-factorsthat are deducedas aspectsof agility within an aerospaceSME. Crucial
factors or elementsof agile manufacturingonce identified are more likely to be the
most appropriateaspectrelevant to the aims of this project and hence provide both
parsimonyand generalisabilityto the research.
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Intervening Activity

Main Phases of Research

Theory
literature
survey
- casestudy reviews
Develop a conceptual
model in a theoretical
fi7amework
ConceptualModel
Operationalise
model
Measurement
tools
-

Developdatacollection
method(s)andrequirements
Observation/datacoffection
Ethnogmphy/quesfionnaire
Case
studies
A
" Casestudyorganisation.
B
" Casestudyorganisation.
C
" Casestudyorganisation.
D
" Casestudyorganisation.

Data/observafions
processed
Analyses & Discussions
discussions
- comparisons
implications
-

I

Interpretafion of
fmdings/discussions

Main Findings
- conclusions
- Tecommendations

Comparisonof casestudy
findingsto theoryand
modelto addto existing
knowledge

Figure 1.4: Thesis research design
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

ZI

ManafacturingManagementTechniquesandPraclices

This chapter representsthe literature review carried out in order to develop an
understandingof the conceptsof 'managingagility' expectedwithin aerospacesmall to
medium size enterprises. Additionally through the theory.applicable to the topic of
investigation a theoretical framework can be developedand presentedlater in chapter
3. The aims of the literature reviewed in this chapter have already been discussedin
in
detail
section 1.3.4.
great
2.1.1 Lean Manufacturing
The Japanesemanufacturingexperts Eiji Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno [1988], took the
has
identified
1970's,
by
the
ongoing
research
stonn and, since
manufacturingworld
the performanceadvantagesof lean production managementpractices(James-Moore
is
lean
Gibbons,
Accordingly,
1997).
manufacturing ableto offer managersa way
and
to structure their manufacturing facilities (and also the rest of the organisation) to
becomemore productiveand more effective (Womacket al, 1990).
Acknowledgedexpertsof lean thinking Womack and Jones(1996) considerthe focal
point of lean manufacturingis:
"... Ils dedication to the elimination of waste. Ais is achieved by combining
labour into cross-functionalteamsdedicatedto an activity, sharing informatiog
and concentration on continuous improvementsand aspects of quality. All
unnecessarytasks are eliminated and all steps are aligned into a continuous
flow of activity. Mis enables the design developmentand distribution of
products with lesshumaneffort, tools and overall expense."
Lean manufacturinghas been describedby Bamber el al (1999) as a set of principles
and practices that intend to remove all wastes from the system and is founded on
maximal utilisation of resourcesfocusing on reduction or elimination of wastes and
non-valueadding activities within the system. Bamberetal(1999) in a review of lean
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is
in
have
focus
lean
"A
to
that:
of
and agile manufacturing aerospace
stated
particular
in
links
fewer
the
establishcloser relationshipswith
suppliersandto reduce numberof
Similarly this conceptof reducing the numberof suppliersis also
discussedby Boyst, jr. III (1988), as an attitude and behaviourexpectedwithin a just-

the supply chain."

in-time (JIT) manufacture environment, but also takes the concept further in
suggestingsingle sourcesupplyis best.
Many,manufacturingGurus have arguedthe Japanesemanufacturingmethodssuch as
(JIT) production, Kaizen, total quality control (TQC), and worker incentives such as
total employee involvement (TEI) have revolutionised the business world
(Schonberger,1986; Dertouzos et al, 1989; Willmott, 1997). Womack et al (1990)
however, have shown, from researchinto Japanesemanufacturingcompanies,it can
clearly be seenthat the Japaneseproduction paradigm did not take place overnight.
Other manufacturing researchers(Cusumano, 1994; Bicheno, 1994 and Cheng and
Podolsky, 1996) go so far as to claim that the gradual transition from the extreme
Tayloristic task-structured, material requirements planning (MRP) and inspection
improvement,
buffered
the
to
mentalitiesof
systems,
multi-skilled worker, continuous
just-in-time (jIT) and quality assurancefeatures of the lean manufacturing system
could havebeenpredicted.
The limits of lean production in terms of its undesirableeffects, including the lack of
young labourerswilling to work in the factories,the excessiveproduct variety and the
extreme pressure on suppliers. has been highlighted by Cusumano (1994).
Nevertheless,the Japanesemanufacturingexperts Toyoda, Ohno and Shingo worked
closely with large companieslike Toyota, acting as pioneers,in order to develop the
lean manufacturingidea. According to Bicheno (1994) theseJapaneseexperts knew
that in order to becomea world-class factory manufacturingorganisationsneededto
satisfy the trilogy of Just In Time (JIT), Total Quality (TQ) and Team Involvement
(TI), see figure 2. L

Desai (1998) discussesthat beyond the factory floor a lean
enterprisealso requires supplier involvement, distribution logistics, effective design

and attention to service. Accordingly and as shown by figure 2.1, JIT can be thought
of as largely within the plant, and lean manufacturing extends the boundaries to
considerthe supply chain mechanics.
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Figure 2.1: The manufacturing trilogy of JIT, TQ and TI (Bicheno, 1994).
It i'smoreoverarguedby Bicheno (1994) that JIT aims to continuouslyeliminate waste
and reducedelay at every stagefrom raw material to final customerand from concept
to market. While on the other hand, lean manufacturingaims to design and produce
products and supporting services, which exceed customer expectationsin terms of
quality, cost andtime. Womacket al (1990) also discussreduction in wasteusing lean
thinking asprimarily focusing on the following achievableobjectives:

"

Using half the space.

"

Using half the investmentin tools.

"

Using half the humaneffort.

"

Using lessthan half the time.

"

Using lessthan half the inventory.

"

With lessthan half the defects.

"

With greaterproductvariety.

"

With improved customerservice.

In order to better understandthe lean production paradiM Desai (1998) has drawn a
list of the characteristicsof lean manufacturing,from a survey of lean manufacturing
literature, as follows on the next page:
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1. A purposefuland directedfocus on the interestsof the customer.
2. Close integration of design, manufacturing and distribution, with suppliers and
subcontractorsinvolved throughout.
3. Collaborationwith suppliersin all aspects.
4. Sharingof the gains and'benefitsof the collaboration.
5. Respectfor all the functional and operationalareasand personnelof the company
and its suppliers.
6. A Total Quality Management (TQM) oriented environment, with team-work,
delegation,and information sharingthrough soundsupportsystems.
7. The skills and contributionsof all individuals are highly rated andvalued.
8. Design and manufacturing ffinctions collaborate continuously, especially when
interests
the
the
or
of the
reflecting
supporting or promoting
cause of quality

customer.
9. Production process development and operation is directed towards continuous
improvementof operatingefficiency and defectprevention.
In contrastto lean manufacturing,massproduction createsorganisationalsystemsthat
stressspecialisationand de-skilling of labour, and production practicesthat encourage
inspection and mistrust. These characteristicsresult in de-motivation, numerous
labourer classifications, large inventory buffers and extensive rework. Lean
production on the other hand, is based on the premise of a skilled, motivated, and
flexible work force working to continuously improve quality and reduce inventories
through preventive control and production system flexibility.

These all result in a

satisfying social system, and a buffer-less, reliable production system. Thus, lean
production systems are able to achieve dramatically higher levels of quality and
productivity, much lower inventories than mass production plants, and higher
manufacturingflexibility (Womack el al 1990).
In "The Machine that Changedthe World", Womack et al (1990) claimed that lean
production would replace mass production and what was left of the crafts in all
industrial sectors, becoming the global standard for the production systems of the
twenty-first century.
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2.1.2 World ClassManufacturing(WCM)
Lean thinking according.to Womack and Jones (1996) has been adopted by many
becoming
more competitive and achieving a world-class
of
as
a
means
organisations
status of manufacturing organisations.

Similarly the concept of world-class

from
has
been
(WCM)
organisationsstriving to
much
attention
given
manufacturing
become high performing manufacturers, (Hendry, 1998). Some authors have
likewise,
Burcher
in
define
WCM
and
the'
to
term
statement,
a
one-line
attempted
Stevens(1996) quote severalof theseincluding the following, which is from one of the
by
(1990):
into
booklets
DTI
90's
the
the
published
series
of
managing

"A world class manufactureris one that can competewith the bestanywherein .
the world "
This definition is hard to disagreewith and must be universally applicablebut leadsto
the questionsof what -is the "best in the world" and what is meant by the expression
"can compete"? This ambiguity makes definitions of this type unhelpful for those
seeking to improve their manufacturing performance through the application of
techniques. Gilgeous and Gilgeous (1999) have researchedthe philosophy of WCM
incremental
believe
that
approach
that
practitioners
an
and suggested
most expertsand
to manufacturingchangeis more effective than a "big bane' approachand quote Peter
Urban, presidentof CamexCorporateConsultants,Ontario, who in this respectoffers a
definition of WCM:
"7he world class manufacturer differs from an average manufacturer in his
continuous striving for improvementsin quality, cost, lead-times, customer
"
service,and general responsiveness.
It is more beneficial to presentorganisationswith a more thorough definition of WCM
suchasthat outlined by Greene(1991) when statingthat WCM companiesare:
"... those companieswhich continuously outperform the indusity's global best
know
know
intimately
their
their
suppliers,
and
which
customersand
practices
competitors' performance capabilities and know their own strengths and
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weaknesses.All of whichform a basis of continually charWing- competitive
strategiesandperformance objectives."
Additionally other literature has looked at enablersof manufacturingexcellenceor at
aspectsof operationsthat signify best in class, for example,the DTI (1990) booklet
claims that you are a WCM companyif you can sayyes to a checklist of ten questions,
which are paraphrasedbelow:
1. Is the plant clean?
2. Is the facility completely reliable?
3. Is documentationclear, up-to-date?
4. Do you emphasisethe importance of developing your product and process
engineering?
5. Is your workforce flexible?
6. Do you alwaysachievethe shortestpossiblethroughputtime?
7. Are you committedto total quality andkaizen?
8. Are you committedto training?
9. Is the shop-floor a sourceof ideas?
10.Do you acceptthe needfor continualchange?
This sort of listing providesa checklist for manufacturingmanagersthat are aspiringto
adopt the principles of WCM while, other authors,including Ralston (1996), are more
specific in terms of the improvementsthat can be expected.His checklist comprisethe
following:

Inventory
200.
20,40
turnover
or
of
even
e
A 40 per cent reductionin the cost of goodsmanufactured.
Manufacturing leadtimes measuredin terms of daysor evenhours.
This greater detail, of course, gives an opposite problem. It has been discussedby
Hendry (1998) that:
"... it would he unrealistic for the capital goods manufacturer of, say,
aeroplanesto aim for lead times of weeks,let alone days. Also, a 40 per cent
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reduction in costs is far too general to be universally applicable - it assumes
that all costsare universally too high by the sameamountin thefirst place. "
It is consideredin this thesis that where a selection of possible values is given, the
between
inventory
is
huge
becomes
difference
then
there
too
advice
a
vague turnovers of 20 and 200 for'example. Therefore,lists of this type may be helpful for
some manufacturers,such as the car industry or other massproducerson which the
figures tend to be based,but will not be helpful for all types of company.
Schonberger(1986; 1996) provides two of the most comprehensivelists for WCM covering cultural, operational and some strategic issue. While the 1986 list had 17
points and was referred to as "an action agendafor manufacturing excellence;, the
1996 text has a set of -16 principles. In fact, Schonberger(1996) suggeststhat to
remain a WCM company over the next ten years [to 2006], companieswill have to
enter into anotherchangeof managementculture. There have already been changes
from managementby edict to managementby procedureto managementby policy.
The next changeis suggestedto be to managementby principle. According to CEO
Lou Gerstnerquoted by Schonberger(1996), this meansthat when a situation arises,
there is no needto look at a manual;ratherthe individual knows in their headandtheir
heart what to do. He statesthat policies and proceduresare still needed,but principles
are going to be requiredto remaina WCM companyin the future.
This potential shift in managementculture seemssomewhatidealistic. To follow it,
eachcompanymust first decidewhich principles to implementin their case. Theory of
this type therefore has a similar effect to lists of WCM attributes such as those
discussedabove,mostly one of giving incentivesfor changeand someidea of how to
start. However, most managerswant more detailed advice on what changes to
implement within their manufacturingprocessand its support operationsrather than
adviceon conceptsand theories.
Most authorsof texts and articles on the meaningof WCM would agreethat this more
detailed advice could not be prescribed because the precise working out of the
processesto be followed will vary from one companyto another. Therefore,it is often
suggestedthat each company must assessits own starting point, its own strategic
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position, and customerbaseand so on in order to decide how to make changesin its
particular case. For example,Burcher and Stevens(1996) statethat the basic stepsare:
1. Startingpoint - understandingthe current situation;
2. Objectives- understandingwhat the organisationshould look like;
3. Strategy- building suitable measuresof changethat will then drive the process
forward.

Hence a manufacturingorganization must build on objectives, developing a strategy
for changingthe statusquo to higher levels of performance. However, despitemaking
statementsof this type, many authors do go on to give more detailed advice. More
detailed advice on World Class Manufacturing (WCM) tends to concentrate on
methodsof operating that have come to be consideredas "best practice' methodsin
recentyears. Schonberger(1986) suggested:"What makesa world classmanufacturer
in one industry also seems to work in many other industries." and that: "The
improvement journey follows a surprisingly well defined path." Hendry (1998)
compliments this particular view and suggeststhe topics that tend to be covered in
WCM text canbe organisedinto sevencategoriesas follows:
L Workforce empowerment;
2. Design for products,processesand improved supplierrelationships;
3. Simplify the shop-floor;
4. Capacityissues;
S. Improve quality and value for money;
6. Up-to-dateappropriateplanning and control systems;
7. Performancemeasurement,benchmarkingand continuousimprovement.

It should be noted that these categoriesare not mutually exclusive and some of the
advice available fits under more than one heading. However, it is arguedin this thesis
that the categoriesprovide a convenient means of summarisingthe type of advice
found.in texts devotedto explaining the conceptof world class manufacturingas first
popularisedby Schonberger(1986).
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2.1.3 Global Manufacturing/Global Competition
The conceptof World ClassManufacturing (WCM) is important, as domesticborders
are no longer a barrier to competition from foreign companies,(Kaplan and Norton,
1996). Furthermore, today most products are global compositesof materials and
throughoutthe world, (Byrd, 1992). It hasbeendiscussed
servicesfrom manufacturers.
in much literature that business,including organisationsdevotedto manufacture,have
to considercustomers,suppliers,and competitors in global terms in order to succeed
(Clarke-I-Elland Gleister, 1992;Kotler, 1991and 1997; Schonberger,1996). Bamber
et al (2001) have discussedthat due to global competitivenessbusinessesare now
trading internationally and are expected to have managementsystems certified'to
international standards enhancing customer-supplierrelationships and stakeholder
perceptions.
Bamber et al (2001) focus on the integration of quality, environmental and
occupationalhealthand safety systems(ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001: 1996and OHSAS
18001:1999 standards)of manufacturingorganisationsin order to enhanceconfidence
of all stakeholdersin operations. There are a number of reasonswhy international
standardsare important for globally competing companies which amongst other
reasons includes the need for compatible knowledge based, communication and
information systems. Further to this Kaplan andNorton (1996) discussthat companies
are now operatingin the information age and competingagainstthe best companiesin
the world. They discussthat information agecompaniesmust combinethe efficiencies
and competitive honing of global operations with marketing sensitivity to local
customers.In other words if companiesare not ableto supplytheir local marketunder
globally competitive and integratedtermsthen they will not be in that market for long,
becausesomewherein the world will be a company looking for market entry with
world classperformancelevels.
Kotter (1996) considersthat globalisationis nowherenearfinished and we are in a new
economic era that is going to continue at least through the first quarter of the 21"
century. Interestingly, Naisbitt (1995) has said that the global economy of the 2lt
centurywill be dominatedby small and medium sized(SMEs) players. Naisbitt argues
that although small is beautiful appropriate scale is what is required, he states: "I
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know very well that I can't build a Boeing 747 in my garage. Of coursewe needbig
companies for these things. But it's all about finding the appropriate scale.
Increasingly appropriate scale is smaller and more powerful." Naisbitt (1995)
considersone of the main factors in developingthe economicage of small companies
is that the revolution in telecommunicationsis simultaneously creating the huge,
global, single-market economy,while making the parts smaller and more powerful.
Further to this belief that small is best Naisbitt (1997) proclaims: "What you see
happening everywhere now is that even the really huge companies are restyling
"
themselvesas networksof entrepreneurs.
There becomesa dilemma when the belief is that smallercompanieswill dominatethe
is
is
individually
that
which
small
company
a
unable to provide the
economy,
is
by
in
dilemma
Thurow
for
large
This
solved
-capacity
part
projects.
competenceand
(1996) who believesthat; "... in tomorrow's global economy,there will be very tough
economiccompetition, but the common environmentwill require global cooperation."
Thurow (1996) really refers to cooperationof Nations but acceptsthat cooperationis
important
levels
in
fact
the
at
all
of
economy;
competition and cooperation
vitally
also
in
hand.
in
hand
Further
the global
to
this
to
co-operating
concept
of
compete
must go
economyKelly (1995) suggeststhat the global economyis " ... a network economyin which there will be a variety of large players and a variety of small players." Kelly
(1995) has discussed that the network economy is able to support the virtual
organisation. Virtual organisationsaccordingto Kelly are onesin which, when you go
to examinethem, you find there is nobodythere.
Strategicthinker NfichaelPorter (1994) hasdiscussedglobal manufacturingin terms of
the ability to competitively provide and receive goods to anywherein the world. A
strategic process for organisations is therefore, the capacity and capability of a
company to martial and mobilize inputs and assetsacross borders. Porter (1997)
discussesa shift in paradigmof global competitivenessfrom that of the scaleof a firm
being important to now that of the specialisednatureof a cluster of smallerfirms. This
paradigmshift of globalisation is putting greater emphasison specialisation,on doing
particular things in particular locations, (i. e. Silicon Valley and microelectronics),
ratherthan doing everythingin one particular location. A given firms' scale,according
to Porter (1997) can be smaller if there are a lot of other supportingcompaniesaround
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to provide a network, cluster and inftastructure for activities necessary to be

successful.
Furthermore, it has been argued by Johnson(1995) that to remain competitive in a
global marketplace, the approach of an organisation to the strategy process must
include both conceptsof incrementalchangeand more radical or fundamentalshifts in
direction. Johnsonand Scholes(1999) have consequentlyconsidereda basic threebe
that
the
continuously applied
should
strategicmanagementprocess,
stagemodel of
implementation.
While
including
choice
and
strategy
strategic
strategic analysis,
as
Sadler(1995) and Johnson(1988) have reviewed strategic implementationprocesses
hence
drift"
"strategic
the
organisational
as
problematic
and
concept
considered
of
and
intent
The
be
to
and
strategic
regularly.
prepared
progress
review
strategistsmust
in
further
is
3.3.1.1
facing-organisations,
discussed
issues*
and
section
strategic
in
developed
this research.
the
conceptualmodel
addressedwithin
2.1.4 Other Management Concepts
2.1.4.1 Total Quafity Management
The total quality management(TQM) conceptaccordingto Atkinson (1990) depends
upon the total commitment of every employee within the company and cannot be
achievedthrough quality systemsalone. This view prevails becausequality systems
traditionally focus on quality assuranceand quality control rather than total quality
management,(Bamberet al, 2000). Atkinson (1990) hasfurther said that althoughit is
important to havequality systems,such as the ISO 9000 quality managementsystems
standardseries,it is vital not to stop there, but to continually improve quality beyond
the standardrequirementsby creatinga culture change. Continuousimprovementand
culture are thus defined in the literatureof TQM askey to organisationalsuccess.
There are differing viewpoints on what constitutesa TQM organisation,for instance
Crosby (1979) defines four legs on which a quality programmestands;management
participation; professionalquality management;original programmesand recognition
while Tenner and DeToro (1992) have defined in more detail a framework, which is
representedin figure 2.2, for TQM that encompassesa more rigorously researched
view than that of Crosby. Figure 2.2 hasbeenshownby Hellman and Sahlin (1993) as
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representinga robust and valid model in which other authors;Oakland, 1989;Spenley,
1992; Atkinson, 1990; Garvin, 1987;. and Feigenbaum, 1991, theories can be
superimposedor categorisedwithin.
Tennor and DeToro (1992) statewithin their model of TQM that leadership,quality,
policy, communication,rewards,and recognition,measurement,educationand training
and supportive structure as key elements supporting TQM. The model further
incorporatesthe conceptof three total quality principles of total involvement; process
improvementand customerfocus which are universally acceptableas enablersof TQM
in
discussed
the literature of the DTL 1990 acceptedquality gurus Juran, 1988;
and
Deming, 1986;Ishikawa.,1985;Crosby, 1979;and Feigenbaum,1991.
This model, figure 2.2--providesa framework for TQM while the British Standards
Institute, BSL (BS 7850, part 2,1992), states.that in order to implement TQM the
has
to encompassresponsible managersand good leadership; values;
environment
behaviours
that support quality among employees;goals for quality
and
attitudes;
improvement;communicationand team work; recognitionand education;and training.
The model, shown in figure 2.2, proposedby Hellman and Sahlin (1993) supposesa
causalrelationship from the supporting elementsof TQM through the principles that
provide customersatisfaction.

Supporting:
Leadership
Quality policy
Communication
Rewards and
recognition
Measurement
Education and
training
Supportive
structure

Principles

Total
involvement
Is
1
e-I
Process
improvemeni

QualityDimensions

Product
quality,
cost and
time

Meeting
Customer
w
customer
.r
satisfaction
requiremenj

01
Customer
focus

Figure 2.2: A model of a TQM system (source:Heilman andSahlin (1993).
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Accordingly BS 7850 suggestthat the managementresponsibilitiesare organisationfor
planning and measuring of quality improvement. This approach to quality
managementis similar to that advocatedby Juran (1964,1988,1989,1992) in the
quality trilogy of planning, control and improvement. However more recently the
International StandardsInstitute have introduced a revised version of the ISO 9000
series of standardswhich are now more in line with the philosophy of total quality
managementand ISO 9004: 2000 provides a more advancedquality management
systemsframework basedon eight quality managementprinciples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CustomerFocus
Leadership
Involvementof People
ProcessApproach
SystemsApproachto Management
ContinualImprovenient
FactualApproachto DecisionMaking
Mutual Beneficial SupplierRelationships

The above representsthe principles of an advancedquality systemwhile ISO 9001:
2000, representedin figure 2.3, although it takes these principles into consideration,
providesa quality managementsystemsrequirementsmodel that is devisedso it can be
internal
by
including
or
external
parties,
certification bodies, to assessthe
used
organisation's ability to meet customer, regulatory and the organisation's own
requirements.
Continual Improvement of
the quality management system

Management
fmponsibaity

--------

Customers

Customers

Requirements

nt
analys4
Y,::and]
immyemud

Rmrm
managmw

Pmduct
rdýat,

Pmdud

Satisfac6on

Figure 2.3: Model of a process based quality management system (From ISO
9001: 2000, Quality Management Systems-Requirements)
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ISO 9001: 2000 as opposedto ISO 9001: 1994, which is now superseded,delivers a
model of a process-basedquality managementsystem as shown in figure 2.3 which
illustrates the processlinkages as describedwithin the clausesof the standard. The
foundation
ISO
the
the
that
of
are
mentioned
above
eight managementprinciples
are
90QI standard,which are all, underpinnedby the continuous improvement cycle of
plan-do-check-actas advocatedby the American quality Guru Deming (1986).
ZL4. LI

AerospaceQuafity SystemsStandardsin the LW

The aerospace sector in the UK has long since been controlled by governmental
regulatory requirements aimed at the quality assurance of product supplies to
aerospace original

equipment manufacturers.

Such requirements according to

Scrimshire (2001a) have included the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
Aerospace Quality Assurance Procedure (AQAP - 1) that is basically a standard to
for
that
than
quality systems management or
ensure product quality control rather
in
in
7850
2.1.4.1
improvement
discussed
BS
as
mentioned
section
systems
as
matter
previously. The aerospace sector certification scheme (ASCS) published the technical
specification, number 157, similarly is requested by many UK aerospace prime
contractors (such as BAE Systems, Lockheed Martin) as a prerequisite for supply.

TedhnicalStandards(TS) 157 issue4 publishedin August 2000 and available from the
Society of British Aerospace Companies and according to Scrimshire (2001b) to
comply with TS 157 "The mandatedquality systemstandardto be applied is now AS
9100." This quality systemAerospaceStandard,(AS) 9100, was introducedin the US
in May 1997 as a direct result of severalaerospacecompanies- such as GE Aircraft
Engines, Lockheed Martin, McDonnell Douglass, Pratt and Whitney and Boeing forming the American Aerospace Quality Group (AAQG) in 1995, (Scrimshire,
2001b). Consequently,AS 9100-was published as a truly international aerospace
quality systemstandardand is accordingto Barker (1999) a major developmentof the
earlier document produced in the US.

These developmentsof AS 9100 include

amongother issuesa needto focus on quality improvements,safety and reductionsin
cost through the "value stream7'.In theserespectsAS 9100 goes beyondthe product
control requirementsof AQAP -1 and pre-issue4 of TS 157 schemesand considers
quality managementto include managementsystemsimprovementaspects.
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ZL4. L2

YheApplication ofBusiness Ercellence and the EFQMModel in the UK
AerospaceSector

The ISO 9001: 1994 quality managementsystemsrequirementsstandardand the ISO
9004: 2000'quality managementsystemsguidelines for performance improvement
provide a fi7ameworkfor Total Quality Managementthat is similar to the European
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) excellence model. The EFQM
ý&ameworkas.shown in figure 2.4 has also undergonerecent changes[in 1999] to
include an innovation and learning feedbackloop to the model and is known as the
ExcellenceModel.
Enablers

Results
bbi.,

People

Li

PeopIc
R=14
90

Lmduý*
100

E
Policy and
Strategy
80

Processes
140

Customer
Results
200
1

andRan=
90

Key
Perfirmance
Results
150

Society
ResuIts
60

Innovation and Learning
Figure 2A The EFQM ExcellenceModel... this version includes
improvements made in 1999 (source: Jeanes,2000)

Within the LJKaerospacesmall to medium size enterprise(SME) manufacturingsector
the North West AerospaceAlliance haveassessedthe take-up of the Excellenc.eModel
and believe that very few [if any] of their SME membershave detailed knowledgeor
understandingof the concept, (Guilfoy, 2000). Acknowledging this position NWAA
are currently encouraging membersto become familiar with the Excellence Model
through workshops and training packagesas well as aiming to establish research
initiatives in this area(Guilfoy, 2000).
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The ExcellenceModel (EM) formerly known as the EuropeanFoundationfor Quality
Management(EFQM) framework, nevertheless,has been adopted by many of the
larger aerospacecompanies(primes) as the framework for Total Quality Management,
continuousimprovementinitiatives and stakeholderperformanceassessmentregimes,
(Bamberet al, 2001a). However the primes have adopted,adaptedand developedthe
EM to be more relevantto their businesssectorrequirementsand henceseverallocal
have
improvement
initiatives
business
companyspecific
emerged.
Furthermore, the competitive demands of the developing global aerospace
manufacturingmarket have resulted in considerablechangewithin the lower tiers of
the LJK aerospacemanufacturing supply chain. International, national and global
businessexcellenceinitiatives are shown to be continually impacting upon the lower
tier manufacturingenterprises,(Bamberet al, 2001a).
The adoption by BAe Systems [prior to December 1999 known as BAe Military
Aircraft & Aerostructures(MA&A)] of the BusinessExcellence Model (BEM) has
beenvery successfuland this is shown in MA&A winning a UK BusinessExcellence
Award in 1999for the categoryof "Large Private SectorOrganisation"(Anon, 1999).
Two core programmessupport the BAe-Business Excellence initiative: Achieving
CustomerExcellence(ACE) and SupplierExcellenceProgramme(SEP).
Similarly, Rolls Royce (RR) in the LJK recognise that to remain successful,
improvements in the supply chain effectiveness are necessary. Rolls Royce has
launched an. approach called the Customer Value Process (CVP) in which crossfunctional and crossorganisationalteamsfrom both RR and supplierswork togetherto
improve the supply chain processesand practices.
2.1.4.2 The Learning Organisation
The improvement in the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM)
excellencemodel recognisesthe influencethat the conceptof the learning organisation
has had on quality and excellence management thinking in the last decade.
Neverthelessthe conceptof the learning organisationis neither new nor revolutionary
in thinking however according to (Ho, 1995) a renowned guru of the learning
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has
framework
(1994,1997)
Senge
Peter
the
of the
proposed
organisationphilosophy
learning organisation,Le.:
"

Personalmastery(learning individual).

"

Mental models(learning individual).

"

Sharedvision (learningte'am).

"

Teamlearning(learningteam).

"

Systemsthinking (learning organisation).

Although Sengehasbeenconsideredasthe world's authority on learning organisations
a number of TQM gurus had already developed some important teaching on the
learning organisation(Ho, 1995). Accordingly, Ho (1995) quotes amongstthem are
the following works:
1. W. Edwards Deming (1993) - new managementphilosophy. Ten of Deming's 14
Points are arguablyrelatedto learning:
"

Point 2: Adopt the new philosophy,i.e. learning organisation.

"

Point 6: Institute training.

"

Point 7: Institute leadership.

"

Point 8: Drive out fear.
Point 9: Break down barriersbetweendepartments.
Point 10: Eliminate slogans,-exhortations and numerical targets for the
workforce.

"

Point 11: Eliminate numerical quotas or work standards.

"

Point 12: Remove barriers to taking pride in workmanship.

"

Point 13: Institute a vigorous programme of education.

"

Point 14: Take action to accomplish the transformation.

2. JosephM Juran (1988)- upward spiral for continuouslearning.
3. Kaoru Ishikawa (1986)- quality circle and team-leaming.
4. YoshioKondo (1989)- creativity and quality work.
5. ClausMoller (1987) -personal quality.
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Additionally, the work of Reg Revans (1983) is broadly based on what is now
consideredthe conceptsof the learningorganisation:
its Chief Executive Officer (CEO) places high among their own
that
...
he
learning
developing
this
the
that
or she
system:
as
a
enterprise
of
responsibilities

"

immediate
their
through
their
subordinates;
personalrelationswith
will achieve
Maximum authority for subordinatesto act within the field of its own known
policies that becomeknown by interrogationfrom below;
*

Codesof practiceand other suchregulationsare to be seenas norms aroundwhich
variationsare deliberatelyencouragedas learning opportunities;
Any referenceto what appearsan intractableproblem to a superiorlevel shouldbe
accompaniedboth by an explanationof why it cannotbe treatedwhere it seemsto
havearisenand a proposalto changethe systemso that similar problemsarising in
future could be suitably containedand treated;
Personsat all levels should be encouraged,with their immediate colleaguesto
make regular proposalsfor the study and reorganisationof their own systemsof
work."

Argyris and Schon (1978); Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1984) and Kim (1993) have all
learning
the
the
concept
of
organisationand although the conceptof the
publishedon
learning organisation has become popular researchersfrom Trondheim in Norway,
Klev and Oyum (1999), have argued that the literature has defined just two ways of
what leaming is:
"Firstly we may define learning as a change in behaviour. Yhat is, learning has
occurred if Wu, in a given situatiot; demonstrate&fferent behaviour compared to
similar situations in the past. Secondly, we may change our understandingof the
physical or social world in the organization, we have learned In this definition,
learning
learning
linked
behaviour.
Instead
in
is
to
observed
change
not
-however,
improves the individuals alternatives for future actions, and thus meeting future
goals."
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ZL4.21 "y

a Learning Organisation?

As organisations struggle to survive and prosper in the increasingly competitive
the
is
the
of
the
potential
of
enhancing
virtues
about
environment, much written
"human asset" to achieve sustainablecompetitive advantageand cope with change
(Porter, 1994 as discussed.in section 1.2.4; Senge, 1990). One approach is to
(as
individuals
for
the
identify
learning
a
organisation
and
opportunities
constantly
from
individuals),
learning
theseand continuouslytransformthe
the
share
collection of
(2000)
Stewart
Sambrook
This
to
re-thinking
and
requires, according
organisation.
structures,working practices,communicationsystemsand managementstyles.
Argyris and Schon(1978) suggestedthat organisationallearning is a processin which
it
by
detect
correct
yestructuring
and
error or anomaly
membersof an organisation
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of action, embedding results
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is
loop
Single
learning
deutero)
(or
double
triple
concerned
with
and
single,
-loop.
detecting and correcting errors in the current operating system- this is achievedby
changingthe ways in which tasks are performedwithin the samesystemof operation.
Double loop learning involves detecting errors, but finding solutions outside the
is
in
itself
Deutero
there
the
thinking
a
change
system
acting
and
current ways of
learning involves changingthe ways of thinking about error detectionand solution -a
learn.
learning
to
to
as
processoften referred
Senge (1990) linked learning with "excellence" (Peters and Watennan, 1987), a
conceptenthusiasticallyembracedby employersand managersas a meansof securing
competitive advantagein a turbulent trading environment. This allows organisations
to move beyond survival to sustainablesuccess. The concept suggeststhat, while
individuals may learn themselves,unless this learning is shared and acted on, and
unlessthe organisationas a whole can change,then there is no learning organisation.
Individuals learning alone can choose not to use their learning, or even take their
learning with them if they leave the organisation. The building blocks of a learning
organisationare, initially, individuals and then teams, who create, shareand act on
collective learning. Such an organisation operatesan organisational learning cycle
(Nonaka, 1991;Dixon, 1994)- where new knowledge is created,captured,sharedand
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implemented. In a learning organisation, managers have a key role in creating
oPportunities for learning and sharing learning in work (Garavan, 1991; Rossiter,
1997),whetherfor individuals and/orteams.
In the LT& Pedleret at. (1991) havemadea significant contribution with their work on
the learning company. They suggest,
a learning companyis one which facilitates
the learning of all its members,and which continuouslytransformsitself'. Within this
definition is the notion that it is membersof an organisationwho learn, learningcan be
enhanced,and learning results in changes- in shape(structure),direction (strategy)or
values (culture) which is analogousto that processdescribedin figure 2.6 although
precedencein thesechangeelementsis not given by Pedler et al (1991). In addition,
they identified II interconnectedcharacteristicsassociatedwith learningorganisations.
Many of these features are included in what Rossiter (1997) defines as a learning
infrastructure,yet too many formal systemscan slow the learningprocess.

ZI. 4.22

7he Conceptof Learning Oriented Organisations

The tenn "Iedrning oriented organisation7'was devised by Leys et al. (1992) and
further elaboratedby Tjepkemaand Wognum (1996). The term referstQ organisations
with intent to become a learning organisation (Tjepkema and Scheerens,1996). A
*
learning orientedorganisationcan be describedas an organisationwhich deliberately:
*

Createsopportunities for informal employee learning, both "on the job" and
"off the job"; and
Stimulatesemployeesnot only to attain new knowledge and skills, but also to
acquire skills in the field of learning and problem solving and thus develop
their capacity for future learning, or "learning to learn" (Tjepkema and
Scheerens,1996).

Thus, a learning oriented organisationseeksto becomea learning organisation,and as
describedby Sambrookand Stewart(2000);
attemptsto achievethis by supporting individual life long learning, whether
formal or informal, and by encouraging the sharing of this learning in order
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that all members of the organisation might learn and change and improve
perfonnance (organisationalleaming and development)."
Accordingly, the argument in this thesis is that a learning organisation is one that
embraceschangeand has a changecompetenceor proficiency as describedby Kidd
(1994).
In order to explore the ways in which individual companiesare attemptingto become
more competitive, an audit tool has been developedby Lee et al (2000), which draws
upon insights from the organisational learning literature. Eight - characteristicsof
organisationallearning,which are particularly appropriateto the smallerfirm situatiqn,
havebeenidentified by Lee el al (2000) that are:
1. Sharedmental models: where leadersencouragea sharedvision and understanding
of the direction in which the organisationis trying to move and the environmentin
is
this
taking place.
which
2. Leaming values: the company supportskey values associatedwith learning and
encouragesgroups interacting to create new organisationallearning. People feel
free to challengethe opinions of others even if they are more senior and personal
responsibility and respectfor othersis part of the culture.
3. Experimentationand innovation: which reflect the readinessof companiesto push
beyond acceptedboundaries and conventional ways of working. Systems and
processestap originality and creativity from employees and risk taking is
encouragedbut skilfully managed.
4. Legitimate politics: where an enabling and facilitating leadershipis willing to see
power and authority widely dispersed,reachingdecisionsthrough negotiation and
collaboration. People are allowed to pursue their own goals and interests but
managementensuresthat theseare alignedwith the needsof the business.
5. Learning firom the past: the importance of learning from the past and tacit
knowledge is recognised. Co-operative problem solving is encouraged, past
decisionsare recordedand evaluated,measuresare put in place to monitor results
and guide future action and feedback sought and applied for continuous
improvement.
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6. Synthesisingperspecfives.the importanceof learning through others is recognised,
the views of others are actively sought and people are willing and able to adopt
alternativeperspectives.
7. Commitment to professional development: people are encouraged to take
responsibility for developing their knowledge and skills and there is widespread
commitmentto personallearning.
8. Participative infonnation search: information on the business environment is
sought for instancefrom customersand suppliersand there is on-going recording
of relevantinformation to enhancecompanyplanning.

The first six of the eight characteristicsrelateto the elementsof learning organisations,
have
been'
identified
which
earlier in 2.1.4.2,from the literature on learning
organisations.While learning from the past andtacit knowledgeare invaluable
elementsof organisationallearning,theseneedto be built upon by continuing the
process. Thus, asLee et al (2000) suggest,firms aspiringto becomelearning
organisationsalso needto engagein commitmentto professionaldevelopmentand
learning
participativeinformation search. Similar to the last of Lees' points
organizationsare also characterizedby their drive to continually enhancetheir baseof
knowledge(Nonakaý1991). Learning is viewed as a never-endingprocess,in which.
all individuals in the organisationare expectedto be active participants. Therefore
thesetwo characteristicshavebeenaddedfor the purposeof data collection and
analysisaspresentedin chapter3 and4 of this thesis.
ZI. 4.3 Management of Change
The managementof changehas already,in this thesis - section 1.2.1, beenmentioned
as important for aerospaceorganisationsto remain competitive. It is argued by Ho
(1999 and 2000) that changein an organisationwould, in the long run, lead to change
in the organisationalculture. A typical example is the learning organisation,where
people are excited in trying out new ideas and recognisethat failure is an important
part of success. The traditional strategic change process that can broadly be
summarisedby five key steps (Ho, 1998) and shown in figure 2.5 illustrate the
precedent relationships of deploying the vision of an organisation that drives a
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behaviourvia the organisationalmission and changein actionswhich leadsto culture
developmentwithin the organisation:
I Vision
Figure 2.5: A strategic change process(adaptedfrom Ho 1998)
A new paradigm suggestedin a later publication by Ho (2000) is shown in figure 2.6
which provides the same elements within the process of culture change but the
elementalprecedentsare different Le action now becomesthe starting point for culture
change:

Action

BchAviour f=*1 Mssion

Vision "I

Culture

Figure 2.6: A new paradigm for the strategic change process

(adaptedfrom Ho 2000)

Similarly to this proposednew paradigmfor managingstrategicchangeis the work of
Petersand Waterman(1987) who found out from over 46 successfulfirms that most of
them choose"action" as stepnumberone in their pursuit towards excellence. The new
idea advocatedby Ho (2000), shown by figure 2.6, is that action leadsto behavioural
change of employees and culture change follows.

This arises from the learning
process,and asRevans(1983) said: "There is no learningwithout action and no action
without learning". This could provide the argument that learning and change are
synonymous. Ho (2000) further discussesthat if learning has beentaken successfully,
organisational behaviour will be lifted to a dynamic and challenge-seekinglevel
providing the organisationwith a culture of continuousimprovement.

Continuousimprovementcan be consideredan exampleof what strategytheoristshave
called "dynamic capability" (Teeceand Pisano, 1994). Likewise Ellerker (1998) has
said that continuousimprovement and changeare synonymous. Bessantand Francis
(1999) suggestthat dynamic capability through continuous improvement (innovation
and learning) offers mechanismswhereby a high proportion of the organisationcan
become involved in its innovation and learning processes. Sustaining competitive
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advantageon price alone is no longer a viable strategyfor most firms and accordingly
Meredith and Francis (1999) have suggested that "
competitive
advantage
...
increasingly rests upon a dynamic capability to compete successfully in an
environmentof frequent,challengingand often, unpredictablechange."

The capacity and ability of an organisation to be able to successfully foster and
managechange,through continuous innovation and learning, is discussedby many
authors (Bessantand Caffyn, 1997; Bessant, 1998; Robinson, 1991) as providing a
have
(1999)
Francis
Accordingly,
Bessant
strategic
significant
advantage.
and
discussedthat when a high proportion of an organisationgets involved in learning and
innovation processes:"Its strategicadvantageis essentiallyas a cluster of behavioural
but
it
this
also
routinesexplainswhy offers considerablecompetitive potential, since
thesebehaviourpatternstake time to learn and institutionalise,and are hard to copy or
Additionally, Bamber (1998) and Castka et al (2001) have discussed
involvement in the changeprocessas a factor in reducing resistanceto c6nge and
improvement which indicates that, there is a strong relationship between learning,

transfer."

innovation, involvementand successfulorganisationalchange.

22 A New Manufacturing ManagementParadigm
The manufacturing paradigm that is prevalent today is summarisedas the concept
termed lean manufacturingas describedin section 2.1.1. This concept is considered
in
insufficient
focus
that
this
thesis
the
entire
within
of sucha paradigmis basedon the
minimisation of all wasteswithin the systemof manufacturingwhereasan improved
concept could be that of World Class Manufacturing (WCM) as describedin section
2.1.2. However, WCM conceptshave still failed, in a similar way to lean,to recognise
the dynamic nature of the market place and the global manufacturing arena that
companies now operate as described in section 2.1.3, moreover WCM allows a
company to benchmark against sector best and eventually achieve best-in-classbut
does not sufficiently help create a change competenceor dynamic capability as
describedasnecessaryin section2.1.4.3.
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It is similarly arguedthat lean manufacturing;world-class manufacturingand the other
techniquesmentioned in the preceding sections are insufficient conceptsto manage
lean
instance,
literature
For
to
the
relating
modem organisational activities.
lean
development
for
the
supply chain
the
a
of
need
manufacturing emphasises
founded on lean principles of waste minimisation from the supply processes
(Lamming, 1996),but accordingto Gunnesson(1997) today's successfulventuresare
by
brought
about the virtual enterprise.
a result of partneringand alliances
Nevertheless.according to Hormozi (2001) most businesseshave a fear of divulging
too much information to other organizations,even if they are not direct competitors.
This fear is perhapsa manifestation of some long-standinggovernmentallaws and
is
fear
losing
it
Or
trusts.
competitiveness
a
simple
of
prohibiting
perhaps
regulations
if corporate secretsare-revealed. Whatever the reason,writes Hormozi (2001) the
in
is
businesses
is
the
minimal.
many
countries
same; cooperation among
outcome
Hencethere is a need for a new paradigmthat takes into considerationthese shifts in
for
collaboratingto meettheseconditions.
conditions
and
need
operating
global
The concept of the total quality management(TQN1) organisation and the learning
described
in
does
(LO),
2.1.4.2,
2.1.4.1
nevertheless,
as
sections
and
organisation
however addressthe notion of continuousimprovementas a prerequisiteto building a
changemanagementcompetence. Described in the last few paragraphs,is a needto
improve the culture through changing actions and behaviour using learning and
continuous improvement activities, these are the softer issues of managementnot
addressedentirely in world class manufacturing (WCM) or in lean manufacturing
literature. Changemanagementliterature, likewise as describedin these sections,is
improvement.
both
learning
Having also
and
continuous
synonymous
considered
with
is
is
insufficient
for
lean
WCM
that
there
that
a
and
practice
manufacturers
said
and
for
dynamic
develop
to
thinking
capability
approach
and
a
need
a systems
manufacturing organisations to remain competitive then a new manufacturing
paradigmmust be sought.
As Hayes et al (1988) pointed out, there is nothing new about change. However it is
arguedthat today's rate of changeis much higher than ever before giving rise to the
turbulence and uncertainty in the businessenvironment that has become the main
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causeof failures in manufacturing industry, (Small and Downey, 1996). A major
changethat has facedthe UK aerospacesectoris the fierce competition from overseas
producersof aerospaceparts, assembliesand sub-assemblies.The OperationsDirector
of Aerostructures,Neil McKay (1999), BAE Systemssite, Chadderton,UK has said
"The UK SMEs cannot compete on price with Czech Republic, Polish, or far east
manufacturers of small components ... it is inevitable these parts are to be
manufacturedoverseasas collaborativepackagesof work." The impact of this move is
a radical changein the way UK aerospaceSmall to Medium size Enterprisesare to
operate,and indeedare operating,as lesscomponentwork is available,larger packages
of work are out to tender, as John Whalley (2000) of North West AerospaceAlliance
points out:
"Co-ordinating the-work of large numbersof contractors was an unthinkable
prospectfor many smaller companies,but the consortium members[NWAA
member companies] Hurel Dubois UK Lid, Pendle Aeroform, AIT (Aero
Industrial Technologies) soon found the benefit of innovative working
practices.
The prevailing view in the North West of UK is that partnershipsare necessaryfor
continued success in aerospace manufacture, (Mendros, 1999). This view that
partnershipsare a must in a dynamic and changing environment is one that, unlike

literatureon TQK Lean or WCK is found throughoutliteraturedevotedto the
(suchasHandley,1997andGunneson,
1997).
conceptof agilemanufacturing,
2.2.1 The Development of the Agile Manufacturing Paradigm
Increasedglobal competition is discussed,in section 2.1.3 and presentedby' Rattner
and Reid (1994), as primarily responsiblefor the developmentof a new production
management'approach that designs agility into work processes. Accordingly, as
discussedin section 1.2.2, way back in 1969 Skinner had led the way in considering
that a manufacturing strategy should be the paramount driver for a competitive
business strategy and was the missing link in many organisations' business
improvement efforts. The perceived radical trend of change as discussedin the
previousparagraphhas madeground for the emergenceof a new businessera beyond
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traditional ones such as massproduction, World ClassManufacturing principles and
lean production. A new manufacturing paradigm, known as "agility" has been
describedin a report publishedby Lehigh University's IacoccaInstitute in 1991: 21"'
CenturyManufacturingEnterpriseStrategy:An Industry Led View.

The purpose of the 21" Century Manufacturing Strategy Enterprise report was to
identify the requirementsfor U. S. industry to return to manufacturingcompetitiveness
Its conclusion was that incremental improvement of the current [1991] systemsof
in
be
become
today's global marketplace.
to
competitive
productionwould not enough
From this early concept of agility Lehigh University led the way in developing the
agile manufacturing paradigm through research, focus groups and industry
from
has
(Dove,
Agility
Forum,
The
1994).
the
evolved
of
which
collaboration,
work
the early developments-of agility as a concept,has contributed much to the theory of
agile manufacturing,(Agility Forum, 1996).
The membersof the US Agility Forum have continuedto developthe understandingof
agility and in severalways have.definedagility; four examplesare:
4gifity
is
context
dýnamic,
specific,
aggressively
change
and
embracing,
,
growth oriented It is not about improving efficiency, cutting costs,or battening
down the businesshatchesto ride outfearsome competitivestorms.It is about
succeedingand about winning profits, market share and customersin the very
centre of competitivestorms that many companiesnowfear. " (Goldman,Nagel
andPreiss, 1995).
Agility is the ability to thrive and prosper in a competitive environment of
continuousand unanticipated change, to respond quickly to rapidly changing
markets driven by customer-basedvaluing of products and services.It is the
coming businesssystem that will replace the massproduction businessesof
today." (Agility Forum, 1996).
"Agility is a capability, it is an organization's capacity to respondrapidly and
effectively to unanticipated opportunities and to proactively develop solutions
for potential needs.It is the result of an organization and the people who
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comprise it working together in ways which benqfil the in&vidual, the
organization,and their customers." (Nelsonand Harvey 1995).
"Being Agile meansbeingproficient at change- and allows an organization to
do anything it wants to do wheneverit wants to. " (Dove 1994).
Thesefour definitions describeagility in terms of outcomesand thus they are not too
specific about what agility is or how it can be operationalised. Although the work of
the US agility forum has done much to provide operationalisedcharacteristicsof
developing
in
has
LJK
Kidd
Paul
the
the
at
aimed
carried out significant work
agility
concepts,which are consideredin section2.2.3.
2.2.2 The Work of The Agility Forum
From the research undertaken by the Agility Forum "Agile Manufacturing" is
describedas the ability to thrive in a competitive environment of continuous and
driven
by
to
to
markets
rapidly
changing
unanticipated change; respond quickly
customerspecifiedproductsand services,(Dove, 1996). Thereforeunderlying agility
is a capability to rapidly adapt or reconfigurein responseto changesin the business
environment which implies change proficiency as described by the Agile Forum
(Goldman el al, 1991); or changecompetenceas describedin a publication by Paul
Kidd (1994) to deal with significant uncertainty as well as unpredictable events.
Accordingly the Lehigh University (Goldman and Stuphin, 1995) researchershave
four
having
dimensions
as
of
underlying principal
expressedagile manufacturing
agility, which may be articulatedas:

*
*

Masteringchangeanduncertainty- entrepreneurialorganisation
Enriching customers,productsand solutions(providing total solutions)
Leverageof peoplethrough knowledgeand information
Co-operatingto enhancecompetitiveness- virtual partnerships(collaboration)

2.2.2.1 Mastering Changeand Uncertainty -Entrepreneurial Organisation
Agile competition is based on the ability to thrive on change,unpredictability and
4;
ý'
uncertainty. Companiesthat have traditional hierarchical and bureaucraticstructures
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with commandand control managementare consideredunable to respondquickly to
the needsof the changingenvironment.- Many expertsthereforearguethat for an agile
dynamic.
be
To move toward
be
flat
to
the
company
as
as possible
structure must
learn
how
to
thus
must
companies
agility
mastering change and unpredictability,
rapidly mobilise their people through the use of a flatter more entrepreneurial
organisationalstrategy. This requires people to have broader responsibilitiesthan a
traditional hierarchicalorganisationand the authority and empowermentto respondto
the needsof the changingdemandsof customers.
An agile approach to manufacturing faces the reality of a dynamic business
becoming
are
continuously more
where
customers
and
markets
environment
fragmentedand specialised. Companies that thrive in turbulent markets have
developed an inherent- agile ability, particularly, in their design to manufacture
by
processes, using the techniquesof rapid prototyping and concurrent engineering.
Accordingly, Balsmeierand Voisin (1997) have shownrapid prototyping to be usedin
some casesto Provide strategic competitive advantage,gaining market sharethrough
the ability to cut the design-to-market time by 75% or more.
The masteryof changeand uncertaintyis discussedby Liles el al (1995) as being the
characteristicof effective managementof environmentalissues.
enterprise-engineering
Enterprise engineering defines the way in which it views the world into a unique
by
basic
defined
several
perspective
assumptions.This paradigm determines
overall
the framework necessaryto develop the discipline through practice and researchand
must be complex and substantialenough to be divided into sub-disciplinesor subareas. Accordingly, there are three assumptionsthat reflect the depth of enterpn;se
is
first
The
engineering.
assumption that the enterprisecan be viewed as a complex
system.This is necessarybecausesystemsin organizationsare systemsof organized
is
Secondly,
the
complexity.
enterprise to be viewed as a systemof processes.These
processesare engineeredboth individually and holistically. The final assumptionis
the applicability of engineeringrigor in transformingthe enterprise.
The enterprise-engineering
paradigmthus views the enterpriseas a complex systemof
culture, process,and technology componentsthat can be engineeredto accomplish
specific organizational strategic objectives. Enterprise engineering recognizesthe
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is
thus
the
a valid worldview or paradigm
enterprise,
of
ever-hangingorganic nature
(Liles et al, 1995). Additionally Frederick and Christman (1996) have provided a
managed transformation model that shows the essential elements of changing
future
behaviour
that masters change and
the
toward
a
of
vision
organisational
from
illustration
is
Figure
2.7
transformation
the
model
the
of
managed
uncertainty.
Fredrick and Christman (1996) that indicates that a key to successfulagility is to
changethe attitudesand behavioursof the organisations'employeestoward a common
vision of the future.
Fredrick and Christman (1996) indicates the benefits of mastery of change and
uncertaintyare:
"Organisations rapidly reorganise their human and physical resources or
reinvent themselve's to meet customer and market needs effectively.
Reengineeredprocessesachieverapid responseto changesin the marketplace.
People have broader responsibilities and more significant rewards for
decisions
informed
Information
is
to
enable
readily
available
accomplishments.
to respondto and lead the marketplacechanges.
The role of people is hence,within the agile organisationat the centre of masteryof
for
is
developing
Therefore
competence
change
essentialto
a
changeand uncertainty.
building up, not only an acceptanceof change as discussedby most literature on
change management,but an organisation that thrives on change. The managed
transformation model, figure 2.7, further indicates that the important issues an
human
faces
the
to
change
and
are
uncertainty
organisation
when attempting master
factorsrelatedto behaviourand attitudes.
Accordingly the model suggeststhat for agility these psychological dimensions of
organisational behaviour should be developed toward a clear vision of the
from
the
through
awarenessto reinforcement.
change
cycle
organisations'-future
Furthermore the model indicates that a commitment to change is necessaryfor the
organisationaltransformation to take place, while awarenessand understandingare
critical foundationsfor managedtransformation.
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Figure 2.7: Managed transformation model (Fredrick and Christman, 1997)

2.2.2.2 Enriching Customers,Products and Solutions (Providing Total Solutions)
The traditional manufacturerof goods, accordingto Nagel et al, (1992), often misses
the opportunity for customisation, convenience services, education and training,
ongoing maintenance, enhancementsand upgrades thus not providing the total
solutionsaligned to the customers'needs. Enriching the customerwith total solutions
allows a new pricing strategy for products and services that is not based on the
tradition of 'cost plus' but on customerperceivedvalue (Goldmanel al, 1994).
In aiming to enrich customers with what they want, when needed, the agile
organisation integrates rapid prototyping, concurrent engineering, and information
technology through empowered teams, continuous improvement and marketing
strategies. Such integrated strategies will enable the capture of niche markets
providing customerfocus and valued customisedproduct and solutions. The ability of
a companyto respondto niche markets is related to their design proficiency, that is
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their ability to readily adopt new designsinto the organisation,whetherthis is a totally
new product designor a new product to them.
The essenceof enriching customers,products and solutions is the precipitation of
opportunity, reading the signals for sales. Shulman (1997) has describedthis as, in
before
know
"...
the
customers
even
what
effect,
providing customerswith solutions
their needsare." Hormozi (2001) on a review of agile manufacturinggoesas far as to
say: "Agile enterprisesshould look beyond internal cross-functionalteamsin order to
aggressively and proactively pursue any market opportunity that arises." Thus
indicating that an agile organisation must be proactive in surveying the external
environment for both opportunity and threat to their operating and market domain.
This thereforeimplies that managementshould be quick to recognisethe strengthsand
find
in
alternative means to overcome these
'their
weaknesses
resources and
weaknesses,as Hormozi suggests;"... sometimesthrough the cooperationof suppliers
and sometimesevenwith competitors."
Z2.2.3 Leverageof People through Knowledgeand Information
Continuous education and training enhancespeople's skills and knowledge so that
empowereddecision making can be made closest to the problems or opportunities
being addressed. In an agile enterprise investment in human capital is seen as an
enabler for future competitivenessand can be developedthrough effective utilisation
of Information and knowledge-basedsystems. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) have
defined core competencies as 'the collective learning processes focused on
developmentand co-ordinationof a diverserangeof skills and capabilities. Agility is
gained by reducing hierarchicalcontrol, supportingworkers in teamsand empowering
them to make decisions. Good reliable communication and information systems
enhancethe successof self-directedwork teamsin a manufacturingenvironment(Irani
et a4 1997).
Agile manufacturingtakes into considerationthe ability of a companyto unlock the
potential of its people and as discussedby Hormozi (2001) the agile organisationwill
encourage(if not require), creqivity from employees. This notion is consideredkey to
an agile organisations'ability to thrive in an agile environmentand consideredin the
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book from an author in agile and virtual organisations, 'Gunnesson (1997),
"Transitioning to Agility" as:
"In the agile environment, the ability of a company to unlock its people's
potential is critical to its success.Processes,advancedtechnology,and strategy
can be copied and copied quickly people cannot. Maniggingknowledgecapital
is a little-understood key to success. Acquiring, developing, retaining, and
moving knowledge capital to the "moments of truth " the customer contact
points will be the key in the 1990s to sustaining a competitive advantage."
(Gunneson, 1997).

The information technologyand infrastructureneededto facilitate agile manufacturing
needs to connect people from a network of suppliers, customers, partners and
producers. An appropriate.information and knowledge systemwould allow member
organisationsthe advantagesof real-time production through real-time sampling and
analysis, and diagnostics (Nagel, 1993). Accordingly, Goldman et al (1995) have
suggestedan exampleof this type of communicationis the recent developmentof the
Boeing 777 airplane. This project was a combinedeffort of 250 cross-fiinctionalteams
that were linked electronically. Goldman el al (1995) ffirther said this particular
alliance of domestic and international manufacturerscompleted the project using
complementarycore competencies.
2.2.24 Co-operatingto Enhance Competitiveness-Virtual
Organisation,lPartnerships
In an agile organisationco-operationand collaboration in a virtual enterpriseenhances
the competitive capability bringing together the competenciesrequired for a specific
period of time and then dissolves these alliances as the partners move on to other
projects (Handley, 1997). Agile organisationsfoster collaboration internally across
departmentsand divisions as well as externally, bringing together empoweredcrossfunctional teams to solve problems or seize opportunities. Commonly, company
cultures are often oriented towards devaluing - seeking out weaknessesand faults,
looking for mistakes and acting on the basis of distrust (Savage, 1996). This is in
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innovation
build
to
throughoutthe
that
to
contrast an agile culture
strives
creativity and
organisationand acrossorganisationalboundariesto the virtual enterprise.
Thesevirtual corporationshave beenconsideredby Davidow and Malone (1992) who
believe they capitalise upon their various pockets of excellence and draw into one
fiercely competitive organisation the various skills of many independent firms.
According to theseauthorsthis is againstthe capitalistic logic that dictatesmonopolies
and trusts, which discouragecompetition. To be able to do this effectively managers
should provide an infrastructureto support employeeempowerment(Barkman, 1987
andIrani et al 1997a)and thus facilitate trust asa core organisationalvalue. Similarly,
Kovac (1993) considers agility, as being gained through effective collaboration or
partnerships with suppliers and customers continually improving communication
within the supply chain. Likewise McAdam and Brown (2001) have included an
assessmentof partnershipsin their researchin the supply chain of rapidly changing
marketsthus further suggestingpartneringwill improve agile responsiveness.
Without an industry's desire to forge new working relationships among multiple
organisationssuccessfullyimplementingagility will not be possible:
"Virtual partnering createsdynamic networks of opportunistic companiesthat
can better take advantage of fast-changing opportunities collectively as an
enterprise than any could operating as an individual organization. 77iey
leveragethe competenciesof others that are better than theirs. As an enterprise,
theyare in a real senseredefining the nature of business." (Gunnesoý,1997).
The concept of a virtual network of organisationsconsequentlyfurther enhancesthe
ability of an organisationto surveythe externalenvironmentand identify opportunities
to enhance competitiveness. Thus without virtual networks an organisation is
disadvantagedbecauseit does not have the ability that an organisationthat networks
prolifically has to identify opportunities in the marketplace. Likewise in aerospace
casestudy literature it is well documentedthat in the USA the experienceof Boeing
forming allianceswith partnersand suppliershashad great success,(Handley, 1997).
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ZZ25

The Agility Forum FrameworkJorManufactuting

The agility forum has continued developingthe seminalwork on agility producedby
the IacoccaInstitute, Dove (1996), Dove et al (1996) and consequentlyproducedand
testedan infrastuctureframework for agile manufacturing. The framework developed
has beenproducedfrom a siztof competitive foundationsand common characteristics,
developed
from
have
been
for
that
agility,
systemselementsand enabling subsystems
industry led research. These are representedin figure 2.8 as an infrastructure for
industry
improvement
issue
have
been
the
and
research
of
many
and
manufacturing
studies(Sutphin, 1995;Dove el al, 1996).
Agilty is not a concept without a great deal of depth to it, as figure 2.8 shows the
into
framework
incorporates
forum
have
developed
that
the
theory
a
of
agility
agility
into
drawn
form
disciplines,
a cohesive set of enterprise elements.
concepts
many
Termini (1996) hasreviewedtheseenterpriseelementsand suggeststhesecontributeto
the core competenciesof-

"

Timely and consistenttechnologicalinnovation

"

The ability to quickly identify potential market opportunities

"

The ability to developand maintain a broad-based,well-educatedworkforce

"

Enhancedcommunicationand data processingnetworks

"

The ability to provide low cost custornisedmarketproducts

"

The ability to provide productsthat are market driven

Hooper and Steeple (1996) show the structure of agile manufacturing and its
interrelationshipswith other manufacturingmethodologiesand in a similar way to the
agility forum framework figure 2.8, suggestthat agile manufacturingshouldbe seenas
the integrationof a numberof diversesystems,
an umbrella phrasewhich encompasses
technologies and philosophies. This Hooper and Steeple structure of agile
manufacturing is a customer focus model of manufacturing and is analogousin the
main to Total Quality Management (TQM) models as presentedin section 2.1.4,
however the concept of virtual companies and the decentralisedorganisation are
elements. Hooper and Steeple(1996) provide a model structure, figure 2.9 for agile
manufacturing,which appearsinsufficient as a framework for entrepreneurialactivity,
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in that opportunity seeking in new markets is not represented but is given
considerationin the agility forum model, figure 2.8 as implied enablingsub-systems.
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Figure 2.8: The Agile Enterprise (Dove, 1996)
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It is necessaryfor an organisationto continually be awareof the operatingenvironment
to assesspotential risk to the business as shown in the framework for the agile
enterpriseillustrated by Dove (1996) and shown in figure 2.8. Additionally, Meredith
and Francis (1999) have discussedthis as wide deep scanning of the environment,
which is necessaryfor organisationsto seekout niche market opportunities.

Customerwants and needs

Flexible human
resource

Flexible manufacturing
systems

I
Core
Business

i

Viftual companies I

I

Decentralised

SuPpliers
,I

Comvetitors I

organisation

Customersolutions

Figure 2.9: The Hooper and SteepleStructure of Manufacturing
(Hooper and Steeple,1996)

The Hooper and Steeple (1996) model, figure 2.9, does however show that an
appropriatestructurefor manufacturingincludesthe conceptof virtual companiesthat
haveinput from suppliersand competitors.
2.2.3

The Work of Kidd

Paul Kidd, a LJK consultantand researcher,has done much in the UK and Europe to
develop the understanding of what are the operational requirements of agility,
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leading
books
the
the European Agility Forum and
on
subject,
producing several
*the
subject of agility and next
organising many conferencesand symposiums on
is
key
focus
A
Kidd
the
of
agile competencies
of
work
generationmanufacturing.
broughttogetherin networksof organisations,hencehe suggests:
"Yhe conceptof Agile Manufacturing is built around the synthesisof a number
of enterprisesthat eachhave somecore skills or competencieswhich they bring
to ajoint venturing operation, which is basedon using eachpartners'facilities
and resources.For this reason,thesejoint ventureenterprisesare called virtual
corporations, becausethey do not own significant capital resources of their
be
formed
Agile,
Yhis
helps
they
to
them
and changedvery
can
own.
as
make
rapidly. " (Kidd 1994).

In the book Agile manufacturing:Forging New Frontiers,and oýherpublications,Kidd
advocatesthe integration of technology, organisation and people as critical to the
successof an organisation:
"An agile corporation is a fast moving, adaptable and robust business
enterprisecapableof rapid reconfiguration in responseto market opportunities.
'Sucha corporation isfounded on appropriateprocessesand structuresand the
integration of technology,organization andpeople into a coordinatedsystemin
order to achieve a quantum leap forward in competitive performance by
delivering capabilities that surpass those obtained ftom current enterprise
practices. " (KW 1994,1995).
According to Kidd the fundamentalresourcefor an agile organisationis "knowledge"
and similar to the US agile forum principal dimensionof agility, "Leverage of people
through knowledge and information," he suggeststhat if people and knowledge are
leveragedthen:
"7he Agility that arises can be usedfor competitiveadvantage,by being able to
respond rapidly to changesoccurring in the market environmentand through
the ability to useand exploit afundamental resource- knowledge. Peopleneed
to be brought together,in dynamic teanisforined around clearly defined market
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opportunities, so that it becomespossible to lever one another's knowledge.
Yhrough this process is sought the transfonnation of knowledge into new
products and services." (Kidý 1994).
Moreover, on people and organisation integration, Kidd (1997a) has said there is a
is
dealing
for
develop
that
to
capable
of
with
a
culture
need
most organisations
continual changein technology, organisationalstructure and systems. Although this
issueof integration and culture has been discussedby Petersand Watermanreferring
to the McKinsey 7-S framework for organisationalanalysis,which is discussedlater in
section3.1.3.1.1. Someof the key words and phraseslinked with the agile paradigm
expressedby Kidd (1996a)are:
*

Fast -a very high speedof response,for example,to new market opportunities.
Adaptable - the capability to change direction with ease, for example, to enter
completelynew marketsor product areas.

*

Robust - avoiding and withstanding variations and disturbances,for example,
productsthat lose marketappealowing to changesin customerpreferences.
Virtual corporations- the combining of talents betweencompaniesthrough (short
tenn) joint ventures.
Reconfiguration - the ability to very quickly reconfigure corporate structures,
facilities, people, organization and technology to meet (often) unexpected and
(probably) short lived marketopportunities.

*

Dynamic teaming - actively looking for and building off the creative and
innovative talents of other team members.

*

Transformationof knowledge - explicitly transforming raw ideas into a range of
capabilities,which are then embodiedin both productsand services.
Kidd (1994) has suggestedthat agile manufacturing can be consideredas the
integrationdorganisation, highly skilled and knowledgeablepeople,and advanced
technologies,to achieve co-operationand innovation in responseto the need to
supply customerswith high quality custornisedproduct. This conceptis the focus
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Technology
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(1994) advocates that each organisation should develop a

methodology for integrating organisation, people and technology to enable these three
interdependent
from
to
primary resources achieve agility
a co-ordinated,
system.

23

Aerospace Manufacturing Management

In 1998 a number of aerospace companies in the south-west USA were visited to
assess their progress in improving

manufacturing processes and the following

Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) report by Clifford el al (1998):

"Many (?f these companies in California and Arizona, such as Boeing (Long
Beach), Allied Signal Engines (Phoenix), Rohr (San Diego), and Simula (Los
Angeles), have introduced lean manufacturing based on the Lean Aircrqft
Initiative and developedftom the Toyota Production System."

However the DTI report further suggeststhat the results were not impressive as in each
case, there was little recognition that lean manufacturing is an intermediate stage en
route to agile manufacturing. Similarly the report indicated that the initial stages of
waste reduction, progress has stalled to such an extent that there was little ongoing
continuous improvement.
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In contrast, the report made comment-that Boeing Helicopters (Mesa) and Kaynar
(LA), have made significant progress by developing continuous improvement
methods,which include lean manufacturingbut are aimed beyond that phase,whilst
Hughes Aircraft (Tucson) are a prime example of a company that has introduced an
integrated programmewhich is aimed at the outset to go beyond lean to an agile
have
LeanAircraft
it
is
known
Lockheed-Martin
In
taken
the
that
capability. addition,
Initiative (LAI) and startedto introduceit to their suppliers(MIT, 1997).
Similarly, within the UK, many aerospaceprime contractors and first-tier suppliers,
in
interested
development
Lucas,
SYSTEMS,
Royce
the
BAE
Rolls
are
of
and
suchas
lean and agile manufacturingprocesses(Phillips, 1999). Although it is arguedin this
thesisthat there is not a clear differentiation betweenlean and agile in aerospaceand
the conceptsare closely tied together. This view is supportedby Phillips (1999) who
in
has
discussed
in
in
the
to
reality
aerospace,
claims consider agile manufacturing
hence
lean
lean
by
the
the
concept
of
and
main
manufacturer,
conceptsadvocated a
agile are inappropriately used synonymously. Although some authors do discuss
agility appropriatelysuchas LockheedMartin researcherand US aerospaceexpertson
agility Bipin Chadhaet al (1996) suggesting
infrastuctureof agile manufacturing".

culture as a core element of the

The UK Lean AerospaceInitiative advocatesthe principles of lean, supported by
SBAC and EPSRCand basedupon the NUT Lean Aircraft Initiative (NUT, 1997).This
UKLAI sought to develop a lean framework for the UK aerospaceindustry at the
higher tiers of the industry, with someinput from SMEs. According to Woodheadand
Sharp (1998) in 1993 US labour unions, defence aerospacebusinessesand MIT
formally launchedthe Lean Aircraft Initiative (LAI) with the goal of transferring the
lean practices that had seen success in the automotive industry to US aircraft
industries. During the first phaseof the LAI a systematicframework, referredto asthe
Lean Enterprise Model (LEM), was designedto organise and disseminateresearch
resultsto LAI consortiummembers(figure 2.11).
I Furthcr dctails of the LEM arc availableto LAI consortiummcmbers.The LEM consistsof a
liierarchical*structurc.At its top arc six principics that dcfinc Ican philosophy.followcd by 12
30 spccific mctrics at the basethat supportthe top IcN*clIcan philosophics.
ox-crarching
practiccs.
uith
n
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LEAN ENTERPRISEMODEL
Version 1.0 (Top Level Architecture)
PRINCIPLES
Responsiveness to change, Waste minimisation
Right thing at right place, right time, right quantity
Effective relationships In the value stream
Continuous improvement
Optimal first delivered unit quality

ENTERIMSE LEVEL METRICS
FlowTirrie
Stakeholder Satisfaction
Resoume Utilisation
Quality Yield
I
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Figure 2.11 The Lean Enterprise Model (LEM)
This Lean EnterpriseModel (LEM) model accordingto the US Lean Aircraft Initiative
(USLAI) was to serveas a referenceto help consortiummembersbetter understandthe
leannessof their own organisationsand processesand to provide insights as to where
they might direct lean efforts. The LEM encompasseslean enterpriseprinciples and
benchmarkingdata derived from surveys,
practicesand is populatedby research-based
casestudies,and other researchactivities.
In contrastto the automotiveindustry, most aerospaceindustriesdo not have roots in
massproduction and continuousline environments. Unlike the automotive reference
base of the Toyota Productive System, there is no lean "best practice" aerospace
company example (Clifford et al, 1998). Indeed, it is already shown that the
application of lean manufacturingin the US Aircraft Industry has had mixed success,
often becausecompaniesadopt lean in order to imposeeventighter restrictionson their
suppliers (Velocci, 1999). The result has been that some already efficient suppliers
have been squeezedinto 'businessanorexia' and bankruptcy whilst other companies
introducing lean manufacturing have faced sigriificant labour problems and reduced
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capability to adapt and manoeuvre in a changing and unpredictable business
envirorunent(Clifford ef al, 1998).
The UK aerospaceindustry also differs from many high technology industries that
have effectively achievedefficiency improvementsthroughout their supply chain, in
that its productsare super-highvalue, highly-integratedsystemswith long lead times,
specific system integrity issues, and extensive certification demandsand are often
produced for just one customer. Consequently,very few components are massin
(indeed,
produced
many componentsare ordered single figure batch sizes) and the
businessenvironment for the product introduction process (and, indeed, the whole
product life-cycle) is very changeable,due to numerousfactors including changesin
customerrequirements,componentobsolescence,demandsfor new technologyinserts,
in
imposed
and
regulatoryamendmentsresulting a lack of stability for the suppliersto
develop more efficient processes. As a result the aerospaceindustry has to be
sufficiently agile and flexible to accommodatethese environmental perturbations
in
delivery
demanded
by
becoming
leaner
time
the
to
cost
and
whilst
meet reductions
samecustomerswho repeatedlymodify their requirements.
Bamber et al (1998a) on a review of lean and agile capabilities in aerospace
manufacturingsmall to mediumsizedLJK(SMEs) hasdiscussedtheir agileness:
"Many SMEs within the aerospaceindustry sector are capable of adapting to
changefaster and more effectively than larger prime contractors, and have
effectivelybecomelean as a requirementof thepressureswithin the industry to
be cost competitive. Likewise, many SMEs within the aerospacesector have to
be adaptableand responsivedue to the nature of the businessenvironmentand
the unpredictability seenlower down the aerospacesupply chain. nerefore, it
is recognisedthat many of thesecompaniesare, to someextent,agile, since they
are companieswhich have had to be very responsiveto customerneedsin order
to survive the cyclical depressionswhich have characterisedthe indushy over
the last 40years. "
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Bamber et al (1998a) have provided further discussionon the comparisonof lean and
taken from these
agile within UK aerospaceand the following sectionis'predomýinantly
discussions.

2.3.1 An Evolution of Management in the UK Aerospace Manufacturing Sector
The historical evolution from craft basedproduction, through massand lean, and on
towards agile manufacturing, as perceived by Dove (1996) for the US automotive
industry is shown in figure 2.12.

Craft

Mass

Past -

Lean

\Agile

Future -No.

Present -

Figure 2.12: A progression of manufacturing

paradigms within the automotive

industry (Dove 1996)

This however, is not representativeof a historical progressionwithin the aerospace
industry. The roots of aerospaceindustry are more related to the craft production
enterprisewhile there are only sma11elementsof massproduction and continuousflow
practice. As opposedto the automotive industry, the aerospaceindustry has not seen
the economiesof scale in production runs, capacity planning and capital expenditure
inherent in a 'make to forecast' industry. In fact, the aerospaceindustry has been
predominantly a 'make to order' environment.

Therefore, a more accurate

comparative representation of the historical evolution of manufacturing in the
aerospaceindustry, is shownin figure 2.13, which indicatesthat the aerospaceindustry
did not progressfrom craft through massto lean, but progresseddirectly to lean from
craft.
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Consequently,there are emerging needs,which are placing added pressureson the
aerospaceindustry and must be consideredby the UK aerospaceSmall to Medium Size
Enterprises(SMEs) in order to ensuretheir continued longevity. These companies
must be responsiveto a businessenvironmentthat is changingand unpredictablewith
respectto the increasingdemandsof prime contractorswho, through preferredsupplier
initiatives, are shifting a larger proportion of businessrisk on to their suppliers'. They
must also be aware of potential benefits to be made from collaboration with other
SMEs, where combined resource and capabilities are utilised to form effective
competitive alliances. These considerationsimply that there is a need for SMEs to
invest in the continuous improvement of their capabilities whilst still managing.to
satisfy current demandsand deliver small-batchproduction on time and at lower cost.

-

Past -

Present -

Future

Figure 2.13: A progression of manufacturing paradigms within the aerospace
industry (Damber et al, 1998a)

As discussedin previous paragraphsnevertheless,it is lean manufacturing with its
origins in the automotive industry, which has been introduced into the US aircraft
sectorwith varying degreesof successand is currently being introduced into the UK
aerospaceindustry with large prime aerospacecompaniesworking toward reducing
their approved/preferredsupplier base,typically from severalhundredto below fifty,
in line with lean thinking. However, the comparisonof lean and agile conceptswith
respectto the aerospaceindustry suggeststhat:
1. Less of lean can be readily transferredand acceptedinto the aerospacesectorthan
into the automotiveindustry.
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2. More of a craft basedproduction enterpriseis presentwithin aerospaceindustries
flexibility,
for
foundation
be
developed
to
and
multi-skilled
and can
give a sound
improved capability.
Subsequently,with recent trends showing that the amount of work required by the
increase
is
likely
be
to
on'the
and subsequently,with prime contractors
primes
adoptinglean manufacturingpractices,it is anticipatedthat:
1. The Small Medium Enterprises(SMEs), out of necessity,will look toward forming
alliances, in order to maintain business through collaboration and core
competence/capabilityand capacitysharing.
2. SomeaerospaceSMEs will not survive in their presentorganisationalform due to
increasedcompetition andupturn in business.
3. Interfaces and communication between prime and sub-cofitractorsand suppliers
in
due
base.
different
dimensions
to
the
to
take
supplier
a
reduction
will need
on
Combinedwith the widely differing enterprisecharacteristicssuch as capability, size
of facilities, capacity, core competencies and percentage turnover in aerospace
business,a prescriptive approachwith defined metrics, such as the Lean Enterprise
Model (LEM) may not wholly be suited or relevant to SNIEs within the industry.
Hence, customisedprogrammesor metrics may be developed and comparisonsof
aerospaceindustry best practicemay reveal different metrics for different situations.
It is recognisedthat there is a proportion of craft capability within both lean and agile
although more multi-skilled craft capability is required by agile to ensureit remains
flexible and effective than by lean (Bamber el al 1998a). Figure 2.14 aims to show
this relationshipof craft, lean and agile competencies.It is also recognisedthat there is
a great deal of commonality betweenlean and agile, such as the effective use of best
practice tools and techniques in order to improve the overall efficiency and
effectivenessof the business.This commonality is illustrated in figure 2.14, where,for
example,elimination of wasteful activities and processes,improved supplier relations
(both internal and external) and team-working philosophiesare important aspectsof
lean and agile organisations.
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Figure 2.14: Commonality of attributes and skills (Bamber et al 1998a)

Figure 2.14 also illustrates that the skills brought forward from traditional
environments

are required

by both

lean and agile

organisations,

anticipated that agile practice will require a higher proportion

production

although

it Is

of skills/ multi-skilling.

This is a view supported by Dove (1996) who, with reference to his eight agile change
domains,

states that lean manufacturing
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and correction.
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Chapter 3 The Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework underpinningthe focus of this researchis derived from an
extensiveliterature review of, manufacturingand managementparadigmsas discussed
in section2.1; agile manufacturing(and management)literature as discussedin section
2.2 and of aerospacemanufacturing sector literature as discussedin section 2.3.
Furthermore, a conceptual model, shown in this chapter, has been developed to
representthe agile manufacturingtheoretical framework, which enablesthe readerto
understand the relationships of the various parts of the model from a systems
perspective.

3.1 The ConceptualModel ofAgility
The conceptual model is presentedin the form of a mechanical system with gears
*
(operationalcharacteristics),lubrication to the mechanics(organisationalpgychology),
a driving power system (external motivators) and a governing system (the agile
strategycycle). This mechanicalsystemanalogy is further expandedupon in section
3.2.2, which providesa detaileddiscussionof the conceptualmodel and all its parts.
This conceptualmodel at a macro-systemslevel, as shown in figure 3.1, essentially
includesthe four agility enablingintegratedsub-systemsof.

0

Agile manufacturingstrategy

*

Extemal motivators
Organisationalpsychology
Operationalcharacteristics

Thý macro-systemview of the conceptualmodel representedby figure 3.1 is provided
to show the relationshipof the agility enabling macro sub-systemsthat are considered
from the review of literature in chapter 2, necessaryand fundamentalto an SME's
agile manufacturing system operating in UK aerospacesector. The four agilityenabling sub-systems are interdependent and interrelated bringing together the
operationalaspectsand strategicrequirementsof agility as illustrated in figure 3.2.
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External
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Figure 3.1: Agility enabling macro sub-systems

The inner ring shown in figure 3.2 encompasses the operational aspects of
organisational psychology and operational characteristics, while outside of this relates
to the strategic requirements of an agile enterprise, namely an agile strategy cycle and
an outward looking approach or external motivators of the agile enterprise. Moreover
figure 3.2 indicates that the driving forces of agile manufacturing operations are at a
strategic organisational level, which is some what similar to "the strategy driven
approach" to agility presented in detail by Kidd (1994, p 37) and shown in section
2.2.3 from Kidd (1994a) and Kidd (1997c) and discussed in more detail in section
3.3.1.1 of this chapter.

The strategicrequirementsand operationalaspectsof an agile enterpriseare depicted
separately in figure 3.2 but it is recognised that each have a profound influence on the
other. Nevertheless, strategy is recognised as being influenced from the operations and
this is discussed in section 3.1.2.1. However the operational aspects are those systems
and activities that are directly in the control of the agile enterprise and thus provide the
manufacturing paradigm.

On the other hand the strategic requirements are those

systems and activities that influence the manufacturing paradigm in order to activate
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an appropriate long-term and short-term response to the changing needs of the market
in
later
1.2.4
in
1.2.1,
discussed
1.1.5,
this chapter
and
section
section
place, as
section
in section 3.3.1.1.

The inner ring

Figure 3.2: Operational and strategic aspects of the conceptual model

Thus operationalaspectsare driven by the strategicrequirementsof an agile enterprise
in
figure
in
(as
3.1)
this conceptual model the
that
which means
presented
manufacturing strategy drives the organisational.psychology and the agile enabling
factors of culture, beliefs, values, understanding and shared vision of the agile
enterprise system as shown in figure 3.3.

3.2 The Enabling Factorsfor Agility in the UK Aerospace SMEs
This conceptualmodel (figures 3.1,2 and 3), encompassingthe four agility enabling
integrated sub-systems,provides the framework for the literature survey identified
enabling factors of agility in aerospacesmall to medium size enterprises(SMEs)
operatingin the UK The conceptualmodel is comprehensivein that it is a synthesis
and developmentof the theory representedin chapter2 and presentedin pictorial form,
within which are the agility enabling integratedmacro sub-systems,as shown in figure
3.1 asthe enabling factors for agility in LTKaerospaceSNffis. The enabling factors as
representedin figure 3.1 are also tabulatedin table 3.1 to provide further clarity of the
key groupings (agile enabling sub-systemsand agile enabling factors). The enabling
factors for agility in LTK aerospaceSMEs provide the assessmentcategoriesfor this
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research and thus fundamentally provide the aerospace SME agile framework
generatedand discussedin section 3.3 while section 3.2.2 is aimed at discussingthe
conceptual model and all the parts of the model to provide the readeran understanding
of the enablingfactors.
Agility enabling
macro sub-system

Agile manufacturing
strategy

Agile enabling factor
Agile strategydevelopment
Agile strategydeployment
Agile strategyassessment
Agile strategycommitment
Enabling forcesof.
o

Opportunity seeking

o

Seizingopportunity
(Customerrelationships networking marketing
venturing / new product development)

Resistingforcesof
External motivators

Organisational psychology

0
"

_Environmental
Social

"

Economic

"

New entrants

"

Partners

"

Customers

"

Suppliers

"

Competition

Organisationalculture
Core values
Deeprootedbeliefs
Real world understanding
Sharedvision
Effective information systems
Effective enterpriseintegration

Operational characteristics

Realtime production
Wastemanagementand elimination
Knowledgemanagement
Changeand risk management

Table 3.1: Enabling factors for agility in the UK aerospaceSMEs
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3.3 The ConceptualModel ofAgile Manufacturing in Aerospace
The conceptualmodel illustrated by figure 3.3 showsa genericrepresentationof agile
interpretation
The
of the model,
manufacturing enabling systemsand sub-systems.
however, is in the context of an aerospacemanufacturing small to medium size
fulfil
for
domain.
(SME)
to
the
this
that
aims
and
research
requires
enterprise
.-This
is
interpretation
in
1.0
the
the
conceptual
model
of
objectives outlined
chapter
aerospace specific, moreover relevant to manufacturing small to medium size
enterprises. Similarly, as describedin section 1.4.4, establishedresearcherssuch as
Pugh el al (1963 and 1969) and Bryman (1989 and 1995) describe this contextual
interpretation of concepts as "operationalisation" which provides "operational
definitione' which according to Bryman (1995) will incorporate; "...the specification
of the steps to be used in the measurementof the concepts under consideration."
Likewise, for this research, the interpretation of the conceptual model has been
performed in such a manner as to translate the concepts of -agility into a set of
in
definitions
be
the aerospaceSME
the
to
of
agility
context
operational
used within
manufacturingdomain. Notwithstanding this, the generic configuration of the model
is expectedto be a useful theoretical framework when researchingthe conceptsand
application of agility in other manufacturingsectorsand domains,but this is not to be
consideredin this thesisuntil chapter5.
3.3.1 An Understanding of the Conceptual Model
Agile manufacturingis primarily seenas a businesspractice (Kidd, 1994a) aimed at
putting the enterpriseway aheadof its competitors. Thus the developmentof agile
propertiesis essentialto establishand maintain a competitive advantage,by being able
to respondto changesoccurring in the market environmentand through the ability to
exploit the fundamentalreal and virtual competencies. Consequently,the conceptual
model of agile manufacturingshows a synthesisof a number of macro-subsystems
(and theories), as shown by figure 3.1, that draw togetherthe operationalaspectsand
strategicrequirements,as shown by figure 3.2. These macro-subsystemsare needed
for an agile enterprise to be capable of taking advantage of the windows of
opportunities that arise, from time to time, hence the ability to rapidly respond to
changes in the market place and changes in customer demands. Therefore the
harmoniousmarriageof the strategiqrequirementswith the operationalaspectsof the
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organisationis essentialfor successfulagility and hencethe integration of all the agile
enabling factors is critical, none of these elements can be bolt on, they all work
together dependenton each other. Similarly, Senge(1997) articulateson discussing
organisationalsystems:
"We have to developa senseof connectedness,
a senseof working together as
part of a system,whereeachpart of the systemis affecting, being affectedby the
others,and wherethe whole is greater than the sum of theparts. "
Therefore the first thing when using the conceptual model of agility is to realise
everything is interrelated,complex and dynamic; nevertheless,to help understandthe
conceptual model, a representationof the system parts is discussedunder the agility
enabling macro-subsystemheadingsbelow.
3.3.1.1 Agile Manuf"turing

Strategy

To achieve a purpose in competition with other organisations,there needsto be a
strategy, which provides commercial logic, as suggestedby (Cambell and Yeung,
1995) given in section 1.2.4, and to the agile enterprisethis requires a strategythat
continually facilitates agile principles. Agile manufacturingstrategyis hencedefined
within the conceptualmodel, figure 3.2, as one of the strategicrequirementsof an agile
enterprise. Accordingly, Kidd (1994) affirms:
"We can only benefitfrom agile manufacturing if we have a stratesy of agifity
which will allow us to formulate a change plan to implement agile
manufacturingand be competitive"
The conceptual model follows the principle of plan-do-check-actas popularised by
Deming (1986), which builds upon the Kidd (1994) affirmation above in that, it
recognisesan agile strategyis not static but must follow a continuous learning cycle
and consequentlybe dynamic. Hence,agile strategyis characterisedas a cycle of agile
strategydevelopment;agile strategy deployment; agile strategy assessmentand agile
strategycommitment as shownin figure 3.4. While Meredith and Francis(1999) have
describedthe agile organisationsstrategy in terms of wide deep scanning, strategic
commitment,full deploymentandthe use of an agile scoreboard,the conceptualmodel
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includes the principles of wide deep scanningwithin the external motivators agility
enablingmacro sub-systempart of the model.

PLAN
Agile Strategy
Development
f

DO
Agile Strategy
Deployment

ACT
Agile Strategy
Commitment

CHECK
Agile Strategy
Assessment

Figure 3.4: Agile strategy enabling factors
aligned to the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle
Johnsonand Scholes(1999) have considereda basic three-stagemodel of the strategic
managementprocess as including strategic analysis, strategic choice and strategy
implementation,whereasthe conceptualmodel of agility as shownin part by figure 3.4
has four stages. The four stagesrecognisethe work of Gunneson(1997) and Kidd
(1994) presented in the sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.2.3 literature, in the respect of the
commitment to building agile competencies must be part of the organisations' strategy
process. This essentially means as described by Gunneson (1997) that: "The overall
culture of the organisation must support risk taking7 and hence the commitment to
continually assessand amend the strategy, in terms of risk, is an important part of an
agile strategy process.

Furthermore,the approachin an agile organisationto the strategyprocessmust include
both conceptsof incrementalstrategicchangeand more radical or fundamentalshifts
in direction as explored by Johnson(1995) and as such, the conceptualmodel allows
the strategyprocessto include this approach. Accordingly advocatesof organisational
continuous improvement and the lean manufacture approach Womack and Jones
(1996), naturally use the plan-do-check-act process, while the conceptual model
additionally recognisesthat radical change,henceradical strategicshift, is neededfor
agility. Consequently the commitment to change the organisational strategy is
included in the 'act' part of the strategy cycle, which incorporatesboth incremental
and radical changeneeds. The influence or facilitator of a commitmentto a strategic
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organisationalshift is expectedto come from the extemal motivators of agility while
an incremental strategic shift is more likely to come from the operational
characteristicsof agility (see-figure 3.1). The view that adopting incrementalisMin
strategic changewill lead sooneror later to "strategic drift" is presentedby Johnson
(1988) and explainsthis emergesfrom businesspractice that is internally constructed
rather than objectively exlerienced.
strategicdrift states:

Furthermore, Sadler (1995) on discussing

"Over a Period of Years the stratesy becomesincreasingly out of line with the
environment. Performance declines in consequenceand eventually a more
fundamental strategic changebecomes.
essentialif the businessis to survive."'
In contrast agility requires the competencefor spontaneousand radical shifts in
described
by
deep
Meredith and
as
scanning
organisationalstrategyas a'result of wide
Francis (1999), which in terms of the conceptualmodel is representedby the external
in
forces
motivators of resistingand enabling
shown figure 3.3 and describedbelow in
section3.3.1.2.
3.3.1.2 External Motivators

The conceptualmodel representedby both table 3.1 and figure 3.3 provides taxonomy
of externalmotivatorsthat are categorisedinto the agile enablingforces of.e

Opportunity seeking

0

Seizingopportunity

This opportunity seeking and seizing of opportunity is through activities such as:
customer relationships; supply chain networking and partnering; marketing
developments;corporateventuring and new product development. While the agility
resistingforceshavebeenidentified as consistingof the following issues:
Environmental
Social
Economic
New entrants
Customers
Suppliers
Competition/competitors.
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This taxonomy of external motivators has been drawn from the agile literature
(1980)
fi7om
Porter
1.2.4
in
2.2.2.1
the
and
of
work
and section
presented section
literature available from such publications devoted to venturing (Lloyd, 1992; Block
Ries,
1996)
Kotler,
1997;
1994;
(Goldman
MacNfillan,
1995),
and
al,
et
marketing
and
businessdevelopmentactivities (Magretta, 1998; Goldmanet al, 1995) and also from
Tidd,
Bessant
(Cooper,
1993;
innovation
development
and
processes
new product
and
Pavitt, 1997).

The agile organisations aim is to enhance the enabling forces and
forces
the
of agility
resisting
effectively manage

Enabling

Resisting

forces

forces

Opportunityseeking and Seizing

Succumbingand yielding to the

opportunity through:

unexpected or expected:

Customer relationships

Nctworking

Marketing

Venturing

New product devclopmcnt

Environmentalchanges

10

Social pressures

10

10

Threat of new entrants

10

Badly performing partners

0-

4

A
..
'14
4

Economic changes
Low performing supElicrs

Competition

Figure 3.5: The external motivators of agile manufacturing
enabling and resisting forces

represented as

While the taxonomy is divided into the two categoriesof enabling and resistingforces,
it should be recognisedthat an enabler handled badly could be a resisting force to
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While the taxonomy is divided into the two categoriesof enabling and resistingforces,
it should be recognisedthat an enabler handled badly could be a resisting force to
agility and vice-versaa resisting force that is handledappropriatelywould becomean
enabler. Figure 3.5 therefore representstheseforces in a force field analysisdiagram
to illustrate the opportunity to an agile organisationto firstly recogniseand then make
the most of the externalmotivators.
The need for a new manufacturingparadigm has been discussedthroughout section
2.2, and in part, the reasonbeing that lean manufacturing,world class manufacturing,
and Total Quality Management(TQM) philosophiesfocus on the internal organisation
and on.things that can be controlled and on existing products and customers. Section
2.2 identified a need to include scanningthe environment for new opportunities and
threats to the organisation (Meredith and Francis, 1999). Hence, the external
motivators of the conceptualmodel have been consideredas an integral part of the
framework of an agile aerospaceenterprise.
3.3.1.2.1 Assessingthe Strategic Requirements of Agility
The ethnographic studies, as mentioned in detail in chapter 4 the case study
organisations' section of this thesis, play an important role in assessingthe strategic
reqtfirementsof an agile aerospaceorganisation as mentioned in the above sections.
Alongside the ethnographicstudiesthe author has gaineda great deal of knowledgeof
the aerospacesector strategic position. This strategic knowledge of the industry is
shown throughout the thesis and particular referenceis madeof the sectorpositioning
and statusin chapter 1, while current changesin the environmenthave beendiscussed
in section2.1.4.3 and knowledgeof aerospacemanagementis shown in section2.3 and
the publications of Bamber ef al (1999 and 2001a). Additionally close contact is
maintainedwith North West AerospaceAlliance (NWAA) and likewise meetingsand
seminarsare held by the NWAA regularly.
In addition to observationsmade during the ethnographicstudies a series of topics
relating to strategy issues is addressedby a questionnairethat has been developed,
which is discussedin more detail in chapter 4, thus providing respondentattitudinal
dataon the perceptionof the organisations'strategicmaturity.
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3.3.1.3 Organisational Psychology
The conceptual model at a macro level, as shown in figure 3.1, includes the agility
enabling sub-systemof organisationalpsychology. This sub-systemof organisational
psychology is integratedwith the three other agility enabling sub-systemsof external
motivators, agile manufacturing strategy and operational characteristics and is
therefore seenas a core interdependentvariable in an agile system. Within this enabler
0f organisationalpsychologythe conceptualmodel presentedwithin this thesis shows
the five agile enabling factors of organisational culture; core values; deep-rooted
beliefs; real world understandingand sharedvision as shown in figure 3.3 and table
3.1. The essential premise of this enabling macro sub-systern,of organisational
psychology, is that the vision, values, beliefs, understanding and culture of the
organisation,promotesagility and doesnot opposethe agile manufacturingstrategy.
Retaining competitive advantage,according to The Agile Manufacturing Research
Group (AMRG) relies on being awareof, and creatively respondingto, many elements
within the business environment, (Merdeith and Francis, 1999). Creativity, it is
argued,can only come from people, likewise, Goldman (1995) recognises"leveraging
the impact of peopleand information" as one of the dimensionsof agility discussedin
section 2.3, "... people - what they know, the skills they possess,the initiative they
display - and information are the differentiators between companies in an agile
competitiveenvironment... " (Goldmanet al., 1995).
3.3.1.3.1 Organisational Culture
Lockheed Martin researcher and US aerospace experts on agility Bipin Chadha el al
(1996) discuss culture as a core element of the infrastucture of agile manufacturing
mentioned in section 2.3. Cultural issues are represented in section 2.2.2.3 and Kidd
(1997a) section 2.4, implied that, a need for a massive culture change is necessary for
most organisations to become agile and suggested the need to develop a culture [work
force behaviours] that is capable of operating in an agile environment and
consequently suggested several areas need to be addressed:
"

Training and education.

"

Living in a world of permanent change.

"

Gaining leverage from people's skills, knowledge and creativity.

"

Working together.
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Commonly, company cultures are often oriented towards devaluing - seeking out
weaknessesand faults, looking for mistakesand acting on the basisof distrust (Savage,
1996). This is in contrastto an agile culture as describedby Kidd (1997a) that strives
to build creativity and innovation throughout the organisation. According to Clarke
(1994) organisational culture "is consideredby many as the way things are done
around here", hence culture is driven by a shared vision and core values of the
organisationand can thereforebe best observedrather than testedor analysedthrough
questionnaires. The ethnographic studies have played a major role in observing,
collecting and analyzing the information related to this topic. On discussingculture
Cole (1995), said there are several focal points that groups can home in on when
assessingorganisationalculture:
"(e.g. officeyactory layout,people's dess, published lists of values,observable
rituals and behaviour trends) and then the espousedvaluesof the organisation
(e.g. the valuespromulgated by thefounders andlor senior management,and
the valuesexpressedby individual managersand other employees)."
Petersand Waterman(1987) on the other hand, in their study of 'excellence' choseto
follow a so called McKinsey 7-S framework of organisational analysis. This
framework is basedon the parametersshown in table 3.2 below. This Mckinsey 7-S
framework provides an indication how difficult culture is to assesswithin an
organisation and indicates the interdependence of the operational aspects of
organsationalpsychologyand operationalcharacteristics.

Sharedvalues(i. e. the essentialculture of the organisation)
Style (i. e. managementstyle)
Strategy(i. e. goalsand corporatestrategicplans)
Structure(i.e. organizationalstructure)
Systemsand proceduresand protocols
Staff (all employees)
Skills (i. e. people'stalents,levels of competenceetc.)
Table 3.2: The McKinsey 7-S framework (adaptedfrom Peters and Waterman, 1987)
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3.3.1.3.2 Shared vision
An agile culture therefore rewards creativity and tolerates risk, has well established
values and principles of conduct, has absolute clarity about mission and purposeand
this can only come about through a sharedvision facilitated by organisationalleaders.
The Total Quality Management(TQM) philosophy as discussedin section2.1.4.1 has
leadershipand total involvement at its.core. The TQM literature (section2.1.4.1) and
change managementliterature (section 2.1.4.3) emphasisethe importance of mission
statements.In addition, DuBon andMcGuire (1996) discussthe subjectemotively: "In
an agile organisationwhere integrity abounds,there is an attitude of limitless potential
and unification of energyin pursuit of opportunity. Organisationalmission and vision
is a sharedreality in the culture."
A mission of an organisation(purpose) and it's vision (direction) only come alive in
the organisations' commitment to action therefore the shared vision of an agile
organisation as representedin figure 3.3 provides input to strategy issues. As
discussedin learning organisation literature and presentedin section 2.1.4.2. shared
mental modelscan direct an organisation:where leadersencouragea sharedvision and
understandingof the direction in which the organisation is trying to move and the
environment in which this is taking place. Informal interviews with membersof the
casestudy organisationshavebeencarried out to assesswhether a sharedvision exists
within thesecasestudy aerospaceSMEs. Additionally, two questionsof a larger set of
questionsdirectly relating to this feature are part of a questionnairemainly aimed at
assessingthe agile operational characteristics,which is further discussedin detail in
section3.3.1.4of this chapter.
3.3.1.3.3 Core Values and Deep Rooted Beliefs
Values are those enduring principles held dear to people and directly influence their
behaviour. Hence, agile enterprisecore valuesare thosevalues,both at organisational
and individual levels, which enableagile practices[behaviour]. If the organisationor
individuals' core values, or value set, is at odds with an organisation strategy or
direction then unnecessarybarriersto effective changewill be present. For instanceif
sub-ordinatesdo not respect managersthen how can they efficiently manage an
organisation. Core values and deep-rooted beliefs contribute to the existing
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organisational paradigm: such values and beliefs are said, in section 2.1.4.3, to be
reinforced through custom and practice, procedures- written or implied, rituals and
ceremonies and socializing revolving around the organisation. These softer,
organisationalpsychology issueshave been discussedin more detail by Bessantand
Francis (1999) in section 2.1.4.3, as providing a strategic advantageto innovative
companies.
3.3.1.3.4 Real World Understanding
A knowledgeableworkforce is describedin section2.3.3 as necessaryfor the support
of agile systemsand practice. Literature relating to organisationallearning is provided
in section2.1.4.2 that statestrust, opennessand honestyare factors directly related to
effective learning of organisations. A real world understanding is necessaryfor
managedtransformationand this is shown in figure 2.6, in section 2.3.1 as awareness
and understandingstagesof a transformation cycle. A truly integrated systemthat
enablesagility is one that is rich, in up'to date information, to enableappr(?
priat'eand
rapid decision-making. Therefore, real world understandingis facilitated by, the
operational characteristicsof effective knowledge management,effective information
systemsand effective enterpriseintegration (see figure 3.3). However, information
alone is insufficient; decision makers must be well equipped and skilled to interpret
information, and fully supportedby the organisationalsystems. Teams foster a real
world understandingand as organisations,develop the ability and competencein team
development,both multi-functional and inter-organisational,either virtual or physical,
improvementsin the humanand organisationaldecision processwill take place as true
knowledge develops(Castkael al 2001). In this respectreal world understandingis
analogousto systemsthinking as expressedby Senge(1990) and shown in section
2.1.4.2 and thereforethe five disciplinesof the learning organisationpromotethis agile
sub-factor.
3.3.1.3.5 Assessingthe Organisational Psychology
Senge(1990) hasused systemsmodelling techniques,while others such as Middleton
(2000) havesuggestedinterview, group work and the use of soft systemsmethodology
(SSM) to assessworldviews through the use of rich data. This researchin a similar
manner to systemsanalysis techniqueshas used processmapping and processflowcharting techniquesto elicit knowledge from organisationalpersonnel. Accordingly,
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Furthermore, during the ethnographicresearch,as a participative observerthe author
has been able to gain insight into project and team based activities within these
in
journal
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ethnographic approaches eliciting social phenomena
Hughes (1991) who discuss the issue of understanding and documenting cultural
issues:"Its [ethnography]objective is to display the social organisationof activities as
they are revealedthrough involvement in the natural setting of the activity." Hence,
the findings relating to this section, and this part of the conceptual model for this
thesis, are predominantly from ethnographicand participant observationas discussed
in chapter4 of the thesis.
3.3.1.4

Operational Characteristics

The operationalcharacteristicsshown in figure 3.1 and representedby the systemcogs
within the conceptualmodel shown in figure 3.3 and listed in figure 3.1 and shown
below for clarity in figure 3.7. These operational characteristicshave been derived
from an extensivereview of literature relating to agile manufacturingas discussedin
section2.2.1. The selectionof thesesix operatingcharacteristicswas from a review of
literature by Bamber et al (1999) carried out within the framework of Engineeringand
Physical ScienceResearch(EPSRQ funded researchas describedin section 1.1.2and
referredto in the appendixII project document.
These operational characteristics are recognised as being dependant and interrelated as

discussedin section 3.2. An acceptanceof these operationalcharacteristicshas been
recognisedthrough the EPSRC steeringgroup members. The industrialistspresentat
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I

Real -Time
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Figure 3.6: Agile operational characteristics

The final report for the EPSRC research DVIUA1051004provides a more detailed
description of these characteristics [referred to as the six agile enablers] while below

presentsan overview descriptionof eachcharacteristic:
1. Knowledge management pertains to how a company effectively manages, utilises,
retains and enhances relevant corporate knowledge in line with company strategy.
This allows an organisation to mobilize a real world understanding to respond to
unanticipated opportunities in an appropriate manner.
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2. Effective information systems relates to the timely delivery of appropriate
information and data to appropriate points of delivery. This includes
between
between
systems within organisationsand
and
people
communication
betweenorganisationsboth locally and globally. It also relatesto the capability of
the information systeminfrastructureto supportsuchcommunication.
3. Changeand risk managementrelatesto the ability to effectively implement-change
in all aspectsof the businessas required by customers,suppliers, environmental
pressuresand organisationalgoals and strategieswhile assessingall risk to the
business.
4. Effective enterprise integration is described as the ability of two or more
in
together
order to provide the necessary
to
enterprise
asa virtual
companies work
fulfil
known
customer
or
that
requirements
core competencies will most effectively
includes.
the ability of an organisationto
This
essentially
unknown.
characteristic
boundaries.
functions
team-work
and acrossorganisational
sustain
across
5. Real-time production managementpertains to the capability to manageproduct,
process, people and technology, on a real-time basis, to most effectively meet
customer demands and company goals. This ensures that an organisation's
productionunit is optimisedto deliver total customersatisfaction.
6. Waste managementand elimination pertains to the effective managementand
inventory
(material,
time,
space,
effort,
motion,
appropriateelimination of all waste
in
improvement
is
This
to
continuous
as
referred
and production).
sometimes
TQM organisationsand Total ProductiveMaintenanceparadigms.
3.3.1.4.1 Measuring the Operational Characteristics

Having identified the six agile operational characteristics,predominantlythrough the
literature survey,a meansby which thesecharacteristicscould be practically measured
within the collaborating companies was developed, by expanding each of the
characteristicsinto increasinglevels of detail. This expandingsourceof information
was enrichedby the knowledgebeing gainedworking on-site at eachof the companies.
Subsequentlyover a hundred factors had been identified as being of potential use in
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Small
Medium sized Enterprise
the
an
aerospace
manufacturing
assessing
agil'tY of
(SME) in relation to the six agile operational characteristics.

Through a categorisation process (see figure 3.8) of the factors identified as being of
distilled
SNIIE
in
into 30
agile operational characteristics were
potential use
assessing
key topic areas (appendix 111). These key topic areas, alongside two assessment
frameworks relating to business strategy and agility measurement issues, formed the
basis of the agile assessment questionnaire (appendix IV) that was developed as a
means by which agile data relating to the operational characteristics could be elicited
from each of the collaborating companies from respondents.

Agile oWebonal

charadwistks

Management
Knovviodge
Effective Information Systems
Change Management
Real Time Production Management
Effective Enterprise Integration
Waste Management and Elimination

Apportions a vveight for each key topic
area to each agile enabler

30 Key topic areas that relate to each of
the agile enablers, providing a basis for
assessment

of agility.

Operational

characteristics

questionnaire

Presents 5 scenarios for each key topic
area against which company employees
mark their perception of company status.

Figure 3.8: Entity relationship diagram for agile operational characteristics, key
topic areas, the agile questionnaire and the weighting matrix.

This questionnaire has been developed in the style of the quality maturity grid first
published by Crosby (1979), which he advocated was to be used as a self-assessment
tool for organisations assessing opportunities for quality improvement.

Wireman

(1991) provides further support for this technique within manufacturing orgamsations
in developing and extensively using in his research and organisational assessmentsa
" maintenance organisation maturity grid. "

These organisational maturity grids
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typically have five stages of a developing enterprise and Wiremen (1991) discussesthe
use of the tool suggesting it: "... is truly an examination of attitudes of the company
toward maintenance." In the case for agility, thus, the agility assessmentmatrix is an
assessmentof the companies' attitudes toward agile characteristics.

Likewise, the questionnaire'ýappendix
IV) presentsfive scenariosfor eachtopic area,
the first being a bad practice scenario and the fifth being a good practice scenario.
Individuals completing the questionnaireshall be instructed to indicate the scenario
that best representedtheir perceptionof their companywith regardsto the topic area,
thereby providing a scorebetweenI and 5. This methodhasbeenchosento provide a
set of "operational definitione', as discussedin the first paragraphof section3.3, that
could be understoodby the respondents.
It has previously beendiscussed,in section 3.3.1 by Senge(1997) and with reference
to the operational characteristicsof agility presentedin this thesis in 3.3.1.4, that
nothing exists in isolation and must r ealise a senseof connectedness. Hence, the
operational characteristicsare connectedand therefore interrelated and dependentto
varying degrees. These varying degrees of connectedness,interrelation and
dependenceis recognisedand hencea weighting exercisehas been performed across
all the topic areas, to develop a matrix of relationship toward the six operational
characteristics.The weighting matrix (appendix V) hence,completesthe relationship
betweenthe six*agile operational characteristicsthe 30 key topic areasand the agile
operationalcharacteristicsquestionnaire(figure 3.8). The two EPSRCresearchersand
the two aerospaceprofessors,who shall for this thesis be referred to as the agile
operationalcharacteristicsassessmentpanel (OCAP), (seeMWA/05/004EPSRCreport
for details)carried out this weighting exerciseand therefore correlatedeachtopic area
to eachof the operationalcharacteristics.
The lengthy process of assessmentof each characteristic (i. e. OCAP agreeing a
notional 1,2 or a3 against each topic area, which is relating to each operational
characteristic;that has been correlatedto a number 1,32 [=25] or 243 [=35]) provides
the weighting matrix. Figure 3.9 shows part of the matrix for clarification only, and
shows for examples; topic two, waste time, has more to do with the operational
characteristicof "waste managementand elimination" than hasto do with "knowledge
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teams" has more to do with "change

management" and that; "multi-disciplinary

management" than to do with any of the other operational characteristics.
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Figure 3.9: Part of the weighting matrix (appendix V)

This method of weighting has naturally provided a ranking of the operational
characteristics, to each, but only in terms of their relationship to the 32 topic areas
assessedand weighted. This is shown in figure 3.9, where the total is the summation
of all the ranks per operational characteristic, the maximum possible score and the
minimum possible score relate to the agility assessment questionnaire (appendix IV)
e.g. if a respondent scores a five in topic four "waste materials" [see figure 3.9] then
the "knowledge management" characteristic receives a score of only five (5x])
because the weighting of this topic against this characteristic is only a one; while this
scoring would provide a score of one hundred and sixty (32x5) against the operational
characteristic of "real time production management."

The operational characteristic that is able to receive the most points from a respondent
is therefore "change management", which can receive a total of 26,065 if all fives
where given in all of the assessment topics in the questionnaire (see figure 3.10).
Similarly the lowest ranking category (agile operational characteristic) given as a result
of this method of weighting is "waste management and elimination".
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The lowest scoring of "waste management and elimination" is not entirely surprising,
as this, in the main, is the principle of lean manufacturing as discussed in the literature
review, section 2.1.2, while "effective enterprise integration" in terms of agility is to

do with integrating, in the main, cross-organisationalissues such as the virtual
enterprise,which hasno referencebasein lean literature.
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Figure 3.10: Part of the weighting matrix showing max-min possible score .for
each operational characteristic from the agility assessment questionnaire

Alternatively the weighting per topic area can be shown as in figure 3,11. It is clear
from viewing figure 3.11 that topic twenty-five, thirty-one and thirty-twol information
quality and management; integration with the business strategy and use of metrics,
carry the highest weight across all the operational characteristics. These three topic

areaseach have a percentagecontribution toward agile operational characteristicsof
5.2%, while the lowest contributing topic areas are topics 3 and 4; waste space and
waste material (1.09% and 0.98%).

Acknowledging these figures it must be noted

that, each topic area provides a separate weighting to each of the six operational
characteristics (appendix V).
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Figure 3.11: Percentage weighting contribution
practices/topic areas
The six operational

area

per topic area of agile

characteristics that have been identified

as; knowledge

management, effective information systems, change and risk management, effective
enterprise integration, real-time production management and waste management and
elimination can be shown to have a range of possible scores from an agile operational
characteristics questionnaire resPOndentas figure 3.12.

Operational
characteristic
relative
percentage
weighting
11%

16%

18%

max-min
possible Operational
characteristic
score
17,824

13Knowledge

18,196

0 Effective InIbrmation Systems

20,852

o Change Management

24,948

ri Effective Enterprise

20,008

m Real Time Production

12.140

13Waste

Management

16%
]

21%

Management

Integration
Management
and Elimination

Figure 3.12: Relative weightings for each operational characteristic
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Figure 3.12 is derived from the difference between the maximum and minimum
possible scores after weighting each topic area responseon the agile operational
in
in
in
V
characteristicsassessment
appendix
and
shown
as
shown
part
questionnaire,
figure 3.9. From the respondentquestionnairesa comparison can be made of the
perceived levels of agile operational practice (30 topic areas) to the six agile
operational characteristics. This analysis and comparisonof levels of practice to the
operationalcharacteristicsis discussedin the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 The Case Study Organisations
4.1

Characteristicsof the CaseStudy Organisations

The reasons for adopting the case study research method have been discussedin
section 1.4, while the reason for using more than one case study organisation is
discussedin this section. The adoption of the multi-casestudy methodin this research
is'mainly to enhancethe generalisabilty of the research findings as indicated in
previous researchfrom researcherssuch as Suttonand Callahan(1987) or as described
by Powell (1985).

Additionally the research findings may indicate important
differenceswhen comparativecontrastsare being madebetweensmall to medium size
enterprises (SMEs), thus indicating important themes such as environmental or

internal organisational factors as discovered from research carried out by Lupton
(1963). Nevertheless,fhe aim is to generaterich qualitative data from a limited but
informative numberof UK casestudy organisationsthat manufactureaerospaceparts,

in orderto:
Provide
UK
&VEs
in
an
understanding
aerospace
of
agility
o
and hencebridge the knowledge gap betweenthat of agile practice in non-aerospace
companies drawn from literature, generalised agile theory, other aerospace
manufacturingresearchin SMEs and that of agility in UK aerospaceSMEs (seefigure
1.2 in section 1.2.3).
The external validity of case study researchhas been questioned many times and
discussedby Bryman (1995) (see also chapter 2), consequentlywithin this research
this is approachedthrough the adoption of a multi-case approach as suggestedby
researchersYin (1994) and Mitchell (1983 and 1985). The argumentsof Yin (1994)
and Mitchell (1983 and 1985) suggestthat it is the purposeof the casestudy to permit
the generationof theory, not to be considereda sampleof one. In summarythe reason
for choosing four case study organisationsis a balancing act betweenthe needsto
obtain rich informative data through rigorous investigation and the need tq qnhance
generalisability, hence reliability, of the researchfindings while understandingand
recognisingthe differencesapparentin eachcase.
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Therefore alongsidethe information gatheredin a very structured manner,using the
matrix approachas identified in section3.3.1 and information gatheredusing archival
evidence, an unstructured interview approach during ethnographicstudies has been
is
Each
in
to
case
study
organisation
material.
used
order
gather rich qualitative
discussedseparatelyin the sections4.2 to 4.5 while the reasonfor choosingthesecase
below.
is
in
4.1.1
study organisations presented section
4.1.1. Selecting the Case Study Organisations
In choosing the case study organisations certain characteristics have been identified as

important and necessaryto establishsomeequivalenceas suggestedby Bryman (1985)
and somerelevanceto the researchfocus by matchingthesecharacteristics,namelythe
four casestudy organisationsare:

"

Suppliersto the UK aerospacesector(more than one aerospacecustomer).
Manufactureaerospacecomponentsor sub-assemblies.

"

Basedin the Northwest of England(seefigure 4.1).

"

(SME).
Operating
to
size
enterprise
medium
autonomouslyas a small
"
(lessthan 250 employeesper casestudy organisationsite).
in
basis
(i.
Introducing
change
e.
continuous
productiona
new
products
on
regular
*
involved in New Product Introduction activities).
ISO
9000 quality managementsystemsaccreditedor similar aerospaceapproval
do
suchas Technical Specification 157.
"

In possessionof at leastone aerospaceprime quality supply approval.

Investing
in
new machiningcentresandworking practice.
"
(CNCs introducedin the last 2 years,ftom 1998).
This researchfocus meansthat of the organisationssubscribingto the EPSRC project
mentioned in section 1.1.2 four can be selectedfor close examination and the other
EPSRC case study organisationsare omitted from this PhD research. This does not
diminish the importanceor validity of the results in any way, but rather enhancesthe
opportunity to collect rich datathrough fýcusing on four casestudies. As suchthe four
casestudiespresentedin this PhD researchare the four organisationsthat the author
hasspentmost time with, during the period of the EPSRCproject work.
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CaseStudy
OrganisationA
(Lancasterarea)
CaseStudy
OrganisationB
(Pendlearea)

CaseStudy
OrganisationD
(ManchesterArea)

Case Study
Organisation C
(Pendle area) -

Figure 4.1: Geographical position of UK casestudy organisations

For eachof the casestudy organisationscertain characteristicsthat are relevant to the
research have been identified and are given in the following sections. * These
characteristicsare generally different for eachof the casestudy organisationsand are
identified as: *
Companyhistory which has led to the organisations'current:
"

Marketing and sectormix.

"

Product mix.

o Customerbase.
o Supplierbase.
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Partner organisations and relationships which would include a review of the
organisation'ssituationregarding:
o Sub-contractorrelationships.
o- Ownership.
o Collaborations.
o

Environmental awareness.

Key production related processes,capacities and capabilities:
o
.o

Core competence.
Floor space/facilities/pren-tises.

"

Number of employees.

"

Planningand schedulingsystems.

Financial planning and control methodsand status:
o Companyturnover.
"

Order book/profits.

"

Investment in capability and competencies.

Organisational structure enabling agility:
o

Hierarchical management structure.

o Cross-functionalproject management.
o Levels of team development.
*

Mission/vision/strategyand deploymentefforts:
o Changemanagementcompetence.
o Best practiceinitiatives.
o Continuousimprovementprograms.
Affiliations and memberships/includingawards:
o Professionalmembership.
o Trade organisationmembership.

In addition to the above characteristics,environmentalfactors that are unique to each
organisationare identified. Theseenvironmentalfactors may include, local regulatory
authority demands;specific needsof particular products or servicesoffered by the
organisation;imposeddemandsof shareholdersor owners;legal requirements;specific
customerneeds;or market driven change.
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4.2

CaseStudy Organisation A

Casestudy organisationA was founded in 1948. Operatingfrom a 45,000 squarefoot
facility on a six-acre site, in 1994 co-founders, acquired the Company and
shareholdersof OrganisationA Group, which includesboth casestudy organisationA,
based in Lancaster and a sister company, based in Cambridge The Lancaster
operation employs 46 people of which 38 are considereddirect workers (see figure
4.2). It has for many yearsbeena sub-contractprecision engineeringcompanywith a
customerbase centred on the aerospace,defenceand nuclear industries. Case study
organisation A provides a service in design, prototyping and managementof heat
treatmentsand plating, supplying finished componentsto the highest quality although
this part of the businessis very minor in terms of financial turnover.
Casestudy organisation'A operationsrely on two key customers(and market sectors),
an aerospaceprime and a large nuclear engineeringcompany although the operations
and marketing strategyis to develop key partnershipsand deliver larger packagesof
work through the developmentof alliances. Thesetwo customersaccount for 85% of
turnover of which 95%, of this 85%, is aerospacemanufactured componentsand
assemblies.Occasionallypackagesof work are taken on by the companyfrom outside
of the main two sectors of operation and include sub-assemblyand component
manufacturefor special purpose machinery and transport systems(automotive, plant
machinery, truck and bus). Therefore new product introduction is continuous and a
large part of business is non-recurring orders, although repeat work is seen and
strategic orders (maintenance of power station parts and assemblies; including
industry
for
'and
the
replacement
are placed currently representing
repair)
nuclear
approximately only 5% of revenue turnover. This means that very few products
producedby casestudy organisationA are from forecastedsales.
The suppliesto the aerospacesectorare direct to a prime aerospacecustomerand also
as a secondand third tier supplier to other aerospacesupply chain companies. These
aerospaceparts are manufactured in the main on CNC machine tools and bench
worked, by a highly skilled work force and theseparts are consideredby the primes as
small componentparts and small sub-assemblies.The shop floor is organisedin a
traditionally functional arrangementof machines(i. e. milling machinestogether) and
the main competenceof the organisation is complex milling and this is augmented
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finishing
through
turning,
centre. A small
a
with
while virtually all products go
is
in
3%
the
the
percent,
of
aerospacemanufacture for aircraft on ground
region of
(AOG) and as suchrapid manufactureand turn round is necessaryand higher ratescan
be charged.
Organisation
A Group

Case study
organisation A

Sister
company

Operations
Director

Commercial 11
Director

Customer

liaisi

H

Commercial
manager
Quality
manager

Iroduction
planning
manaQer

113

IIx
Planningend
cheWlInqand
,; editingassistant

ProclýctionX
suPe rvjso I's

Functional
'I
skilled operators
31

Stores and
deliveries

I Labourerand
cleaner

administration
manaaer

Figure 4.2: Casestudy organisation A organisational chart and The Organisation
A Group structure
The organisationA group of companiesoperatewithin the framework of ISO 9001:
1994 and both casestudy organisationA and the Cambridge sister companyquality
managementsystemsare assessedby the British StandardsInstitute. Additionally the
requirementto move toward ISO 9001: 2000 and the additionally expectationsof this
revision is recognisedby the quality and engineeringprofessionalsat the companyand
work to developthe quality systemis underway.
Quality initiatives have accordingly been part of casestudy organisationA operating
regime for some time and many initiatives have provided operating benefit to the
company. Such initiatives include 5S training, Single Minute Exchangeof Die, cost
improvement exerciseson particular products and an initiative to improve delivery
performanceof suppliersthrough supplier performanceanalysis methods. This work
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has identified categoricallythat treatmenthouseperformance,which includesall types
is
items
A,
45%
treatments
to
of
poor, showing
reworked at
of
casestudy organisation
treatmentsstagedue to bad quality and deliveries overdueare at a rate closeto 100%.
This work has highlighted to case study organisation A the need to collaborate,
monitor and work toward improvementsin supplier performanceand relations.
Initiatives to improve performance, in particular to focus on overall equipment
effectiveness(OEE) as describedwithin the Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
philosophy, at case study organisation A also include a world class manufacturing
policy of continuous improvement of operations. Additionally investigations have
been carried out to assessopportunitiesto reduce lead-time from receipt of order to
delivery of product to the customer, in line with Lean Manufacturing philosophy.
Within manufacturingdepartmentsfunctional cells and areashave beenset up to focus
on machine performanceimprovement and control. Similarly, customer satisfaction
information
have
been
initiated
relating tQ customer
questionnaires
providing valuable
satisfaction and therefore perceived performance of the company. Accordingly the
widespreaduse of quality improvement tools and techniqueshas been seen at Case
study organisationA asbeneficial to the business.
In terms of plant and machinerycasestudy organisationA have managedto persuadea
major customer to contribute financial expensesto a dedicated machining cell
producing strategicplannedparts manufacture. A new turning centre in addition has
been purchasedin the last 18 months (from December 1999) to relieve an identified
capacity constraint.

Accordingly, the managing director explains, the capital

expenditureapproval processis one that requiresa three-yearmaximum paybackand
guaranteedjustification of work.
Information and data base systems at case study organisation A are very
comprehensiveand provide accuratereal-time production data for decision-making
purposes (see next section for detail). This information system has been the
cornerstone for data collection for fact based decision making improvement
programmesas mentioned above. Continual investment in upgrades and bespoke
softwareto drive the effectivenessof the data managementsystemis ongoing and seen
as a major priority for maintainingand improving operations.
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4.2.1 The Ethnographic Study Report (Case Study Organisation A)
The author worked at case study organisation A during the period of July 1999 to
August 2000 [a nine week break from I" October 1999was taken]. The work carried
out with the organisationwas to understandthe production operations,proceduresand
protocols aimedat assessing
-currentmeasuresof performanceand establishingsuitable
measuresof performancefor the needsof the organisation. The work was carried out
over one to two days a week, however in the first two weeks four working days were
taken up getting familiar with the setting. A desk and computer with printer and
networked connectionswas madeavailable in the production planning and engineering
control office. This office was situated above the main shop floor and was very
spacious and relatively clean and tidy, however this was a very busy area -with
supervisors,managersapd shopfloor machinistsinteractingmany times a.day with the
planning manager.
Additionally, the author assistedwith the supervisionof one MSc dissertationstudent
working on his final project and two final year degreegraduatesworking toward their
dissertations. This work has led to the successfulprocess mapping of the entire
internal supply chain processes,which has led to identified areasof improvement in
the lead-time performanceof the business(Thabet, 2000 and Coupe, 2000). It was
also noted that previous involvement with university. studentson placement at case
study A was quite normal, in fact the managingdirector is very keen to use academics
to analyseinformation and data throughout the organisation,as this has been a very
successfid activity bringing about improvement in financial and operational
performance. The performanceimprovementand potential improvementidentified by
studenthelp hasbeendiscussedin the previous section.
The office areawas a central meetingplace for all the supervisorsand the productionplanning managerduring breaks,lunchtime and early morning before the shift started.
In addition to this operatorsor machinistsfrom the shop floor ftequentedthis office
areato discusseither engineeringissuesor logistical problemswith the work to be or
being carried out. More often than not the production-planningmanagerwould handle
thesetypes of queriesin a very sympatheticand yet efficient manner,this ensuredthat
decisionswhere made immediately regarding the necessarycoursesof action. The
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necessaryinformation to makedecisionsregardingmachineand tooling, material,time
scales-and methods of work was on the production and control computer system,
however if customers,partnersor supplierswere neededto be contactedthis was done
by telephonemore often than not.
The production-planning manager was responsible for processing quotations.and
detailing the estimating of packagesof work. This was as well as detailing the
production schedulingand utilisation of machines. Here it was noticed a key feature
of the aerospacework is the need to attend to details such as tooling, methods of
is
inspection
testing,
which
reflected in the amount of
manufactureand methodsof
and
information
the
to
to
and
maintain
appropriate
paper work necessary processa quote
in
if
The
the
the
production planning manager, this
progress
order proceeds.
work of
case,was describedby-himself as "... balancing the computer work, paper work and
peoplework..... "
In certain areas5Ss, a Total Productive Maintenance(TPM) principle as describedby
Bamber (1998), have been attemptedbut in reality, the observationsshowedthat in
truth only the first three Ss had beenimplemented. This meansthat the last two Ss of
this principle, namely standardisationand self-disciplinewere not implemented,which
meant that proceduresand practice for continually maintaining the cleanlinessof all
areas was not achieved. Neverthelessthere are pockets of excellent work place
cleanliness practice, particularly in the maintenanceand control of cutting tools.
Additionally a 5S programme was being planned for introduction throughout the
factory areaand in someareaspainting of walls and floor hasstarted.
In terms of innovation and creativity the main areasthat were observedfor thiswere in
the engineeringaspectof the business. For instancethe production supervisorswere
continually looking at stateof the art cutting and machinetools and practice,this was
augmentedwith visits from many tool representativessharing stories of best practice
with the case study A engineeringpeople. Machining times are a challengefor the
supervisors and a great deal of effort is afforded in monitoring and correcting
machining time issues. Further to this, innovative clamping arrangementshave been
createdalongsidemaximised tooling paths and increasedcutting speedsmaking case
study company A truly innovative in machining practice. However, when the author
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calculated the true overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) rate it was noted that a lot of
improvement potential was possible, see figure 4.3. The data shown by figure 4.3
clearly shows that the productivity rate [performance rate] and the quality rates are
approaching world-class

levels (OEE = 85%), however availability

rates are

comparatively poor. Further to this it is shown in figure 4.3 that on one machine case

study organisation A has improved the productivity performancebeyond that of the
machinemanufacturers'statedcapability.

(OEE)
Effectiveness
Overall Equipment
"top ten machines" - 1999 benchmark data
120
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go
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ez
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OAvailability

OPerformance rate

C en t rIt . "t Op t en "
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'Ile

M0 verall Equipmen t Effectiveness

Figure 4.3: Overall equipment effectiveness chart for the "top ten" machines at
case study organisation A

It was observed that the accuracy and availability of data in case study organisation A
was unequalled across the case study organisations reviewed and, as mentioned earlier,

the information and data systemswere being continually improved and tailored to the
needsof the company. This knowledgecan only be obtainedfrom comparisonto other
case study organisations and it would be unlikely

obtained from a survey or

questionnaire approach.

The author presented the OEE rates, to the supervisors and management team and this
was immediately discussed and a cause and effect diagram was produced. The author
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assessedthis causeand effect diagramand it was notedthat the main areasfor concern
fixtures,
jigs
the
which brought the OEE rates
and
were
availability of materialsand
down. This was causefor concern by the organisationas their efforts, in terms of
performancemeasures,focus and action had beennearly entirely on productivity rates.
The company had previously realised that obtaining promised tooling from their
customerwas very difficult, but did not realisethat this was a major contributor to the
loss of effectivenessof the system of operations and hence effected the customer
deliver performance. Additionally it is noted there is no planned or preventive
maintenanceactivities for machine centres and consequentlymaintenanceis on a
breakdownbasisas describedby Bamber(1998).
4.2 1.1 Process Mapping Exercises at Case Study Organisation A

It has already been mentionedabove that other studentsunder the supervisionof the
author had carried out processmapping. This work had led to the detail mapping of
the entire order processingmethodsfrom receipt of a requestfor quotation to goods
being delivered to the customer,seeappendixVI. Alongside of this processmapping
exerciseefforts were being madeto identify opportunitiesfor reduction in lead-timeto
manufactureof products.
The realisation of these process maps and the analysis of overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE), see previous section, at case study organisation A led to an
understanding of the main issues during manufacture of products that prevented
machine performance being optimised. Accordingly, during a brainstorming session,
the management and shop floor supervisory personnel at the case study A organisation
developed a cause and effect diagram (figure 4.4) that identified possible and very
likely causesof poor Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) rates and less than 100%
on time delivery performance.
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Figure 4.4: Factors affecting successful production performance at case study
organisation A
The above figure 4.4 shows some of the issues affecting successful production
performance and indicates that some of the issues are causes from outside the
traditionally thought of production boundary. Likewise, the performance of external
suppliers of materials and special tools are seen to have a major impact on delivery
performance, moreover this has already been discussed in section 4.2, and the
performance of treatment houses is a concern highlighted in previous case study
organisation A internal reports. The availability of tooling, gauges and fixtures is seen
as both an issue of internal/work shop housekeeping and also as a concern that the
customer needs to be aware of, as many tools and fixtures are manufactured and held
by the customer.

4.21.2 Other Activities and Findings
Case study organisation A is driven by an enthusiastic managing director who actively
aims to create a shared vision of the future for the company. This is shown not just
during weekly production meetings but has been the subject of visioning workshops
led by an external consultant in December 1998. A plan for improvements (see table
4.1) was produced which in the terms of the management team was to address the
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"vital feV' that could improve major issues and therefore reach higher levels of
performancewithout unnecessaryresource.
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Table 4.1: Casestudy organisation A deployment chart aimed at addressing
"the vital few"

These interactive work shopshad been attendedby all managersof the organisation
and the first tier shop floor supervisory level managers. It was very clear from
observationsthat these workshops had given a better businessunderstandingto the
managersand supervisorsand consequentlythe ability to plan collectively for the
future. At the sametime as the workshops a customer survey had been completed,
which indicated:''55% of customersagreethat [casestudy organisationA's] quality is
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the highest in the business." Certainly for eachof the deploymentplans, as shown in
table 4.1, activities were seento verify active perusalof theseplans.

4.Z 1.3QuestionnaireResultsfor CaseStudyOrganisationA
Case study organisation A. decided that each individual that would take part in the
question would completethe agile operational characteristicsmatrices (see appendix
IV) in their own time, that is, neither at a given time and place nor together in one
In total seven respondentsdelivered the questionnaire with
completed assessmentscores. The names were provided for only two of the
place as a group.

respondents,but all respondents'namesare removedfrom any of the data used in this
thesis. Table 4.2 is the tabulation of resultsfrom the respondents.
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Table 4.2: The questionnaire results from casestudy organisation A
Th6 "Ave. " column is the mean averageof columns A to G rounded down to the
nearestwhole number. The "high" and "low" columns representthe highest score
found against a particular topic and the "diff. " column representsthe difference
betweenthe highest score and the lowest score from any respondentagainst each of
the topics. Figure 4.5 showsthe combinedscoresper topic area.
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Figure 4.5: Combined scores of all case study A respondents per topic area

The highest combined score of 27 which is topic number twenty five is concerning
information quality and management. Significantly, the mode average for this topic
area is at level 4, this gives a consensus of opinion from the respondents that the
management of information and quality is well developed in this organisation.
Following topic number twenty five as the highest combined score of 26 is topic
number twenty two related to capacity planning activities where the consensus of
opinion is also at level 4. The next four highest scored topic numbers each at a
combined score of 23 are topic numbers twenty eight, twenty six, twenty one and four
which are the four issues relating to product innovation; system compatibility
(standards, protocols and metrics); process flow

analysis and waste materials.

However, process flow analysis (topic 21) across the seven respondents scores is
noticed the greatest difference between highest and lowest score for this topic. It is
noticed the only three fives scored, have been scored on the two topic areas of
94
process flow" and "information quality and management."
The lowest combined score however, is topic number eleven concerning supplier
knowledge where the consensus of opinion infers this practice to be at level 1.
Following topic number eleven as the lowest combined scores the next two practices
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are topic numbers nine and fourteen which are issues relating to supplier relations and
rapid collaboration.

Incidently, rapid collaboration shows a mode of I indicating a

consensus of opinion that this practice is believed to be not well implemented.

RespondentC, it is noted, did not scoreany topic lessthan a three, while respondentB
did not scoreany topic higher than a three.
4.ZL3.1

Weighted Resuftsfor the Operational Characteristics

The weighted scoreper topic areais taken to provide calculatedscoresfor eachof the
six operational characteristics (as described in section 3.3.1.4.1). Using this calculated
weighted data a percentage score can be worked out for each respondent against each
of the six agile operational characteristics. These averages are shown in table 4.3

below and consequentlyan averageacrossthe respondentscan be calculatedfor each
of the agile operationalcharacteristics.
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Table 4.3: Case study organisation A percentage weight score per respondent for
each agile operational characteristic
Accordingly, the data from table 4.4 can be plotted on charts to show the current
position of the organisation in terms of their own respondents' perceived agile
operational characteristics and operational practices. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 therefore
show the weighted results taken from table 4.4, which are calculated from the
respondents' questionnaire answers.
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Figure 4.6: Case study organisation A percentage weighted scores per respondent
for each agile operational characteristic

Figure 4.7: Case study organisation A percentage weighted scores per agile
operational characteristic for each respondent
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Additionally

these weighted scores can be compared to the minimum possible agile

operational characteristic score (if all respondents scored aI

against all the agile

topic/agile practice) and the maximum potential agile operational characteristic score

(if all respondents scored a5

against all the agile topic/agile practice). This
for
the
thus
eachorganisationagainst
opportunity
representation
providesa measureof

in
figure
in
4.8
4.4
table
the
and
as
shown
each of
six agile operational characteristics
below. The "total actual score" represents the summation of all respondents calculated

scores,the "max" is the maximum possibleper operationalcharacteristicand the min
is the minimum possible.
Agile operational
characteristic
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Table 4.4: Weighted scores for all case study organisation A respondents per agile
operational characteristic
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Figure 4.8: Case study organisation A agile operational characteristics weighted
scores showing opportunity
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Table 4.4 therefore indicatesthe potential opportunity for improvementfor eachof the
agile operational characteristics. For casestudy organisationA it is therefore shown
by fi gure 4.8 that, in percentageterms, the greatestopportunity for improving a single
operational characteristic,is to improve their "effective information systems". Even
though, this is contrary to the ethnographicreport, which shows an effective use of
information drives produýfion and planning.
Nevertheless the operational
characteristic,which provides the greatest opportunity to-improve the overall agile
operational characteristics' score, is "effective enterpriseintegration". Additionally
the operational characteristicof "waste managementand elimination" gives the least
opportunity for improvementin terms of all six of the operationalcharacteristics.

4.3

CaseStudy Organisation B

Case study organisation B establishedin 1955 and currently operating under the
organisation B Group p1c. since 1998, is an aerospacesub-contractor company
specialisingin precisionmachinedaircraft components;assemblies/sub-assemblies
and
kitted parts. OrgansiationB Group p1c,which is an engineeringgroup specialisingin
the aerospaceand masstransit markets,operatesunder two divisions, OrganisationB
Aerospaceand OrganisationB Automotive (seefigure 4.9). OrganisationB Aerospace
consists of the following four operating divisions: Aerostructures; Aeroengines;
Electrical and Sparesand Services. Casestudy organisationB alongsidethree other
aerospacemanufacturersis part of the Aerostructures.division of companies. In total
the aerospacepart of OrgansiationB Group p1c.now consistsof four divisions with a
total of eleven manufacturingcompanies. Within two years (from January 1999) the
OrganisationB AerospaceGroup hasgrown from four companiesto the current eleven
companiesand future acquisitionsare imminent. The number of employeesoperating
at both case study organisationB sites is approximately one hundred and sixty five
operatingover a two and sometimesthree shift system.
Case study organisationB clients include manufacturerssuch as British Aerospace
Systemsand Rolls Royce, as well as many other aerospacemanufacturersworldwide.
Throughouttheir 44 yearsof experience,they havehadthe opportunity to get involved
with severalaerospaceprojects. The most recent example of one of their projects is
the production of structural components for the Airbus series and the
Eurofighter/Typhoon. For the completion of these projects they use the latest
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technology in machining centres, programming and engineering facilities. Case study
organisation B consists of two plants, the main plant is located at Colne (Lancashire
region) and the second newer plant is located at a nearby industrial park, which is 5
miles from the main plant. The main plant produces aircraft components for all their
customers while the industrial park site plant is mostly dedicated to the needs of
British Aerospace.
Organization B
PLC.

Aerospace
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Case studv
organisation 13
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Figure 4.9: Case study organisation B organisational chart and Organisation B
Group PLC.
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The company producesairframe componentsand assemblies,engine, thrust reverser
and landing gear components,employing extensive Computer Aided Design (CAD)
and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM).

The company's focus is on the

establishment and retention of long-term partnerships, utilising dedicated
manufacturing cells for individual customer projects and programmes. Accordingly
case study organisationB has positioned itself as best in sector in terms of quality,
delivery and price on aeroplane components,fitted parts and assembliessupplied
direct to the production line of the customer, in this case BAE Systems, for
aerostructuresand gas turbine engine applications. Case study organisation B has
major approvals and customersin the aerospacesector including: ISO 9002 quality
managementsystemsstandard;BAE Plc (BAE/AG/QC/SCI Part I No. WAR 1016):
Johnson & Johnson; Westlands; A. I. T.; Rolls Royce Plc. (CQC 103 No. 01175);
Shorts (SB/QC/AC/293); Royal Ordnance Plc. (QRP 13-7F-001 No. 00726);Hurel
.
Dubois U.K. Ltd. (901 202 102 No. HD1056); Lucas AerospaceLtd. (901 402 005);
Dowty Aerospace(DR/QC/67 No. NIAC 31090).
Case study organisation B is pro-active in the aerospacemarket place ensuring
continued successthrough taking on larger packagesof work (in terms of assembly
size of parts and financial value of packages),on the latest designed aircraft, by
partnering with other aerospacemanufacturing companies. In addition to actively
pursuing partners,Casestudy organisationB has been very successfulin maintaining
work on small parts manufacturefor ongoing sales of older aircraft parts and subassemblies. Partnershipshave been maintainedwith UK aircraft part manufacturers
and overseaspartnersfrom Malaysia.
At the centre of the management system is a commitment to quality through
registrationto ISO 9002: 1994and a clear commitmentto fulfil the requirementsof the
ISO 9001: 2000 quality managementsystem. In addition to this the managementteam
at Case study grganisation B are interested in developing their knowledge of the
EFQM model and are actively working toward building an environmentalmanagement
system in line, and certified in time, to the requirements of ISO 14001: 1996
environmental managementsystemsstandard. Quality improvementshave included
the use of Statistical ProcessControl (SPC) methodsas a requirement of supply of
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certain parts. In addition lead-time reduction and delivery performance'improvement
projects have taken place using lean production methodsand reduction in waste from
the internal processes.Casestudy organisationB have beenassessedto the Investors
in People (IlP) schemeand beenawardeda certificate indicating their commitment to
the employees'educationand development.
The industrial park site manufacturingsite was a major investment for the company,
introducing new "state-of-the-art" CNC machine tools and centres for world-class
performancecapability. The main site has also seena continued investmentin CNC
and other machinetools to keeppacewith increasingcomplexity and increasingorders
for machining capabilities. Alongside introduction of new machine tools has been a
move toward dedicatedcustomercells which are in operation to provide a customer
focused production environment employing 5S principles and real time production
schedulingtechniquesusing visual systemsand softwarebased'datamanagement.
4.3.1 The Ethnographic Study Report (Case Study Organisation B)
The setting for the ethnographicstudy work at casestudy organisationB included the
author working on two different but interrelatedissues;work toward the development
of statisticaltechniquesfor production improvementand control and processmapping
work to understandthe technical and planning engineeringfunctions. In effect these
two areasof work gave the author free accessto personneland data on both Colne,
Lancashiremanufacturing sites. The study startedin December1998after negotiation
with the managingdirector the focus of activities, reporting structure for accessand
possiblebenefits from collaborations.
The researchfieldwork within casestudy organisationB continued for the following
eighteenmonths until mid July 2000 [a nine week break from I' October 1999 was
taken]. The author additionally becameinvolved in visioning exerciseswith the senior
managementteam and continuous improvement initiatives aimed at production cell
developmentstoward reducing lead-time and improving delivery performance. The
initial two monthsof work was four daysa week and the remainderof the time was for
two to three days a week. A desk and computer was provided situated in the
engineering planning office.

This office was at the heart of operations with
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responsibility for engineering processes,tools and machines as well as the detail
development of drawings and specifications for production (see flowcharts). Other
work carried out in this areaincluded project managementof packagesof work, which
included liaison with partner organisations,and accordingly direct links had been
createdvia ISDN connections.
The processmapping work was carried out early in the ethnographicstudy and gave
the author the opportunity to get to know the mai ority of the work force. Additionally
the researchwork was assistedby two studentson final year project dissertations;one
focused
degree
final
dissertation
towards
that
working
on communication
a
year
aspects related to total quality control principles and the other was an MSc.
dissertation student investigating the concept of agility in the aerospaceindustries,
(Economou, 1999). Consequentlythe process mapping as discussed in the next
sectionwas incorporatedin the work of the MSc. dissertationstudent.
The case study organisationB had in the last two years totally re-arrangedthe shop
floor machineryand changedpracticesto provide two methodsof operationunder one
roof, "small parts and single componente' and "large components and assembly'
work7. Everyonein the factory did not acceptthis changeand practice soon reverted
back to the old ways of doing things. In a similar way, it was noticed that in one
particular areaon the shop floor dramatic reduction in set-up (of machines)was seen
and the practicecontinuedwell for two years,howeverthe set-upreductionphilosophy
was tried elsewherein the factory but no improvementsseen.
There have been a series of improvement activities [case study organisation B call
thesedevelopmentplans] that the organisationhas struggledto get off the ground and
implement successfully. One such project was the introduction and developmentof
statistical process control (SPC). The research fieldwork helped facilitate the
developmentof the SPC activities, which had been requestedby a major aerospace
prime. This work led to the creation of a processfor SPC development(see figure
4.10). While further brainstorming activity, during a team work exercise,noted (see
figure 4.11) that the perceived main areas of improvement were actually in house
keeping and work place organisationprinciples of 5Ss as discussedby Ho (2000) and
in section2.1 of this thesis. Improvementsin housekeeping, particular of machines
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but
improvements
in
both
for
tooling
quality
and
productivity,
and
machinesprovided
for only a limited numberof shopfloor areas.
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Figure 4.10: SPC development processat casestudy organisation B
The senior managementteam had committed to employ a continuous business
improvementmanagerthat would facilitate improvementprojects. This was achieved
and the new member of staff is currently responsiblefor managing and improving
production performancein order to satisfy ever-changingcustomerdemands. Several
improvementprojectswere taken up aimed at improving scheduledadherence.These
projects for the first time included operators, engineers, planners and purchasing
officers i.e. cross-functionalteamwork.
The company had tried to continue to inform employees of changes in business
circumstancesand practices at briefing sessions. These briefing sessionswere
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scheduledonce per month but in effect the company only managedto deliver these
three times a year. Neverthelesscasestudy organisationB is a profitable and growing
concern with many satisfied and returning customers. Additionally the managing
director and dedicatedsalesmanagerare actively seekingand obtaining new business,
both of strategicimportanceand of tactical short-termbenefit.
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Figure 4.11: Casestudy organisation B brainstormed list of possible
improvements in processcapability

Currently casestudy organisationB is operatingat abovethe expectedprofit margins
and achieving sales better than budgeted. This work has come ftom a series of
enterprisingactivities including working to developpartnershipsto createan improved
shared capability, networking within the group of companies to look at shared
packagesof work delivered through the most efficient operating units and actively
pursuing new customers. Consequently, case study organisation B had been
(November 1998) assessedand approvedto supply componentsdirect to the Boeing
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Corporation, one of the few companiesin the country to receive this, however as yet
[June,-2001] no ordershad beenreceived.

4.3.LI ProcessMapping Exercisesat CaseStudy Organisation B
During the time spentat casestudy organisationB severalprocesseswere mappedout
with the help of personnelat the company(seefigure 4.12 as an example).
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Figure 4.12: Example processmap for casestudy organisation B showing rework
loops and engineering design requirements
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It was noticed from this exercise that key individuals that fully understood the
requirementsfor key activities carried out these key activities very effectively and
efficiently. In fact when key people from a process moved to other tasks or
responsibilities a knowledge gap existed, for instance figure 4.12 shows that
'Christine' played a vital role in ensuringdocumentationwas up to date and when she
moved on there was obvious confusion causing unnecessaryre-iteration in the process
(see 'note can go round this loop manytimes' in figure 4.12).
Consequently,there is very little multi-skilling within certain administrative, project.
management and engineering roles. This had caused considerable problems on
occasion, for instancewhen personnelwere on holiday or off work from illness it
appearsto be difficult to find cover. Additionally, the knowledge and understanding
of what key processes-andconsequentlykey activities are, was little understoodand
process visibility was not necessarily a key issue, although project management
activities for new customerwork packagesis a high priority. The organisationwas set
up as a traditional and functional basedorganisationbut efforts'to introducing crossfunctional team-work as mentionedaboveare underway.
Additionally, it was particularly noted from the process mapping exercise that
computer aided manufacturingwas not optimised. For example all drawings from
customers,whether electronic, 2D or 3D and whatever format, where redrawn to
provide information for the CNC machines to understand(see figure 4.12: 'CAM
engineering work section').

In fact there was only one occasion that CNP

programmessupplied by the customer had been used, which unfortunately caused
tooling to crashon machinesand work piecesthus being very costly to rectify. Since
this incident no other attemptshad beenmadeto use customersuppliedprogrammesor
drawingsdirectly on CNC machineswithout first being redrawnin house.
4.3.L2 Other A ctivities and Findings
The casestudy organisationB senior managementteam had developeda vision for the
future. The vision is documentedas a seriesof bullet points as shown in the table 4.5
below.

Although the vision had been developed at the same time that many
improvementprojectshad taken placea clear link betweenthe vision and activities had
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not been made by the managementteam. Therefore, how in detail, the new
organisationalvision was going to be actionedwas not well known and consequently
how individuals in the organisationcontributed or could contribute to achieving the
vision of the future for casestudyorganisationB was not well understood.

"

The companyshouldbe the first choicefor the customer
Customersare happy/satisfiedfrom the servicethat they receive from The
company
Supplier satisfaction/closersupplier links

"

Competitorsshould"fear" The company

"
"

Everyonein the companyknows how to satisfytheir customers(internal,
external)
A role model within the industry

"

Consistentlybeat and set benchmarkperformancelevels

"

Culture-attitude/atmosphere

"

The companyshouldbe readyto give I 10% when needed

"

Behaveinternally to customersas if they were external

"

"

Workplace organisation"5S" factory
The companyshouldnot receiveany calls fi7omthe customerconcerning
complaintsor chasingorders
The companyshould not havean inspectiondepartment
Anyone shouldbe able to stopthe processof a job if they seethat something
is wrong
The companyshouldcreatea "no blame" culture

"

Honesty

"

New machining

"

Training structure

"

"
"
"

Table 4.5: The vision for casestudy organisation B
The newly appointed business improvement manager prepared a series of short
presentationsto give to the entire workshop that outlined the vision. In addition to
presentingthe vision, the new managerhighlighted someof the recent major successes
of the organisation, explained the current work load and expected orders from the
major suppliers.
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4.3.L3 QuestionnaireResullsfor CaseStudy Organisation B
Case study organisationB decided that each individual that would take part in the
question would complete the agile operational characteristicsmatrices (see appendix
M in a single sitting in a group setting. The author was askedto be available during
the completion of the questionnairesto answer any queries that may arise from the
respondents'interpretationof the 32 topic areas. In total six respondentsdeliveredthe
questionnairewith completedassessmentscores. The nameswere provided for all of
the respondents,but all respondents'namesare removedfrom any of the data used in
this thesis. Table 4.6 is the tabulation of resultsfrom the respondents.
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Table 4.6: The questionnaire results from case study organisation B

The "Ave. " column is the mean averageof columns A to G rounded down to the
nearestwhole number. The "high" and I'low" columns representthe highest score
found against a particular topic and the "diff. " column representsthe difference
betweenthe highest score and the lowest score from any respondentagainst each of
the topics. Figure 4.13 showsthe combinedscoresper topic area.
The highest combined scoresof 20 are topic numberstwelve and thirteen concerning
customer focused production and strategic alliances. These are the only two topics
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with a mode of 4 from respondents, providing a consensus of opinion that this topic is
implemented to a high level.

Following these two topics as the highest combined

dynamic
is
level
(mean
3),
18
to
project scheduling.
related
score of
which
average

The next two highest scored topic numberswith a combined score of 17 are topic
number fifteen, processand project visibility and topic number thirty which relatesto
responsibility. However, responsibility (topic 30) along with rapid collaboration(topic
14) across the six respondentsscores are noticed to have the greatest difference
between highest and lowest score for all topics (diff. = 3). It is also noticed that no
fives were scored across any of the topics and for anyone of the respondents.
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Figure 4.13: Combined scores of all case study B respondents per topic area

The lowest combined score for any topic area is seen in topic numbers one concerning
working environment and topic number thirty-two use of metrics both with modes of I
indicating a consensus of opinion.

Following these topic numbers as the lowest

average score, the next four lowest mean averages (four at 1.5) are topic numbers two,
three, seven and eight which
multidisciplinary

are issues relating to waste time and space,

teams and customer relations.

Multidisciplinary

teams being the

only one topic of these four where responses are not bi-modal and the consensus of
opinion (mode) is level I indicating a perceived low adoption level.
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Weighted Resuftsfor the Operational Characteristics

The weighted score per topic area is taken to provide calculated scores for each of tile
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below and consequently an average across the respondents can be calculated for each
of the agile operational characteristics.
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Table 4.7: Case study organisation B percentage weight score per respondent for
each agile operational characteristic
Accordingly the data from table 4.7 can be plotted on charts to show tile current
position of the organisation in terms of their own respondents' perceived agile
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operational characteristics for case study organisation B respondents.
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Figure 4.14: Case study organisation B percentage weighted scores per
respondent for each agile operational characteristic
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Figure 4.15: Case study organisation B percentage weighted scores per agile
for
each respondent
operational characteristic
Additionally,
operational

these weighted scores can be compared to the minimum
characteristic

possible agile

score (if all respondents scored aI against all the agile
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topic/agile practice) and the maximum potential agile operational characteristic score
(if all respondents scored a5

This

against all the agile topic/agile practice).

for
the
thus
each organisation against
opportunity
representation
provides a measure of
in
figure
in
4.8
4.16
table
the
and
each of
six agile operational characteristics as shown
below.

The "total actual score" represents the summation of all respondents'

calculated scores,the "max" is the maximum possible per operational characteristic
and the min is the minimum possible.

Agile operational
characteristic
Knowledge

Management

Effective Information
Svstems
Change and Risk
Mananernent
Effective Enterprise

Intearation

Real Time Production
Manaaement
Waste Management and
Elimination
Total

Total scores O ppor t un it y
min

Total Actual
Scores

Max

Mi n

57880

133680

26736

31144

75800

43%

58146

136470

27294

30852

78324

43%

63489

156390

31278

32211

92901

41%

81778

187110

37422

44356

105332

44%

62763

150060

30012

32751

87297

42%

33270

91050

18210

15060

57780

37%

357326

854760

170952

186374

497434
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42%

10 (No

20%

Percen

Percen t
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Table 4.8: Weighted scores for all case study organisation B respondents per agile
operational characteristic
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Figure 4.16: Case study organisation B agile operational characteristics weighted
scores showing opportunity
Table 4.8 therefore indicates the potential opportunity for improvement for each of the
agile operational characteristics.
provides

the greatest opportunity
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characteristics score while "waste managementand elimination" has the greatest

percentage
opportunityincreaseof the six operationalcharacteristics.
4.4

Case Study Organisation C

Case study organisation C, has operated as a sub-contract engineering company
providing productsand servicesto the defence,aerospace,motor sport and commercial
market sectors. Casestudy organisationC is totally autonomousand has no sister or
partner companieswith any stake-hold of the company. Case study organisation C
commencedtrading in 1992 after a small engineeringcompanywas bought from the
receivers,with a workforce of twenty, but now has increasedto over fifty and operates
a twenty-four hour production environment, consistingthree shifts (see figure 4.17).
Case study organisationC has operated,when necessary,during the weekend,giving
the possibility to'manu&cture product sevendays a week.
The companycarries out prototypedevelopment,small batch work and the production
machining of a wide range of precision componentson both Computer Numerical
Control (CNC) and conventionalmachinery. Case study organisationC dealswith a
customer base in the order of 70 companies,although 80% of revenue is from one
missiles defencecompany,and the typical areasof work, in order of turnover and sales
revenue,include: Aerospaceand missile componentparts: Defenceindustry precision
mechanisms: Deep searubber sealing connectors:Gas Turbine fuel componentsand
Formula One components. Casestudy organisationC are secondtier suppliersto the
aerospaceprimes, supplying small precision-machinedcomponentsto mainly local
secondtier aerospacesuppliers.
Over the years CasestudyorganisationC has gained more market sharedue to in 1995
joining a collaborative supplier programme with Royal Ordnance (an aerospace
defencecompany). As the relationship matured, Casestudy organisationC has also
gained more customerssuch as Rolls Royce, Lucas Aerospace,Ministry of Defence,
Aero and Industrial Technology and Rolls Royce Nuclear Engineering. Hence new
product introduction is a core process, as new markets and new challenges are
encounteredregularly. Only a few repeat orders exist on the books, becauseof the
product type and mix of work, thereforeplanning and schedulingis dynamic and often
reactivewhen ordersarrive necessitatingvery quick turn around.
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Figure 4.17: Casestudy organisation C organisation structure
Case study organisationC hold certificates for MOD quality approval and operatea
quality managementsystem certified to ISO 9001: 1994. The managing director
ensuresthere are three initiatives ongoing at case study organisation C aimed at
achieving World Class Manufacturing (WCM) status and hence improving
competitivenessand maintaining and growing market share. These initiatives are
maintaining; strict quality control standards;good inspection facilities; and CNC
initiatives
Alongside
help
lead
these
to
times.
machinery
case study
reduce
organisationC have embarkedon a major factory cleanup exercisein line with the 5Ss
philosophy of work placeorganisation. The main methodof production planning and
control is a visual managementsystemusing cards on a large board situated in the

administrations
office.
Several quality related initiatives have taken place to improve the efficiency of
processes; particularly planning and scheduling of workloads, including the
introduction of a new processoriented and bespokedata managementsystem. Recent
capital expenditureincludespurchaseof high speedturning machinerywhich hasbeen
recently commissionedto enablethe efficient production of small turned components
from bar. This new turning centre has the ability to produce large batchesof very
small componentsvery fast and automatically with auto-bar feed facility.

Further
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investments in machine centres are being discussedand funding opportunities are
being-sought.

Customer satisfaction is perceived as low because delivery lead times are not
is
delivery
for
for
time
the
poor
all
on
very
maintained and
current performance
customers. This problem is'being addressedwith the introduction of the new process
and data managementsystem and the developmentand continuation of the factory
based5Ss programme. Teamwork is a new philosophy for Casestudy organisationC
and regular team meetings are held to develop ownership of processesand address
opportunitiesfor improvementin delivery performancealthough this is still early days
andtakes considerableeffort to maintain focus on teamdevelopment.
4.4.1 The Ethnographic Study Report (Case Study Organisation C)
The author worked at casestudy organisationC during the period December1999and
December 2000. The work undertakenwas in two parts, firstly to processmap the
existing operationsfrom receipt of a requestto quote to the delivery of product to the
customerand secondlywas to study the estimatingprocessand methodsof estimating
and assessthe accuracy of the estimatesfor the orders won comparedto the actual
costsof the job. The first part is discussedlater in the next section.
The author was provided a small office adjacent to the engineeringand production
planning functions. From this position within the company many interactions were
observed between the operators and the engineers, between the store men and
engineersand between the production and quality control functions. Here it was
noticed that the quality function within the companywas of a very traditional nature,
focusing on quality control and inspection aspectsof quality management. In fact it
"... the quality manager had no time at all to identify
opportunities for improving quality matters becausehe was too busy inspecting first

was discussed that;

offs and final finished product." On asking the quality manager about the recent
changes to ISO 9001: 1994 he replied: "I did not know that the standard was
undergoingany changesso I cannotcommenton the new standard."
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It was noticed that the estimationfunction was basedon a prediction of costs expected
and then a percentageincreaseadding to that cost for profit, whereasagility theory
discussesthe conceptof customerperceivedvalue of products. The work carried out
to compareestimatesfor jobs to actualcostsshowedclearly that expectedperformance
(profit) on jobs was not being achieved on 95% of orders taken. The reasongiven
that the estimation processhad not changedfor 25 years and a lot of new
customerswere being sought and initially the first few jobs would be taken on at a

was;

loss." The explanationswere obviously flawed as well-established customerswere
still providing new work to a loss making formula.
Within the managementstructurea new commercialmanagerhad beenappointedwith
the responsibility to develop customer relations by improving communicationswith
existing customersand attracting new customers. The commercial managerhad been
in post for approximately six months and introduced two new customers to the
company. Unfortunately these two new (super-high value motor sports parts)
customers,in terms of delivery timescales,were not seeingthe performancethey had
been promised from company C. Accordingly, the commercial managers' function
becamemainly involved in expeditingordersthrough the factory and chasingmaterials
purchased. The post had movedwithin the spaceof six monthsfrom that of a strategic
role to a fire-fighting role, reactingto crisis.
Similarly, becauseof the up turn in business from new customers, an operations
supervisor had been taken on to run the shop floor production, while the previous
works managerbecameresponsiblefor production planning and engineeringactivities.
This role was predominantly aimed at pushing production through the factory as
opposedto pulling it through as in a lean manufacturingenvironment. Additionally
the managingdirector ensuredthat the customerthat shoutedthe loudestgot their jobs
pulled through the productionunit the quickest. This lead to a situationthat manyjobs
were stoppedpart through a batch to make way for a perceived more important job;
consequentlypi-pparationfor quick changeover was not seenas a possibility because
there was very little confidence in the schedulingof machinesand furthermore very
little confidence throughout the operations that customer delivery dates could be
achieved.
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4.4.LI ProcessMapping Exercisesat CaseStudy Organisation C
The process mapping exerciseat case study organisation C was primarily aimed at
identification of duplication and identification of waste within the processesadopted
by the organisation. It was consideredby many in the organisationthat becausethe
had
improvement
computer systemsadopted
evolved without a clear plan of
many
activities that where carried out by individuals where being duplicated either on paper
or by another person in another computer application. Examples of the process
mapping activities are shown in appendix VII, while a particular example,the order
processingfunction, is shownbelow in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Processflowchart for casestudy organisation C showing order
processingactivities
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The review of the order processingfunction, figure 4.18 shows that there are many
time consuming and unnecessaryactivities that are being carried out. For instance
while interviewing the order processorsheindicated that if the information enteredon
to the computer could be printed off then completion of job cards by hand and
associatedactivities could be eliminated, thus saving time. Additionally the orderprocessingmap showsthat many copiesof engineeringdrawingsand specificationsare
being printed and distributed throughout the organisationfor not much benefit and a
lot of effort.
Furthermore other process maps revealed that the computer-aidedengineering and
production planning activities where not linked to the estimating, order-processing,
inspection, delivery or financial systemsthat operatedin other functions. Thus the
information systemsand transfer of knowledge through the companywas carried out
on an ad-hocbasisat various crisis meetingsthroughoutthe day.
4.4.L2 Other Activities and Findings
The Managing Director of casestudy organisationC recently (during the ethnographic
study period) acquireda small (3 engineersand a turnover lessthan 1125k per annum)'
engineering business that designs and builds special purpose semi-automatic
machinery such as special purposejigs, fixtures and basic assemblyapparatus. This
new businesshas provided the managing director a new interest and focus for his
activities and time. Although the new businessis set up to run autonomously,i. e. not
financially linked to casestudy organisationC, it operatesfrom the samepremisesand
occasionallysharesthe sameresources,suchas the managingdirector, floor spaceand
benchtops.
Similarly, that is in terms of the diverted effort of the managingdirector, he is pursuing
the creationand developmentof a start-upbusinessin the field of e-procurement.This
start-up businessrequiresa lot of time and effort, commitment and planning to secure
both venture capital and commitment or enthusiasmfrom the potential market place
and customerbase. Hence the managingdirector affords a great deal of time to the
activity (Observationsshow that approximately equivalent to half a day a week is
spent directly attributed to this venture). This has been an activity lasting over six
monthsduring the end period of the ethnographicstudy.
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4.4.1.3 QuestionnaireResultsfor CaseStudy Organisation C
Case study organisation C decide that each individual that would take part in the
question would complete the agile operational characteristicsmatrices (see appendix
IV) in their own time, that is, neither at a given time and place nor together in one
In total seven respondentsdelivered the questionnaire with
completedassessment
scores. The nameswere provided for all of the respondents,but
all respondents'namesare removedfrom any of the datausedin this thesis. Table 4.9
place as a group.

is the tabulationof resultsfrom the respondents.
The "Ave. " column is the mean averageof columns A to G rounded down to the
nearestwhole number. The "high" and "low" columns representthe highest score
found against a particular topic and the "diff. " column representsthe difference
betweenthe highest score and the lowest score from any respondentagainsteach of
the topics. Figure 4.19 shows the combined scores per topic area. The highest
combined scores of 19 are for topic numbers one and two concerningthe working
environment and the waste time topics although the consensusof opinion (mode
averagescore)is for level 3 for topic one it is at level 2 for topic two. Following topic
numbersone and two, asthe next highestis topic numberthree with a combinedscore
of 18 which is relatedto waste spaceissueswhich also has a consensusof opinion at
level 3 adoptionlevel.

Table 4.9: The questionnaire results from case study organisation C
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Figure 4: 19: Combined scores of all case study C respondents per topic area

The next two highest scored topic numbers with combined score of 17 are topic
numbers thirteen and sixteen which are the issues relating to strategic alliances and
capability

planning.

However, strategic alliances (topic

13) across the seven

respondents' scores is noticed as the greatest difference between highest and lowest
score for this topic, with a maximum difference of 4.

It is also noticed that the topic

relating to use of metrics (topic 32) also has a difference of four between the highest
and lowest scores for this topic. The lowest scored topics each with total score of 8 are
topic numbers seven, eighteen and twenty-three relating to multidisciplinary

teams,

education and training and the topic of efficient and effective maintenance where the
consensus of opinion (mode average score level) is these practices are adopted to a
very low level.
4.4. L 3.1

Weighted Resuftsfor the Operational Characteristics

The weighted score per topic area is taken to provide calculated scores for each of the
six operational characteristics (as described in section 3.3.1.4.1). Using this calculated
weighted data a percentage score can be worked out for each respondent against each
of the six agile operational characteristics. These averages are shown in table 4.10
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below and consequently an average across the respondents can be calculated fior each
of the agile operational characteristics.
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Table 4.10: Case study organisation C percentage weight score per respondent
for each agile operational characteristic
Accordingly the data from table 4.10 can be plotted on charts to show the current
position of the organisation in terms of their own respondents perceived agile
4.21
Figures
4.20
therefore
and
practices.
operational characteristics and operational
from
in
4.10,
the
table
are
calculated
the
which
show
weighted results shown
respondents' questionnaire answers.

Additionally these weighted scores can be compared to the minimum possible agile
operational characteristic score (if all respondents scored aI

against all the agile

topic/agile practice) and the maximum potential agile operational characteristic score
(if all respondents scored a5 against all the agile topic/agile practice). This
for
the
thus
each organisation against
opportunity
representation
provides a measure of
each of the six agile operational characteristics as shown in table 4.11 and in figure
4.22. The "total actual score" represents the summation of all respondents calculated
scores, the "max" is the maximum possible per operational characteristic and the rnin
is the minimum possible.
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Figure 4.20: Case study organisation C percentage weighted scores per
respondent for each agile operational characteristic
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Figure 4.21: Case study organisation C percentage weighted scores per agile
operational characteristic for each respondent
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Agile operational
characteristic
Knowledge

Management

Effective Information
Systems
Change and Risk
Manaaement
Effective Enterprise
Intearation
Real Time Production
Manaaeme Ult
Waste Management and
Elimination
Total
Percent

Total scores Opportunity
min

1

Total Actual
Scores

Max

Min

58728

155960

31192

27536

97232

38%

58B63

159215

31843

27020

100352

37%

65540

182455

36491

29049

116915

36%

83339

218295

43659

39680

134956

38%

66384

175070

35014

31370

108686

38%

41415

106225

21245

20170

64810

39%

374269

997220

199444

174825

622951

38%

38%

100%

20%

Percent

62%

32223=====

.-

Table 4.11: Weighted scores for all case study organisation C respondents per
agile operational characteristic
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Figure 4.22: Case study organisation C agile operational characteristics weighted
scores showing opportunity
Table 4.11 therefore indicates the potential opportunity for improvement for each of
the agile operational characteristics for case study organisation C.

4.5

Case Study Organisation D

Organisation D Group is a UK based privately owned engineering group of 34, and
expected to increase, semi-autonomous small companies specialising in all facets of
airframe structure supply. It is a major first-tier engineering design, manufacturing
and assembly company with over 1000 employees across the group of companies.
Organisation D Groups' tooling organisation is reported by the company as the largest
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single source subcontract aerospacetooling resource world-wide, supporting the
provision of airframe componentsand structuresin addition to its role in industry as an
independentsupplier of cradle to grave tooling solutions. OrganisationD Group also
has a wide range of component manufacture and treatment facilities available inhouse. In addition to the main businesssuppliersto the aerospaceindustry the group
has businessventures in mobile plant and machinery manufacture, special purpose
measuringand technicalinstrumentationdevelopmentand manufacture.
Case study organisation D, employing 60 personnel in total, in new premises in
Greater Manchester, which is one of the Organisation D Group Tooling Division
in
first
1968and by 1984,
(see
figure
4.23).
This
established
companies
companywas
the European trend toward Turnkey, Project Managed Tooling Supply led to the
creation of the OrganisationD Group. Casestudy organisationD is currently part of
the OrganisationD Group Tooling Division. Case study organisation D to a great
extent operatesautonomouslyand has to make a successin its own right, in terms of
profit and loss.
Trading between Organisation D Group companiesis usual, as work is distributed
from OrganisationD Group to those group companieswith the appropriatecapability,
although each individual OrganisationD Group company can put packagesof work
out to competitivetender ensuringthe appropriatecapacityrequirementsare achieved.
The major bulk of Casestudy organisationD work is strategic in terms of aerospace
supply and therefore they afford long lead-times enabling effective and relatively
straightforward production planning and scheduling techniques with one works
managerand projectsengineerreporting directly to the two Directors of the company.
The Case study organisation D manufacturing facilities are capable of producing
various aerospace related tooling: Pattern Making; Soft Tooling; Tooling and
Composite Tooling; Final Assembly and Mating Fixtures and Alignment Jigs
including all types of aircraft handling and parts handling equipment. The capability
and capacity of the Case study organisationD manufacturing facility includes CNC
machining centres,conventionalgrinders, milling stations,turning, jig boring , radial
arm and severalband-sawsand pillar drills which is supportedby a highly skilled and
apprenticetrainedwork force.
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Figure 4.23: Casestudy organisation D organisational chart and Casestudy
organisation D Tooling Group structure
The Case study organisation D has a UK customer base including: BAE Systems;
Rolls Royce; Short Brothers;and WestlandAerostructures. It also hasan international
customer base and client approvals including amongst others: Lockheed Martin;
McDonnell Douglas; SAAB and suppliestooling to the Boeing secondtier fabrications
offload supply network. The Casestudy organisationD current main customeris BAE
Systems,which accountsfor 75% of productionthroughput.
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All of the organisationD group of companies,including The Casestudy organisation
D, are subject to customer improvement initiatives' from Rolls-Royce and British
Aerospace Systems including SCRIA and Achieving Customer Excellence
programmes. The case study organisation D is registered to the ISO 9002: 1994
quality management system standard and has, via the - group, several aerospace
accreditation approvals. In addition to these customersand quality driven initiatives
the case study organisationD, alongside a group led initiative, is currently working
toward improving the quality managementsystem. The companyis familiar with, and
at a basic level introduced, advancedquality techniques such as Statistical Process
(SPC),
processflow charting, improvementproject planning and also have an
-Control
appreqiation,and involvement in the organisationD group of companiesinterest, in
applying the European Foundation for Quality Management model (or Business
Excellence Model). In- addition to this, an in-house survey has been carried out to
identify opportunities to improve the operations and consequentlythe directors, for
suitability of improvement projects, are investigating several shop floor generated
suggestions.

4.5.1 The Ethnographic Study Report (Case Study Organisation D)
The fieldwork researchwith case study organisation D and group of companies
continuedover a period of eighteenmonthsbetweenJuly 2000 and August 2001 for an
averageof one and half days a week. During this period of time the researchwas
involved in processmapping acrossthe casestudy D group of companieswith a focus
on understandingthe software and paper work interactions i. e. data and information
managementsystems. This work included analysing specific project management
methodologiesand included someskills mappingand assessment
of personnel.
The casestudy companyD provided a desk and telephoneaccessto all siteswithin the
group and this gave a good opportunity to observe interactions between personnel
acrossthe group of companies. It was noted at this stagethat casestudy companyD,
although had an inspection function did not have a clearly defined management
structure. Moreover the function of quality managementwas seen as the direct
responsibility of the group headquarters,whom incidentally employeda departmentof
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quality management specialists which included the ownership of the quality
management,environmentalmanagementand health and safety systemsfor the group
of companies. The quality director of this department was responsible for the
development-of quality initiatives throughout the group and was aiming to deploy
quality management to the responsibility of each company within the group.
Incidentally the group quality director had createdthe quality systemsdocumentation
for company D to follow.
Although the aim was to developa systemof continuedcomplianceto ISO 9001: 1994
there appearedto be very little understandingwithin the companyof the requiremepts
of the revised standardof ISO 9001: 2000 version. Furthermore, quality initiatives
were not common place in case study company D, even though the group policy as
mentionedabovewas to introduce continuousimprovementand develop an interest in
the EFQM model within eachof the group companies.
Similarly the conceptof lean manufacturingwas not well understoodalthoughthis was
regularly talked about in the group. Consequently,activities such as 5S and kaizen
improvement methodswere not in operationat casestudy organisationD althoughthe
shop floor was very well organisedand very tidy at all times. Although tools and
machinery were very clean and tidy (well house kept) there was no planned or
preventative maintenanceactivities being carried out other than service orders and
work doneunder contractof new-machinepurchases.
The casestudy organisationD was very focusedon delivery to customerson time and
as such delivery performanceis excellent, which is helped by the small numbersof
product being worked on at any one time. Alongside this on time delivery ethosit was
noticed that on delivery to the customer of costly and larger fabrications either a
director or a project manageraccompaniedthe deliveries. This approachwas usedto
ensurethe best chancesof goods inward acceptanceby the customer;that is to say if
minor imperfecti.ons or non-conformanceswere found then wherever possible these
would be immediately rectified, to provide the customer with a satisfactoryproduct
and without the costs of extra shipment and unnecessary logistical measures.
Additionally on critical components,of high risk to the businessif rejecteddetermined
at contractreview stage,a seniorproject engineerwould be appointedto spendtime in
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the customers'premisesprior to delivery, building up a confidenceand rapport while
discussingthe eminent delivery [the senior project engineerwas provided a desk and
other amenities].
Although the portfolio of customerswas extensivethe fact that very few orders were
being processedat any one time meantthat during the period of study the observation
data
Likewise
to
and
that
customer.
one
was made
only manufacture of goods
information managementsystemswere to an absoluteminimum and as such a project
information
to
"We
seem
we
with
engineersaid:
are not swampedor overburdened
...
have enoughinformation to do the job we needto do, on time every time, accordingto
" The product was slow moving through the factory with
the customer schedules.
because
days]
long
lead
[months
to
of the complexity and
time
relatively
as opposed
layout
functional
Likewise
traditional
on the shop
a
size of products manufactured.
floor was deemedappropriate.
The directors at case study organisationD were very visible managementand were
both heavily involved in the factory, ensuringthat wherever possible every effort was
madeto hit deadlinesand targetsfor production. In fact one of the directors said that:
important
is
"
The
4,
doubt
most
measure.
our
without
adherence
any
schedule
...
majority (99.5% quoted by the commercial director) of work was issued from the
group of companiesand very little work was for orders won by company D in their
own right.
A S.LI ProcessMapping Exercisesat CaseStudy Organisation D
The processmapspresentedin appendixVIH havebeencreatedand developedby the
project personnelat casestudy organisationD group headquarters.The creationof the
mapshad beenrequestedby a major customerto be included as part of a specific
contracts' quality planning documentation.The processmapswere createdduring
project team meetingsand establishedinitially in free-handformat and then completed
using softwarepackagesby the quality control function of the organisation. Furtherto
this severaliterationsand amendmentswere madeto the processmapsto ensurethat
the accuracywas maintainedbefore publishing acceptedcopiesin their quality
planning documentation.
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This processof creationof the processmapsindicatesa certain level of maturity and
understandingof both systemsand processthinking from the casestudy organisation
D group. Furthermorethe maps,appendixVHI, show that information and data flow
interviews
by
however
be
the
to
of
personnel
appear
well understoodand controlled,
author, throughoutthe group indicate a ffustration with the reporting and
communicationchannelsbetweencompaniesand to and from group.
4.5.L2 OtherAcdvides andFinifings
The managementteam at case study organisation D, during participant observation
improvements
for
for'suggestions
had
to come
the
within
group of companies,
asked
fi7omthe shopfloor personnel(seetable 4.12).
Order full size lengths of material to avoid
costs
Jobs issued by store man should have
documentation to
completed
avoid
unnecessarywork finding out information
Apprentices should do more value added
work insteadof labouringall the time
Use the internet more to improve
communication with customer (use digital
photographyto aid discussion)
Make a clear link between purchase orders
and items received Le same order numbers
usedthroughoutproduction
Have a mannedstores

All employeesshould be able to do everyjob
Proper use of all personnel including
labourers,apprentices.
Cost reduction should come from savingsnot
vav alterations
Employ our own maintenanceengineers or
employ a group maintenanceengineer
Better shoptidiness i.e. everything in its place

Don't pay for contract staff to work on jobs
that we can do
When ordering materials check drawing, Have a single pool car to reducethe number
don't just take bill of materialsfor granted
of companycars
More input from management rather than Reduceamountof product in storage
shop floor having to solve problems and
trouble shoot

Table 4.12 Shop floor suggestionsfrom casestudy organisation D
After severalbrainstormingsessionsthe senior managementteam were presentedwith
a list of suggestions. The managersover the previous three months, although it
included somevery good ideas,had not assessed
this list of suggestions.
The author, consequently,askedone of the skilled men on the shop floor if any thing
had been done about these suggestionsand he replied
that after two months we
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are still waiting for somemovementon the list but nothing hasbeenactedon ... its like
the skills matrix we have completed to identify the gaps in our production skills of
done
it
has
been
floor
that
than
other
eachshop
with
got pinnedon
member... nothing
the wall."' From further discussionwith other peopleon the shop floor it was obvious
there was a lot of good intention to improve but very little activity to makeprogress.
4.5.L3 QuestionnaireResultsfor CaseStudy Organisation D
Case study organisation D decide that each individual that would take part in the
question would complete the agile operational characteristicsmatrices (see appendix
IV) in their own time, that is, neither at a given time and place nor together in one
In total seven respondents delivered the questionnaire with
completed assessmentscores. The names were provided for only two of the

place as a group.

respondents,but all their namesare removedfrom any of the data usedin this thesis.
Table 4.13 is the tabulation of resultsfrom the respondents.The "Ave. " coiumn is the
mean averageof columns A to G rounded down to the nearestwhole number. The
"high7 and "low" columns representthe highest score found againsta particular topic
and the "diff. " column representsthe difference between the highest score and the
lowest score from any respondentagainst each of the topics. Figure 4.24 shows the
combinedscoresper topic area.
The highest combined score of 34 is topic number twelve concerning customer
focusedproduction. The consensusof opinion among respondents(mode averageof
4) is that this topic is at level 4 inferring a high maturity level of practice for customerfocusedproduction. Following topic numbertwelve, as the highestcombinedscoreof
31 is topic number five, relatedto communicationwithin groups and teams. The next
highest scoredtopic number(combinedscoreof 28) is topic numbertwenty-five issues
relating to information and quality managementwith an averagescoreof 3.5 indicated
a slight differenceof opinion for the adoption level of this topic at either level 3 or 4.
Close behind with total scoresof 27 are topic numberstwenty which is utilisation of
resources(mode averageof 3) and topic number eight which are issuesconcerning
customer relations although a consensusof opinion for this topic was not reached
(multi-modal responseof 3,4, and 5).
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twenty-three as the lowest combined (average) score are topic numbers thirty-two and
twenty-one, which are concerning the use of metrics and process flow analysis.

Weighted Resuftsfor the Operational Characteristics

4.5. L 3.1

The weighted scoreper topic areais taken to provide calculatedscoresfor eachof the
six operational characteristics (as described in section 3.3.1.4.1). Using this calculated

weighted data a percentagescore can be worked out for eachrespondentagainsteach
of the six agile operational characteristics. These averages are shown in table 4.14
below and consequently an average across the respondents can be calculated for each

of the agile operationalcharacteristics.
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Table 4.14: Case study organisation D percentage weight score per respondent
for each agile operational characteristic

Accordingly the data from table 4.14 can be plotted on charts to show the current
position of the organisation in terms of their own respondents' perceived agile
operationalcharacteristicsand operationalpractices. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 therefore
show the weighted results shown in table 4.14, which are calculated from the
respondents' questionnaire answers.
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Figure 4.25: Case study organisation D percentage weighted scores per
respondent for each agile operational characteristic
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Figure 4.26: Case study organisation D percentage weighted scores per agile
operational characteristic for each respondent
Furthermore these weighted scores can be compared to the minimum possible agile
operational characteristic score (if all respondents scored aI

against all the agile
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topic/agile practice) and the maximum potential agile operational characteristic score
(if all respondents scored a5

This

against all the agile topic/agile practice).

representation thus provides a measure of the opportunity for each organisation against
each of the six agile operational characteristics as shown in table 4.15 and in figure
4.27 below.

The "total actual score" represents the summation of all respondents'

calculated scores, the "max" is the maximum possible per operational characteristic
and the min is the minimum possible.

Agile operational
characteristic
Knowledge
Effective
Svstems

Management

Information

Change Management
Effective Enterprise
Intearation
Real Time Production
Manauernent
Waste Management and
Elimination
Total
Percentl

Total scores Opportunity
min

Total Actual
Scores

Max

Mi n

98295

178240

35648

62647

79945

55%

97108

181960

36392

60716

84852

53%

108644

208520
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99876

52%

134666
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Table 4.15: Weighted scores for all case study organisation D respondents per
agile operational characteristic
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Figure 4.27: Case study organisation D agile operational characteristics weighted
scores showing opportunity
Table 4.15 therefore indicates the potential opportunity for improvement for each of
the agile operational characteristics for case study organisation D.
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A Cridque of the CaseStudy Findings

The

in this chapter have been presentedcase study organisationby
offered
-findings
case study organisationyet some interesting issueshave emergedfrom the methods
The two methods adopted have been the
both
have
been
of
which
ethnographicstudy approacband a respondentquestionnaire,
found to be very useful in providing different but sometimes-complimentaryfindings.
adopted to elicit the information.

The ethnographic study approach has been very useful in providing the participant
observerwith the context of agility for the casestudy organisationsand consequently
has provided context and understanding of the respondents' attitudes and hence
attitudestoward scoringof the questionnairetopics. For instance,althoughthere have
been many responsesthat have a consensusof opinion.as to the adoption level of a
'
particular topic in an organisation,there has also been many differing opinions per
topic.
The ethnographicapproachcan shedsomelight on this, but will not be able to provide
all the reasonsfor thesedifferences. Accordingly, it could be viewed that one reason
for thesedifferencesin scoreper topic is the lack of communicationand understanding
of practicesthroughout the organisationsassessed.That is to say,not everyoneknows
everything about activities acrossall the functions and disciplines found within these
organisations. Furthermore,the observationsthrough the ethnographicapproachhave
shown that cross-functionalteam-work is not prevalent and hence communication
acrossfunctions doesnot havethe less formal (but very effective) channelsassociated
with multi team activities.
An alternative view that could be considered,is that the respondentspersonality's
differ in such a way that their responsesaccordingly may differ. For instance,
someonethat is very frugal may adopt a scoring regime that is predominantlyon the
low side while someonethat is not, may score higher. Therefore ihe responsesmay
say more about the respondentthan the actual topic in question. There is however,no
evidencethat hierarchicallevel of the respondent,has played a role in the differences
noticedper topic.
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Chapter 5 Analyses and Discussions
5.1 Introducing the Analyses and Discussions
A theoretical framework was provided in chapter3 that has enabledthe assessmentof
(SNE)
to
case study
enterprise
size
aerospace manufacturing ýmall
medium
Accordingly,
England.
in
West
North
the aim ofthis
the
of
organisationsoperating
researchhas been to assessagile manufacturingwithin UK aerospacemanufacturing
SMEs and consequentlysection 1.3.3 gives five objectives that directed the research
toward achievingthis aim. In order to fulfil the aim and objectives,the findings within
four casestudy organisationshavethereforebeenpresentedseparatelyin chapter4 and
interpretation,
discussions,
both
this
to
or
of
and
analyses
now
chapter aims provide
thesefindings.
This analyses and discussionschapter hence, aims to be thorough, clear, logical,
(2000)
by
Brause
concerningthe presentation
relevant and cautious as recommended
of doctoral researchfindings. As such the analysesand discussions,presentedin this
chapter, firstly. relate to the synthesisedtheory of aerospaceagile manufacturing in
SMEs and provides comparativeanalysesof eachand every casestudy organisationto
the four agility enablingmacro sub-systems,asprovided in section3, of.

9

Agile manufacturing strategy

External
motivators
e
Orgaftisational
psychology
*
0

Operationalcharacteristics

Secondly,the discussionsintegratethe analysesof the four agility enabling macro subsystemsto provide a holistic review of the findings in terms of the entire conceptual
in
SMEs
model of aerospaceagile manufacturing
as presented this thesis. The final
part of this chapter includes a review of the research methodology and therefore
discusses the implications of the findings to both agile manufacturing theory
developmentandthe practiceof agility in aerospaceand other sectors.
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5.1.1 Analysing Agile Manufacturing Strategy
The synthesisof current theory on agile manufacturing,presentedin section 3.3.1.1,
is
be
be
for
to
to
that,
expected
suggested
agile, a clear agile strategy
an organisation
developed,deployed, assessedand then a commitment to act upon the assessmentbe
in
is
figure
in
5.1
Hence,
terms
these
shown
and
as
made.
agile manufacturingstrategy
dynamic and a continuous process. The arrows in figure 5.1 show the agile
manufacturingstrategicprocessdirection.
Development
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Figure 5.1: Agile manufacturing strategy process
Acknowledging, the inference as discussedin section 3.3.1.2, that an agile strategy
should be developedftom a review of the externalmotivators of agility and enhanced
from a contribution from the operational aspectsof an organisation as discussedin
3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.4, analysesand discussionsof the four casestudy organisations'agile
manufacturingstrategiesare presentedbelow.
J. I. L]

CaseStudy AnalysesofAgileManufacturing Strategy

The method of assessmentof each case study organisations' agile manufacturing
strategy was primarily the ethnographic studies, complementedby the use of the
questionnaire(i. e. agile operational characteristicsassessmentmatrices). From that
assessmentapproach, case study organisation A has been shown to be active on
developingtheir itrategy (seetable 4.1 in section4.1.1.2) but not as active or effective
in deploying the strategy, and furthermore, during the period of the 14 month
ethnographicstudy no evidenceof assessmentof the strategywas observedother than
the use of measuresof performance for delivery, quality and cost. Likewise, the
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questionnaire results indicate that the 30 key topic areas (not including topics 31 and
32, which are associated with integration and measurement of the 30 key topic areas)
that relate to the agile operational characteristics have not been integrated with tile
business strategy (topic 3 1) and hence the use of agile operational characteristic related
metrics (topic 32, the sixth lowest combined score from respondents out of the 32
topics scored) was considered by case study organisation A respondents as not widely
practiced.
Develoment

The

analysis

of

case

study

organisation A's agile manufacturing

AgileManufacturing

strategy process is shown in figure
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Figure 5.2: Case study organisation A's agile
manufacturing strategy adoption level

strategy process stage.

In a similar way to case study organisation A it was observed that case study
organisation B had also developed a strategic intent (see vision in table 4.6, section
4.3-1-2) but had not assessedthe deployment and consequently was not committed to
action to further improve the agile status of the organisation'.

Assessment of

operations was against basic measures of performance including cost, quality, delivery
Accordingly, the questionnaire results show a consensus of opinion

and productivity.

that the 30 key topic areas are perceived by respondents as not being integrated with
the business strategy (topic 31) and the use of metrics to assess agile operational
characteristics (topic 32) is also perceived as not being adopted by the organisation.

The

Develooment

analysis

of

case

study

organisation B's agile manufacturing
strategy process is shown in figure
5.3. The shaded areas provide visual
representation

of

the

levels

of

adoption of each agile manufacturing
strategy process stage.
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Figure 5.3: Case study organisation B's agile
manufacturing strategy adoption level

Discussion
B strategycanbe seenin Economou
(1999).
of thecasestudyorganisalYon
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In contrast to the two examples of case studies A and B, it was observed that case
study organisation C had no published or documented strategic intent or vision of the
future. This is not to say that strategy development was not considered an issue at case
study organisation C, on the contrary, it appeared that the managing director, had
committed to developing the business through acquisition of production capability and
capacity from a key aerospace and defence customer. Further to this the managing
director continued to expand the portfolio of products (e.g. into motor racing parts and
assemblies; special purpose machineryl and an e-procurement venture). This attempt,
by the managing director, to re-align his business concerns, is analogous to both the
concept of incremental change in strategy, in terms of increasing sales through
acquisition and hence acquiring more orders, and also a radical strategic change, ill
terms of the e-procurement venture. To support the strategy of the increasing sales
portfolio, new business processes were being considered and improvements in the
computer communication and information systems being partially implemented, but
the effects of these changes had not been assessed.

The

analysis

of

case

DeveloDment

study

organisation C's agile manufacturing
AgileManufacturing
Strategy
Pro(ess

strategy process is shown in figure
5.4. The shaded areas provide visual
representation

of

the

levels

of

adoption of each agile manufacturing
strategy process stage.

Assessment

Figure 5.4: Case study organisation C's agile
manufacturing strategy adoption level

Case study organisation D belongs to a very dynamic and proactively expanding
aerospace focused group of companies.

Hence, case study organisation D is

considered distinctive, in the author's view, in the context of the four case study
organisations assessedfor this research and in particular in terms of their strategic
process. Similarly, case study organisation B belong to a group of companies but in
contrast have committed to develop their own company strategy and direction with the
group in mind. Case study organisation D however, to a high degree, relies oil their
group for direction. Consequently, the group headquarters for case study organisation
D takes responsibility for the strategic thinking of the organisation and hence the
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destiny of case study organisation D, in many respects, is a group matter and not a
local concern.

Nevertheless, the case study organisation D directors had shown

initiative toward understanding some of the local issues of the organisation (see
discussion in section 4.5.2) and considered to amending operating practices, but
unfortunately its consideration was not being acted upon. Further to this, no evidence
was found that case study organisation D had published a strategy or were consciously
progressing through an agile manufacturing strategy process.

It is not surprising

therefore that respondents to the questionnaire have scored the use of metrics for
agility low (second to lowest combined respondents score) compared to other agility
operational characteristics scored. This is in accordance with the ethnographic study
that showed little formal measurement of agile practice taking place.

The analysis of case study organisation
D's

agile

manufacturing

strategy

process is shown in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Casestudy organisation D's agile
manufacturing strategy adoption level

5.1-1.2 Key Discussions of Agile ManufacturingStrateo
The conceptual model of agile manufacturing in UK aerospace small to medium size
enterprises (SN4Es), chapter 3 and figure 3.3, shows that an agile strategy follows the
principles of plan-do-check-act and therefore recognises that an agile strategy is not
static but must follow a continuous learning cycle and consequently be a dynamic
process. The findings aimed at assessingthe agile manufacturing strategy of the four
case study organisations infers that a strategy process in line with the conceptual
model, presented in this thesis, is not being entirely adopted by the case study
organisations as represented in figures 5.2 to 5.4.
To surnmarise the previous

sections' analyses and discussions,

the four case study

organisations' strategic processes,to a certain degree, have developed an agile strategy
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aimed at improving aspects of their company's agility, although each organisation has
addressed strategy differently

degrees.

and to differing

These observations are

represented graphically as figure 5.6 to illustrate levels of adoption of the agile strategy
enabling factors of development, deployment, assessmentand commitment across the
four case study organisations. Figure 5.6 is not meant to be an accurate or precise
illustration
help
to
conceptualise the current
an
mathematical model and serves only as
situation as observed across four case study organisations.

For example case study organisations A and B had developed their initial strategic
intents to a relatively high degree, supported by documented and communicable
statements, while case study organisation C had not documented their strategy but the
managing director had formulated a way forward, hence strategy development had
taken place to a lesser degree.

Additionally,

case study organisation D had not

formulated their own strategy and to a large extent had strategic issues imposed on
them from their group headquarters. Consequently, the agile manufacturing strategy
development zone of activity across the four case study organisations is shown by
16
area u" on figure 5.6. For instance no case study organisation can be considered as
100% effective in developing strategy, but all case study organisations have developed
to varying degrees an agile manufacturing strategy.

However, with the exception of case study organisation A since their strategy process
involved

first

line

intent
strategy
managers and supervisors,

was not well

communicated and therefore not well understood by the majority of the case study
organisation's people. Hence, it could be considered that deployment of strategy as
less effective than development of strategy in all cases. Additionally, it could be stated
that strategy deployment was not carried out effectively in all cases, as no evidence
existed in any of the case study organisations of a structured or actively controlled
strategy deployment process.

Consequently, the agile manufacturing

strategy

deployment zone of activity across the four case study organisations is shown by "area
13"on figure 5.6. For instance, no case study organisation can be considered as having
deployed strategy as effectively

as they developed strategy, but all case study

organisations have deployed to varying degrees an agile strategy. The respondents of
the questionnaires mirror this statement in scoring of topic 27, "change deployment",
where the average scores for all four case study organisations is a level 2. This score
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of level 2 for "change deployment" indicates a maturity level, according to level 2,
were "managers J.nitiatives appear butfindings tend to be ignored and the mqlori(l, (?f
initiativesfail"

as stated on the assessmentmatfix appendix IV

Furthermore, agile manufacturing strategy assessment is not adopted to any serious
degree at the four case study organisations, for instance the four case study
organisations respondents' average score as shown in table 4.2,4.6,4.9

and 4.13

against "the use of metrics topic 32" out of a possible score of level 5, was a score of
level I for case study organisations B, C and D and only an average score of level 2 for
case study organisation A. Consequently, the agile manufacturing strategy assessment
zone of activity across the four case study organisations is shown by "area ý,
/" on figure
5.6. For instance, no case study organisation can be considered as entirely effectively
assessing their strategy, but all case study organisations have assessedto minimum
degrees parts of their agile strategy intent and deployment.

The agile manufacturing strategy commitment stage is the stage where the organisation
commits to acting upon an assessmentof the strategy development and of the effects of
implementing,

or not, the developed strategy.

Consequently, agile strategy

commitment is virtually non-existent in the four case study organisations assessed. In
fact, because all organisations had not effectively and completely assessed their
organisational agile manufacturing strategy, there could be little or no acting upon the
results of any assessment. Moreover, case study organisation C appeared not to act
upon any assessmentsmade to their operations, but continued to develop the business,
never mind to act upon an assessment of their agile manufacturing capabilities.
Consequently, the agile manufacturing strategy commitment zone of activity across the
four case study organisations is shown by "area 6" on figure 5.6. For instance, no case
study organisation can be considered as entirely effectively committing to a change in
their developed strategy, and hence, commitment is less effective than their assessment
of strategy and on occasion non-existent.

The cross-hatched section of the graph in figure 5.6 represents the zone of adoption of'
agile manufacturing strategy across the four stages of the strategy process, thus
inferring ftom the findings that little assessmentof existing strategies is being carried
out while very little or no commitment to changing strategy is seen.
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Figure 5.6: Graphical representation of case study organisations' adoption levels
of the agile manufacturing strategy process
The ideal adoption level of an agile manufacturing strategy is when the four stages of
the agile manufacturing process are being carried out 100% effectively.

Thus when

development, deployment, assessment and commitment ensure as Dove (1994) said,
that the organisation can do whatever it wants to do whenever it wants to.

The figure 5.6 infers that the agile manufacturing strategy process, adopted at the four
case study organisations is not as effective as possible for many reasons. For example
each strategy development process involved a small number of participants, usually
senior management with little or no involvement from the shop floor and the strategies
were never developed further during implementation.

This is in total contrast to

Kidd's (1997b) discussion on agile manufacturing strategy:

"With regard to the stralqU development process, everyone potenlial4v has a
role to plcjy, so the process is both top-down and bollom-up.

Slralegie.v are
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and during

implementation.... " Kidd (I 997b).

Kidd (I 997b) additionally said; "... strategies will also be developed at both the global
and local levels... " which in the case study organisation B example has been achieved
because
in
has
been
D
the
achieved
strategy
not
while
case study organisation example
appeared to be imposed from their group.

5.1.2

Analysing the External Motivators of Agility

The external motivators of an agile manufacturing organisation have been considered
in section 3.3.1.2 as an integral part of the framework for maintaining and developing
agility.

These external motivators and the agile manufacturing strategy make up the

strategic requirements of the agile manufacturing conceptual model, presented in this
theses, chapter 3.

An acknowledged expert on strategic management, Strickland

(1999), said: "Good strategy making is more outside-in than inside-out" thus indicating
that strategy should be primarily

influenced from a sound knowledge of the

organisations' operating environment. It is therefore essential that an organisation be
aware and consequently manages the external factors that can influence the operations
and the operating environment of that organisation to enable them to be agile.

The assessment of the case study organisations' awareness and management of their
external motivators has been through the ethnographic studies and also through certain
topics in the questionnaire (agile operational characteristics assessment matrices),
although this has not been easy, because, as Strickland (1999) describe& "Compariv
strategies are partly visible and partly hidden to outside view".

Nevertheless, the

awareness and management of external motivators of agility have been assessedand
the findings presented in chapter 4. These findings are now analysed and discussed in
the following sections considering the elements of the framework of enabling and
resisting forces of agility as shown in figure 5.7.
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The agile organisations aim is to enhance the enabling forces and
effectively manage the resisting forces of agility

Enabling

Resisting

forces

forces

Opportunity seekingpnd Seizing

Succumbing and yielding to the

opportunity through:

unexpected or expected:

Customerrelationships
Networking

Marketing

4
b-

b.00

Social pressurcs

4

.4

Venturing
44

New product development

Environmcntal changcs

Threat of new entrants
Badly performing partners

Economic changcs

4
4

Low pcrforming suppliers
Competition

14

Figure 5.7: The external motivators of agile manufacturing
enabling and resisting forces

represented as

5.1.21 CaseStudy Analysesof the Awarenessand Management of the External
Motivators ofAgility
In terms of opportunity seeking case study organisation A had a good tradition of
working closely with existing customers in order to solve problems of a mutual
benefit. An exampleof this was the creation of a manufacturingcell, at casestudy A
premises,funded by one of their customers,solely for the production of a range of
products for that customer. While case study organisation A is a member of trade
organisations, such as the North West Aerospace Alliance, networking to seek
opportunities and seize opportunities beyond the scope of existing customersis a
limited activity. Likewise, the sales and marketing functions (one director) did not
appearto be proactive in this role. However, within the framework of the existing
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customerbase,casestudy organisationA have demonstratedto be very active at new
product introduction and hence, developed a large portfolio of manufacturing
competenceto such an extent the customerssend "the most challenging of jobs" to
them. In fact, strategic orders have been won from their two key customers as
describedin section4.2.
Case study organisation A currently does not work in partnership with any other
organisation, other than suppliers and customers. However, supplier relations are
adversarial in nature, although, some work is being carried out to improve this. In
general terms, in the author's view, case study organisationA do not have sufficient
mechanismsin place to provide the "wide deep scanning", as describedby Meredith
and Francis (1999), necessary to be aware of the resisting forces of agile
manufacturing as shown in figure 5.7, however with existing customers they do
actively collaborate. The questionnaireresults for casestudy organisationA support
this view, for instance, topics 8-

14 relate to the external motivators of agile

manufacturing(seetable 5.1).

Topic

Respondentreferenceand
assessmentscore
A B C D E F_ G

Average

Total (rounded
down
score integer)

8

Customerrelations

2

2

4

3

4

3

3

21

3

9

Supplierrelations

2

2

3

2

1

1

2

13

1

10

Customerknowledge

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

16

2

11

Supplierknowledge

2

1

3

3

1

1

1

12

1

12 Customerfocusedproduction

2

3

4

3

2

2

3

19

2

13

3

2

4

3

3

3

3

21

3

I

t
T - - 4. 31 1

21

1

13

1

Strategicalliances
Lapidcollaborations

Table 5.1: Questionnaire responsesrelating to the external motivators for case
study organisation A
Table 5.1 indicatesthat the respondentsperceive,that casestudy organisationA are at
a higher level of maturity in their customer relations, customer knowledge, and
customer focus than their level of maturity for supplier relations and supplier
knowledge. Interestingly, the respondentshave scored relatively high for their
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strategic alliance competenceeven though the ethnographicstudy showed that case
study organisation A was not active in partnering with other organisationsto deliver
packagesof work. This higher score for strategic alliances could be becausecase
study A have, over a long period of time developed strategic relations with existing
is
customers, although worldng with other companies strategically
not occurring.
Additionally, the respondentshave scored low for rapid collaborationsindicating that
case study organisation A do not possessa competence-for this agile operational
characteristic.
Case study organisationB, on the other hand is very actively pursuing collaborative
partnering ventureswith both local companiesand global companies. In fact, during
the period of ethnographic studies, in terms of the case study organisation B
operations, three such-partnershipsof a strategic nature'where continuing. One of
thesepartnerships,albeit in the early stages,was with a Malaysiancompany to supply
machined componentsas a joint venture for the Eurofighter program. Alongside this
activity the organisations'group is continually acquiring new companiesand with this
bringing a potentially wider scope for marketing and salesactivities. Consequently,
new product introduction is a core competenceof case study organisation B that
enables them to provide this needed attributed to any partnership arrangement.
However, working closely with suppliersto solve problems and make improvements
are not activities the company is used to, as on occasionan adversarialapproachto
supplier relationswas observed.
Additionally, a great deal of emphasisis placed on customer related improvement
projects, in particular aimed at improving delivery scheduleadherence. Accordingly,
topic 12 "customer focused production" is scored relatively highly (see table 5.2) in
comparison to other topics indicated that case study organisation B respondents
believe their 'ýproductionto be in the main meeting the requirementsof quality, cost
and delivery requirements of the customer". However, case study organisation B
respondentsscoredtopic 8 "customer relations" low (an averageof level maturity 1)
indicating from the matrix a level of maturity in this characteristic, stating:
"Communication is poor, there is mistrust and conflict. Customerneedshavenot been
identified. Satisfactionis not monitored. Deliverablesare not clear."
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Respondentreferenceand
assessmentscore
A JB IC
D E F

Total
score

Average
(rounded
down
integer)

8

Customerrelations

1

1

2

2

1

2

9

1

9

Supplierrelations

2

3

2

1

1

2

11

1

10

Customerknowlpdge

3

1

3

2

2

2

13

2

11

Supplier knowledge

2

1

3

1

1

2

10

1

12

Customerfocusedproduction

4

2

4

3

4

3

20

3

13

Strategicalliances

3

3

4

4

2

4

20

3

14

Rapid collaborations

2

2

1

4

15

2

Table 5.2: Questionnaire responsesrelating to the external motivators for case
study organisation B
Table 5.2 infers that the case study organisation B respondentsbelieve there is
considerable room for improvement in the competencies of customer relations,
supplier relations and supplier knowledge. While, it may be consideredexpectedly
from the participant observations, the respondents consider their organisations'
competencefor strategicalliancesis better.
As previously discussed in section 5.1.1.1 case study organisation C are, through the
managing director's efforts, aiming to develop a key strategic relationship with their
largest customer. The developing of this partnership, toward sharing capacity and
capability, is very time consuming for the managing director and consequently little
time or commitment is afforded to developing other partnerships either with

customers,competitorsor suppliers. Marketing activities are virtually non-existentat
casestudy organisationC, although a new appointmentof a commercial managerwas
made,this appointmentlastedonly for the duration of the ethnographicstudy and the
manager left for a; "job with better prospectsand pay". Additionally, case study
organisation C are the only company, within the four case study organisations
assessed,that were not moving toward the requirementsof ISO 9001: 2000 and all
interviewed, at case study organisationC, were ignorant of this new revision to the
quality standard.
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The ethnographicstudy showedthat casestudy organisationC operatesan adversarial
relationship policy with their suppliers. While, their relationship with customersalso
dates
delivery
because
be
less
to
than
are not
customer
appears
collaborative,primarily
being met effectively and this consequentlyplaces a large strain on the relationships.
Table 5.3 shows that the case study C respondentsconsider "supplier relations" and
"'supplier knowledge" a weak competence.However, the respondentsdo perceivethat
their organisational competence,and hence maturity levels, for the customerrelated
topics of the questionnaire(topic 8,10 and 12) are higher than their supplier related
competence(topic 9 and 11).
Respondent reference and
assessmentscore

Topic

13
14

1

.3

3

is

2

2

3

3

13

1

2

2

2

3

15

2

1

3

3

5

2

17

2

1

2

2

3

2

12

1

1

relations

1

3

L

1

1

knowledge

1

4

1

1

2

I-

2

1

1

1

3

2

alliances

1

2

collaborations

I

1

Supplier

relations

knowledge

focused

Strategic
Rapid

11

1

2

Customer

Customer

.2
1

E

4

Supplier

12

2

DI

1

9

11

14

IC

B

Customer

10-1

score

down
integer)

A
8

production

Total

Average
(rounded

IF

G
3
3

Table 5.3: Questionnaire responsesrelating to the external motivators for case
study organisation C
The respondentscoresshown in table 5.3 indicate that their generalperceptionis that
supply chain relations are at a relative low level of maturity and therefore there is
considerableroom for improvement. Interestingly, for topic 13 related to sirategic
alliances, a score of 5 was given from one of the respondents,although no evidence
during the ethnographicstudy that indicated; "Effective strategic alliances exist with
customers,suppliers and potential market competitors". Nevertheless,the averageas
shown in table 5:3 is more in line with the ethnographicstudy report shown in section
4.4.1 indicating their level of maturity for this topic is described as; "7here is
recognition that strategic alliances hold potential benefits. However there are no
immediateintentions to initiate any strategic alliance initiatives". It is possible,in the
author's view, a scorelevel of 3 shouldbe given to topic 13 (Le. .....Strategicalliances
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with customersare heing pursued') becauseas repeatedlymentioned(section 4.4.1,
section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 and earlier in this section) the managing director was
negotiating with a major customer,but the truth is, no other member of case study
organisationC new aboutthis possibleventure.

Case study organisationD relies very much on their group headquartersscanningof
the environment in which they operate. This has been mentioned in earlier text,
section 5.1.1.2, with regards strategy development and is no different with regard
management of the external motivators of agility for case study organisation D.
Hence, in terms of opportunity seekingand opportunity seizing this organisationuses,
or more so expects,the group to take care of theseissues. In other words, the focus of
case study organisationD is always on current production and short term planning
activities as opposedto strategicissues.

In responseto the agile manufacturing operational characteristicsquestionnairecase
study organisationD scoresfor topics 8 to 14 are shownin table 5.4 below.

Topic

Respondentreferenceand
score
assessment
T
IF
G
A B C D E

Average

Total, (rounde
d down
score integer)

8

Customerrelations

1

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

27

3

9

Supplierrelations

3

2

1

1

4

3

3

3

20

2

10

Customerknowledge

1

2

1

2

3

3

3

3

18

2

II

Supplierknowledge

1

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

15

1

4

4

4

4

5

3

5

5

34

4

3

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

12 Customerfocusedproduction
13
Strategicalliances
- T4
Rapid collaborations

Table 5.4: Questionnaire responsesrelating to the external motivators for case
study organisation D
Table 5.4 infers that the perceptionof the respondentsis that "supplier knowledge" can
be improved considerablywhile, their "customer focusedproductioe' is perceivedas
very mature and therefore here, there is less room for improvement. This perception
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concurs with the author's view that casestudy organisationD is very inward looking
although customerrelatedmetricsare usedeffectively.
5.1.22 Key Discussionsof the FDdernalMotivators of Agility
The conceptualmodel of agile manufacturingin UK aerospacesmall to medium size
enterprises (SMEs), chapter 3 and figure 3.3, shows that to increase agility, the
external motivators of agile manufacturing must be consideredin an organisations'
strategy. The findings aimed at assessingthe awarenessand managementof these
external motivators, within the four case study organisations, infers that each
issue.
instance,
importance
For
this
different
of
organisationplaces
case
and
emphasis
study organisation C, following the participant observations,is consideredas being
unaware of many of the e*xternal environment issues associatedwith the successful
operation of an organisation and furthermore, marketing activities and networking
activities are not fully supportedor committedto. While, on the other hand,casestudy
organisationB are experiencedat partneringwith customersor other organisationsand
therefore have forged several-strategic alliances which consequentlyincreasestheir
awarenessof the operating environment and associatedissues. Furthermore, case
study organisationB are actively marketing their capabilities through their group and
independently. Likewise, case study organisationD use their group to market their
activities but they do very little to promotethemselvesindependently.
Overall, it could be consideredthat from these assessments
and analysesonly one of
the case study organisations,that is case study organisationB, is effectively seeking
and seizing opportunity through developing customer relationships, effective
networking, marketing activity, joint venturing and new product development. The
other casestudy organisationsall are involved with new product development,usually
from existing customers,but do not network or market effectively in their own right
with the aim of seekingand henceseizing opportunity. Additionally, each and every
organisation has seencustomer relationshipsas a major issue in the successof their
organisationbut has demonstrateddifferent levels of maturity in this respect. Figure
5.8 attemptsto show the level of maturity of the assessedresisting and enabling forces
of agility, as perceivedby the author. As such, those enablersor resistorsto which
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little knowledge has been gained across each and every case study organisation is

omitted (i. e. environmental,social and economic).

-Case

study organisation A

-Case

study organisation C

-Case

study organisation B

-Case

study organisation D

customer relations
networking acti%hty

supplier relations

partnership development

marketing development

new product introduction

venturing acthity

Figure 5.8: Relative maturity levels for external motivators of agile
manufacturing per case study organisation
Figure 5.8 infers that across the four case study organisations "new product
introduction" is a better-developed practice than the other external motivators of agile
manufacturing shown. This figure also infers, that case study organisation B is more
advanced in the practice of the external motivators shown, with the exception of
customer relations, than the other case study organisations. The really important issue
to be drawn from this is that from the assessment, figure 5.8 shows a level of
immaturity, across all of the case study organisations, in the practice of managing the

externalmotivators of agility, which indicate a great deal of improvement is neededin
this area for theses companies to remain in operation. This is to say, that the
knowledge,understandingand therefore practice in the managementof theseexternal
motivators of agility is in its infancy acrossthe organisationsassessed.Additionally,
figure 5.8 indicatesthat all of the casestudy organisations,in the respondents'opinion,
havea high level of maturity for new product introduction.
5.1.3

Analysing the Agile Manufacturing

Organisational Psychology

The synthesis of current theory on agile manufacturing, presented in section 3.3.1.3,
suggested that, for an organisation to be agile, the agile manufacturing strategy is
supported by the vision, beliefs, understanding and culture of the organisations'
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people, which is assisted by their core values. The conceptual model of agile
manufacturing, figure 3.3, has suggested within this thesis, the five agile
manufacturingenabling factors of the macro sub-systemof organisationalpsychology,
are the lubricant to the organisationsagile capabilities. Thesefive enablingfactors are
shown in figure 5.9 below.
Influenceson the
organisational
psychology

Organisational.,..-*'
culture .-"*
Core
'alues
Ire.values

Agile manufacturing
strategy
j

Shared
vision

Real world"--

Deep
ep rooted
beliefs
s

Figure 5.9: Agile manufacturing organisational psychology
Acknowledging, the inference that an agile manufacturing strategy should influence
the organisationalpsychology and visa-versa, as discussedin sections 3.3.1.2 and
3.3.1.2, andthat everythingis interrelated,complexand dynamic within the conceptual
model of agility, analysesand discussionsof the four casestudy organisations'agile
manufacturingorganisationalpsychology is presentedbelow. The ethnographicstudy
work as presented in chapter 4, has been the predominant form of knowledge
elicitation, toward each case study organisation assessmentof the organisational
psychologyaspects.
5.1.3.1 CaseStudy Analysesof the OrganisationalPsycholoXv
Thý prevailing organisationalpsychologyparadigmfor eachcasestudy organisationis
drawn from the ethnographicstudy report, section4.2.1, and presentedin figures 5.10
to 5.13. Theseorganisationalparadigmprofiles show statementsinferring the author's
view of eachcasestudy organisationalpsychologyparadigmand the key influenceson
this prevailing paradigm are shown in the call-out boxes. The key discussionsof
organisational psychology derived from these analyses are provided in the next

section.
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Figure 5.10: Organisational psychology paradigm profile for case study
organisation A
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Figure 5.11: Organisational psychology paradigm prorile for case study
organisation B
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Figure 5.12: Organisational psychology paradigm profile for case study
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Figure 5.13: Organisational psychology paradigm profile for case study
organisation D
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5.1.3.2

Key Discussions

of Agile Organisarional

Psychology

The key finding associated with the organisational psychology assessmentof each and
between
little
is
is
their
there
that
relationship
every case study organisation
The
strategy.
organisational psychology paradigms and an agile manufacturing
do
is
for
issue
that
they
in
the
not
this respect,
organisations assessed,
conclusive
all of
fully embrace a culture that fosters change. Further to this observation, it appears that
none of these paradigms are entirely in line with their own organisation's strategies.
Consequently, it could be inferred that there is not a shared vision that apparently
for
that matter one that supports an agile
the
the
supports
organisation or
strategies of
strategy.

Additionally, within the-four casestudy organisationsassessed,it has beenshownthat
information systems and hence communication methods do not provide a real
for
The
requirement
organisation.
worldview that reflectsthe requirementsof an agile
accuratereal time data is paramountin an organisationthat wishesto respondrapidly
to the changingdemandsof customers,becausewithout this, decision-makingcannot
be effective. Accordingly, two of the organisations(casestudy organisationsB and Q
information
inadequate
have
having
been
systems, thus rapid
assessed
noted as
impaired.
being
Likewise, case
is
(agile)
decision-making
as
response
considered
study organisationD intervieweesdid considerthat their communicationchannelswith
their group shouldbe improved.
The organisational psychology profiles (figures 5.10 to 5.13) infer that the widespread
is
for
that technical skills are
core value
each and every case study organisation
regarded as more important than management skills and thus technical skills are held
in high regard. Accordingly, the agile manufacturing conceptual model developed for
this thesis indicates that an "agile enterprise's core values are those values, both at
organisational and individual levels, which enable agile practices." From this it could
be considered that the organisational psychology paradigm profiles infer that the core
values of the organisation are such that not all agile practices are being enabled,
although technical skills are widely promoted.

In view of that, the next section

considers the findings related to the agile operational characteristics and the 32 agile
practices identified as enablers of agility assessedby this research.
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5.1.4

Analysing the Agile Operational Characteristics

The six operational characteristics, shown in figure 5.14, identified as, knowledge

management,effective information systems,change and risk management,effective
enterprise integration, real-time production managementand waste managementand
elimination have been shown to be assessedby measuringattitudinal responsesto 32
topics within a questionnaire (see appendix IV for the questionnaire).

Figure 5.14: Agile operational characteristics

The results from administering the questionnaire have been shown in chapter 4 and
each case study results set discussed separately, while the analyses and discussions are
presented in the following sections, (section 5.14.1 and 5.4.1.2).

5.1.4.1

Case Study Analyses of the Agile operational Characteristics

The average calculated scores, for these six agile operational characteristics, from the
respondents of each case study organisations, is offered in figure 5.15 to represent the
difference in attitudes presented from organisation to organisation (calculation
methods have been presented in chapter 3). Figure 5.15 indicates that no organisation
assessedconsider themselves to have a fully developed capability for any of the six
enablers, and in fact no company has scored more than an average of 60% for any of
the six characteristics assessed.
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Case study organisations A and D have provided very similar scores for their,
knowledge management (both 55%), effective information systems (52% and 53%
respectively), change and risk management (53% and 52% respectively) and their
effective enterprise integration (both at 54%). However, the calculations show that
their real time production scores (A=56% and D=52%) and their waste management
and elimination

scores (A=57%

and D=50%)

show larger differences in their

perceived maturity of these two agile operational characteristics. This demonstrates a
degree of effectiveness in the agile operational characteristics assessmenttool and the
methods of calculation of scores for each of the six operational characteristics. In
other words, if any two of the organisations assessedhad provided very similar results
for each of the six operational characteristics then the tool could be considered
inadequate and therefore inappropriate.
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Figure 5.15: Percentage average score for each agile operational characteristic for
each case study organisation

The line graphs shown in figure 5.15 indicate that change and risk management is
perceived as one of the less mature agile operational characteristics as no assessed
organisation rank this more than second lowest.

This result correlates with the

organisational psychology paradigm profiles presented in the previous section, thus
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individuals' scoreshavebeenshownwithin the casestudy chapter,chapter3. Notably,
the author considers two main reasons for these differences in each individuals'
(i)
knowledge
level
the
operational
characteristic;
perceptionof
of maturity of a given
is
the
topic
the
to
assessed low, therefore communicationof the
of
practice relating
topic has not beenuniversal throughout the organisationand (ii) the topic is not fully
understoodand assessmenthas been from a local perspectiveand not companywide.
However, the differencesin the combinedagile operationalcharacteristicspercentis a
calculationbasedon the averageof scoresagainsteachtopic and thereforerepresentsa
individuals'
it
Therefore,
the
perception.
group perceptionof
organisationand not an
is arguedby the author, that the difference in individuals' topic scoresis a matter of
individual
knowledge
the
of
respondents
and understanding
eithercommunication or
in each organisation. While, the difference presented in figure 5.16 is not as
significant, becausethese combined agile operationalcharacteristicpercentsare only
for
improve
individual
them
to
to
the
point
as
a
positioning
useful
companiesassessed
is
look
to
upon, not
at which company better or worsethan the other.
5.1.4.2 Key Discussionsof the Agile Operational Characteristics
The agile operational characteristics assessmentresults indicate the respondents'
attitudes of the 30 topics and hence the perceived implementation levels related to
industry.
in
Therefore
UK
that
aerospace
agile manufacturingpractices
are expected
this assessmentis not a direct measureof each company's level of agility but more a
measureof attitudestoward practiceswithin the respondents'companies.
The assessmentof these attitudes has firstly shown that within each company, each
respondenthas scored the agile operational characteristicsdifferently; this has been
documentedin section4 and interpretedin section4.6. Accordingly, agile operational
characteristics related topic areas with least spread of scores per organisation
demonstratea convergenceof views acrossthose people questioned. It is anticipated
by the author that if group and team improvementinitiatives progress,communication
will improve and there will be a convergencein the consensusof views for operating
characteristicsin each of these organisations. The assessmenthas revealedthat even
though organisation scores are different, there is agreementacross the case study
organisations that change and risk management is less developed than other
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characteristics (i. e. more improvement potential and need). This observation is
supportedwith the findings from the ethnographicstudiespresentedin all four of the
organisational psychology paradigm profil es, figures 5.10 to 5.13. All four
is
for
there
that
therefore
a
need
good change and risk
organisations
recognise
in
discipline
developed
this
that
they
and
well
are
not
managementand also recognise
hencerecognisethey needimprovement.
Additionally, it has been shown that, although each organisation has self-scoredthe
feel
levels,
have
different
that
they
topics/agile
none
questionnaire
practices at
developedfully the practicesassociatedwith the six agile operational characteristics.
Furthermore, the assessmentof the agile operational characteristicsis carried out in
infinite
in
for
there
that
are
virtually
ways
such a manner
any given characteristic
which a companycould-obtaina particular score. Consequently,as eachorganisation
perceivesthey have different strengthsand different weaknessesin terms of their agile
capabilities and their agile practices (or topics assessed),this does not mean that
different operational characteristic scores are likely. It is therefore possible to
highlight thesestrengthsand weaknessesand work backwardsthrough the calculations
to help any assessedorganisation to develop an "agile operational characteristics
improvementpath7,with the starting point being agile practicesidentified from the 30
topic areas of the questionnaire. Further discussionon using these assessmentsto
facilitate the development of improvement plans can be found in the EPSRC
(IMI/A/05/004) final report, therefore discussionof this is not presentedin this thesis
but a recommendationis given in this regardin section5.3.

5.2 A Critique of the ResearchMethods, Findings and Discussions
The conceptualmodel as discussedin section 3.1 has provided a holistic system of
agile manufacturing in UK aerospacesmall to medium size enterprises(SMEs) that
describesa conceptualagile manufacturingsystemmodel. This systemhas beenused
as the assessmentframework for researchactivities in four case study organisations.
The assessmentOf thesefour organisationshas clearly shown that their organisational
processesare interrelated, as describedby the model in section 3.3.1, however the
investigationsfor this researchhave clearly shown that the agile enabling macro subsystemsare dysfunctional.
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This researchthereforesuggeststhat there is a lack of understandingand application of
the concepts of systemsthinking throughout the four case study organisations. In
deal
have
of
of connectedness
the
shown
a
great
not
particular,
organisationsassessed
their strategic intent with their operational aspectsand vice-versa. Additionally, the
between
link
have
agile operational characteristics
organisations
not considered a
(practices) and the organisationalpsychology (attitudes) although there is obviously
however,
is
beyond
links
from
It
this
thesis
the
the
to
of
scope
other.
many causal
one
to attempt to define these causal links, but it is consideredenough to point out that
theseexist.

Furthermore, the author considers, that change and risk management has been
is
lack
level
because
low
development
there
of agile systems
a
considered a
developmentand understanding. This is not to saythat the organisationsassessedare
in
the
the
a rapidly changingmarket
are
surviving
not agile, on
organisations
contrary,
degree
is,
The
indicates
to
they
that
certain
a
agile.
which
sector,which
are adaptable
organisation's ability to rapidly change production processesand thus respond to
findings
have
in
demands
is
the
as
shown that
either,
existing customer
not question
within production activities creativity and inventivenessin problem solving is seen
many times. It is the organisation'sability to respondto changesin the market place
and to transfer strategic intent into operationsthat appearto be a major problem'for
SMEs. In this respect,for each organisation,there is a key role for
these aerospace.
improving communications and developing a shared vision and real world
understanding through three of the agile operational characteristics; knowledge
management,effective information systemsand effective enterpriseintegration.

Consequently,it is noticed in both the organisational.psychology assessments
and the
that teamwork and team related activities
agile operationalcharacteristicsassessments
are considered,by the author andthe organisations'respondents,in its infancy in these
case study organisations. The use of teams at all levels within the concept of agile
enterprisesis very well documentedand furthermore the value of teams (particularly
cross-functional and cross-organisational teams) in developing organisational
communicationchannelsand hencedevelopingculture hasbeendiscussedby Castkaet
al (2001). Therefore a critical issue related to the findings of this researchis that
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teamwork is well known as playing a major role in an agile enterpriseand also playing
a major role in changeand risk managementbut this is not exploited within the case
study organisations,
assessed.

5.2.1

A Review of the Theoretical Framework

The ethnographicstudieshaveplayed a vital role in the assessment
of three partsof the
conceptualmodel of agility; agile manufacturingstrategy,external motivators and the
organisationalpsychology. This assessment(research)technique has provided the
author with the knowledge and understandingof the context in which the respondents
have scoredtheir agile operational characteristics. This has therefore led to a deeper
understandingof the state of agile manufacturing in each of the four case study
In practical terms,this agile manufacturingresearchhasshown
organisationsassessed.
.
that ethnographicstudiescan be enhancedby questionnairetechniquesand vice-versa.
The argumentbrought forward hereis that to assessin any organisation,any part of the
conceptualmodel of agile manufacturing,in isolation of any other part of the model
would not provide a balanced,and would not be unbiased,assessment.
Therefore, although it has proven to be robust and for this research, provided
interestingresultsthe assessment
tool (the conceptualmodel of agile manufacturingin
LJK aerospace SMEs), is considered extensive and comprehensive hence, time
consumingand resourceintensiveto apply. Acknowledging agile manufacturingis an
overarching theory and that ethnographycoupled with a questionnaireapproach is
resource intense, it is argued that this knowledge elicitation approach is valid and
rigorous when employedin the mannerdescribedin this thesis. That is, the model has
been developedfrom a rigorous yet unique synthesisof the literature relating to the
subjectand furthermorethe researchmethodsthat havebeenuniquely brought together
for this researchare in their own rights proventechniques.
Consequently,from the evaluationof the four casestudy organisationsand comparison
of the findings to the (chapter 3) conceptualmodel of agile manufacturing in UK
aerospaceSMEs it is consideredthat the model is valid and applicable to a range of
aerospace.
small to medium size enterprises. However, this is not to say, that further
developmentof the model is not needed,but rather to saythat further use of the model
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is certainly necessaryto find the limitations in its scope,as it hasbeenclearly adequate
for assessingthe four casestudy organisationsused in this research. Moreover, it is
argued that the successfuluse of this model in assessingagile manufacturing as a
system, in thesefour very different aerospacecase study organisations,demonstrates
its usefulnessand potential adoption (and adaptation)in other manufacturingdomains
possibly outsidethe aerospacesector.
5.2.2

The Contribution

to Existing Knowledge

The discussionsso far have included many contributionsthat this researchhas madeto
existing knowledge,althoughthesecontributionshavenot yet beenspecifically spelled
out, this is the main purposeof this section. Accordingly this thesisconsidersthe
following achievementsof this researchas essentiallyfulfilling the requirementsof an
original contribution to'existing knowledge:

1. The developmentof a unique conceptualmodel of agility relevantto aerospace
manufacturingthrough a synthesisof different sourcesof literature.
2. The combineduse of ethnographyand questionnairetechniquesto enhance
interpretationsof the researchfindings.
3. The analysesand discussionsof the findings associatedwith the assessment
of
agile manufacturingin the four UK aerospacecasestudy organisations.

These three achievementsare consideredunique primarily becausethe conceptual
model and associatedassessmenttechniquesdevelopedwithin this thesis have never
beenpublished prior to submissionof the thesis. This acknowledgesthe fact that the
tool (agile matrices)hasbeenpublished,but this hasbeen
agile operationalassessment
in isolation of the whole systemsview of agile manufacturingin UK aerospaceSMEs
as presentedin this thesis. These three claims also acknowledgethe fact that other
researchershave used ethnography and also considers the use of questionnaire
techniquesas very common in quantitative research,but hitherto, these techniques
have predominatelybeenused separatelyand never brought togetherin a mannerused
in this research. Finally, the analysesand discussionsrelated to the four casestudy
organisationsare certainly unique, as no other researchbeencarried out or publication
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documentedrelating to the findings associatedwith these organisationswithin the
theoreticalffamework presentedin this thesis.

5.ZZI

AdvancementofKnowledge ofAgileManuf"turing
Smaff to Metflum Size Enterptises (SMEs)

in UKAerospace

The analysesand discussionsof the findings associatedwith the assessment
of the four
UK aerospacemanufacturing SUM case study organisationsas presentedin sections
5.1.1.1 to 5..1.4.2 representan original contribution to knowledge. Given that, in
chapter Ia knowledge gap was identified as presentedin figure 5.17 and it was
acknowledgedthat if this gap could be bridged, then the contribution to knowledge
would be significant. However, the generalisability of the findings is in question by
the author, becauseeachand every casestudy has contributedvery different findings,
as discussedthroughout section S.1, to this research, suggesting more case study
organisationswould help. Although three interrelatedkey findings can be considered
as significant, for the four case study organisations,it is not to say that these are
generallyprevailing in all UK aerospaceSMEs:
1. An agile manufacturing strategy is not effectively developed, deployed or
assessedand neither is there an effective commitment to changethe strategy
following any assessment.
a. Input to an agile manufacturing strategy should come from the
operationalaspectsaswell asthe externalmotivators of agility.
2. The practice of change and risk managementis not fully understood and
improvement
developed.
Therefore,
the
consequently not
of the agile
manufacturing operational characteristics, competencies or practice is
considerablyhindered.
a. A competencein changemanagementis first needed,then companies
can begin to effectively improve their agile operationalcharacteristics
3. Teamwork is not exploited to its potential and therefore is not effectively
employedin either changemanagementor strategicmanagementactivities.
a. As

cross-functional and inter-company teams foster better

communicationthesecompaniesdo not reachtheir agile potential.
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Further to this, innovation and creativity in production environments has been seen as
a key practice in these case study organIsations.
successful introduction

This practice has enabled the

of new product and new production processes (mainly

machining and machining practices) into all four organisations assessed. Accordingly,
the technical and engineering competencies that are obviously present in these
organisations are used effectively in their production domains and supported entirely
by their organisational psychology paradigm profiles presented in this thesis. There is
no doubt that these technical and engineering competencies have been sufficient to
help maintain competitiveness of these companies in the UK aerospace sector.
However, it has been noted through the ethnographic studies that one organisation that
has diversified into other markets is struggling to make profits, and furthermore it is
argued that the lack of experience in team working for change management, if not
addressed would severely affect the capabilities of these organisations to remain
competitive in the global aerospace manufacturing sector of the future.

Figure 5.17: A schematic representing the knowledge gap
It is therefore, prudent to say that the knowledge gap identified in figure 5.17 has not
been fully plugged, hence the significance of the findings is limiting, but nevertheless
to a certain degree as shown in figure 5.18 the gap has been abridged. Moreover, agile
manufacturing practice in the four case study organisations has been assessedusing a
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hitherto not previously developed, conceptual model of agile manufacturing in UK
aerospace SMEs. Therefore an important contribution to existing knowledge of agile
has
been
5.18
SMEs
Figure
in
UK
made.
manufacturing
aerospace manufacturing
therefore, considers the contfibution made by this research aimed at plugging the
knowledge gap shown in figure 5.17 and acknowledges that the gap is not entirely
plugged and further work is necessary to plug this gap.
AGILE

THEORY
UK AEROSPACE
MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH
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AGILE

WLEDGE
GAP

LITY IN UK
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Figure 5.18: A schematic representing the contribution

to existing knowledge

Acknowledging this, the knowledge gap is not consideredentirely bridged (shown on
the left hand side with a cross on figure 5.18) mainly becausethe findings are not
is
limited by these
this
therefore
research
considered entirely generalisable and
findings taken from four case studies. However, the gap has been partially bridged
(representedon the right hand side of figure 5.18 with a tick) becausean adequate
conceptualmodel of agile manufacturingin UK aerospaceSMEs has been produced
and that model then used to assesthe four case study organisationsin terms of that
model. It is thereforeconsideredin this thesisthat the model (chapter3) is appropriate
for all aerospacemanufacturingenterprisesas an assessmenttool, and for individuals
as a learning packageto increasetheir knowledge and understandingof agile theory
applicableto the aerospacesector.
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Meedng the Aim and Objecdvesof the Research

The specific aim of this researchwas "To assessagile manufacturing within UK
"
(&WEs).
Essentially,
this
to
size
enterprises
medium
aerospacemanufacturingsmall
aim. has been achieved successfullythrough the research-objectives being fulfilled.
The specific objectivesof this research[cross-referenceto achievementof objectivesis
in right handcolumn of table 5.5] are definedaccordingly as:
1. To gaina theoretical
of the
andcriticalunderstanding
followingthrougha surveyof relevantliterature(seedetail
in section1.3.4):
" AgileManufacturing.
strategicframeworks.
" Otherrelevantmanufacturing
in
Change
to
change
and
response
management
"
manufacturing
environments.
in the UK.
" Smallto MediumSizeEnterprise
" AerospaceSmallto MediumSizeEnterprise.
2. Fromthetheoreticalandcriticalunderstanding
obtained
framework
fromtheliteraturesurveydevelopa theoretical
withinthe UK
or conceptual
modelof AgileManufacturing
aerospace
smallto mediumsizeenterprises.
3. Withreferenceto thetheoretical
frameworkor conceptual
modelof AgileManufacturing
withinthe UKaerospace
assessagile
smallto mediumsizeenterprises
in an appropriate
manufacturing
numberof UKaerospace
SMEs(casestudyorganisations).
manufacturing
4. Fromanevaluation
and
of thecasestudy.organisations
to thetheoreticalframework
or conceptual
comparisons
generic
modeldevelopthefindingsintoa theoretical
SMEAgileManufacturing
aerospace
model(thetheoretical
model).
5. Providea completeanddetaileddiscussion
of the
developed
theoretical
modelwhichshall:
for agilityin theaerospace
" Includea framework
manufacturing
sectorwiththefocusandmainrelevanceto
UKaerospaceSMEs.
theory,
" Enhancetheunderstanding
of AgileManufacturing

Chapter2 andalsoin sections1.1.5,
(althougha review
1.2.1,1.2.2,1.2.4
of smallto mediumsizeenterprisein
theUKhasbeenrestrictedto looking
at theaerospacesectoronly,section
1.1.5andvariouscasesreviewedin
chapter2)

Chapter3 providesa comprehensive
model
conceptual

Chapter4 andas discussedin this
chapter.Thevalueof a combined
ethnographic;
andquestionnaire
approachhasbeendiscussedin
sections4.5.2andsection5.2.2
Chapter5 althoughas discussedin
thissectionandspecifically
in 5.2.2
theconceptual
modelremainsthe
sameas in chapter3
Chapters3,4 and5 althoughas
discussedin thissectionand
in 5.2.2theconceptual
specifically
the
modelremainspredominantly
sameas in chapter3

conceptsandpractice.
toolfor agile
" Havetheabilityto be an assessment
in UKaerospaceSMEs.
manufacturing

Table 5.5: Meeting the objectives of the research
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5.3 RecommendadonsResuldngfrom the Research
The recommendationsrepresentedin this section are divided into three areasthat are
considered as needing addressingfor a number of reasons,which are mentioned
'These
interpretations
drawn
from
have
been
the
of the
accordingly.
recommendations
findings and are therefore iOormed by the rigour of this research.The three areasare
obviously interrelated,as mentionedthroughout this researchnothing sits in isolation,
and as such the connectednessof the issues is also discussed. These three areas,
separatedfor clarity, are consideredas; (i) the case study organisations,(ii) The LJK
aerospacesectorand (iii) The researchcommunity.
5.3.1

Future Directions for The Case Study Organisations

The four case study organisationsassessedwithin this thesis although shown to be
very different in size, culture and capabilities have been chosenthrough a normalised
set of characteristicsand therefore to a certain degree any of the common issues
discussedcould be consideredappropriatefor other UK aerospacesmall to medium
sized enterprises(SMEs). Hence, when considering the recommendationsin this
in
bear
in
SMEs
the
the UK.
operating
section, readermay
mind other aerospace
This thesis proposesthat there are three main issuesthat should be addressedin order
to improve the agility of the casestudy organisationsand henceimprove their chances
of survival in a changing operating environment. These interdependentissuesare
consideredimportant becauseas clarified throughout sections 1.1.5 and 1.2 many
factors are affecting the LJKaerospacesector,which is rapidly changing,and there is a
needfor theseorganisationsnot just to recognisethis but also to do somethingabout it.
if they want to survive. Thesethree issuesare concernedwith the three key findings
shownin section5.2.2.1relatedto strategy,changemanagementand teams.
Accordingly, these issuesmust be addressedsystematicallyas they are consideredby
the authorto be intrinsically connected. Likewise, theseorganisationsshould consider
their strategy for survival by taking positive action in gaining understandingof their
external motivators, for it is these that will help guide them to the future [strategic
development]. Further to this the operationalaspects[organisationalpsychology and
operationalcharacteristics]of an organisationshould be consideredwhen developing
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an agile strategy for the future, because with the knowledge and input from the
operational aspects a roadmap [deployment strategy] to the fiiture can be achieved. A
fundamental part of any agile strategy must include the management of change, that is
change issues concerning all levels and parts of the enterprise as a competence
provides the ability to rapidly respond to the needs of the organisation [change and risk
management]. Accordingly, these organisations should improve their understanding
and focus on teamwork and team activities for a number of reasons; teams help
improve communication [knowledge management] and [real-world understanding],
teams are

fundamental

for

cross-functional

and

inter-organisational

change

programmes [change and risk management], teams facilitate enterprise integration both
at intra- and inter-organisational [effective enterprise integration] levels.

In effect,

what is trying to be said here is, that teams should drive the organisations' agile
strategy and also teams should drive organisational change, but also there is a need for
teams to work on change issues to develop their team competencies, this view is
represented in figure 5.19, where if one cog is removed this system fails.

Management of
change

Agile
strategy
process

40404WOOW
Teams

Figure 5.19: Interdependent issues of agile strategy, change and teams
A discussion of the exact form of the agile strategy that these organisations should
adopt is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, as discussed above, the management
of change and team development should feature clearly in the strategy of these
organisations. Other issues that have been highlighted throughout this thesis include;
building a competence to network, building partnerships and alliances across the
supply chain and wide deep scanning of the environment, as these competencies will
help the organisations to develop the ability
opportunities.

to seek opportunities and seize

These competencies are necessary for the case study organisations
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assessedto enablethem to explore and move toward alternative futures to the current
paradigmsthey find themselvesin.
5.3.2 Recommendationsfor the UK Aerospace Sector
A notable finding from this-researchimpacting upon all the aerospaceorganisations
taking a part in, or those organisationsrelated to aerospacethat have been reviewed
through literature searchesin, 'this research, is the lack of understandingthat the
concept of lean and the concept of agile are markedly different. Consequently,this
difference has been discussedby Bamber et al (1999) and Bamber et al (1999a),
although other writers such as Phillips (1999) have confusedthe issueby blurring the
boundariesbetweenthese two concepts. Consequently,as observedthroughout this
study, the UK aerospace industry has primarily spearheadedimprovements by
promoting the conceptsof lean manufacturing as discussedin. section 2.1.1 and not
primarily through an understandingof agile manufacturing.
Acknowledging this observation, there is indication that agile practices are being
developedand as such this thesis has commentedon; the partnershipsand alliances
that are currently taking place in the industry, an increasein global networking and
global manufacturing;and the increasingintegration with customers'operations. The
main area for concern, according to the author, must be the fact that the aerospace
industry itself is promoting the concepts of lean to the detriment of the essential
practices of agile. That is to say, the aerospacecompaniesare being encouragedto
"focus on the things they can contror as proclaimed in lean literature as discussedby
Bamber (1999a), when they should be building a "change competenceor change
proficiency" to cope with the unanticipated and unexpected. Further to this the
aerospaceorganisations assessedwithin this research are underdevelopedin their
ability to seekopportunity and seizeopportunity, thereforethey are not directing their
own agile competenciesand consequently limiting their survival capability in a
changingsector.
The recommendationto the aerospaceindustry, and for that matter to the government
of the UK (see sections 1.1.5 and 1.2.4), is to stop promoting the conceptsof lean
becausethis is well known to the industry and focus is neededelsewhere. In steadthe
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concepts of agility that help organisationsseek and seize new opportunities and be
aware of their externalmotivators should be promoted. Furthermore,the primes (e.g.
Rolls-Royce and BAE Systems)have a roll to play in the educationand development
of their supply chains(past, presentand future) and not just the future suppliers. This
educationand developmentshould include publication of their manufacturingsupply
chain strategic intent and future directions, thus enabling the supply chain
organisationsto make informed decisions about their own future, which as'a result
may or may not be in aerospace.
5.3.3

Recommendations for the Research Community

A number of suggestionscan be made in terms of future researchdirections.It would
certainly be beneficial to conduct a longitudinal study of agile practice permitting both
diverse.
to
causality assessment
manufacturingindustriesas
and results generalisability
well as to the aerospacemanufacturing sector as a whole. In particular, the causal
relationshipsof the elementswithin the agile manufacturing model presentedwithin
this thesis are to a great extent undeterminedand therefore still unknown. Although
some studiessuch as Ho (2000) have attemptedto clarify causalitywithin parts of the
model e.g. betweenculture and strategy,this too is inconclusive and not groundedin
thorough research. It is a recommendationthat the use of qualitative data reduction
techniques such as factor analysis could be used aimed at reducing the number of
topics presentedin the agile operationalcharacteristicsassessmentmatrix. However,
this would require a wider study with a higher numberof respondentsto makethis and
associatedtechniquesvaluable.
Given the complex, multiplicative natureof agility, future researchcould also focus on
defining the key causal factors of an agile organisation, where a framework for
assessmentcould be the thirty key or thirty-two topics or agile operational practices
presentedin this thesis. On the other hand, further casestudy researchinto the cultural
aspectsof agility is needed,as this current researchsuggestedlittle empirical research
hasbeenpublishedin this areawithin manufacturingdomains. Although, this research
hasto a certaindegreeaddedto the knowledgeof organisationalpsychologywithin the
conceptof agility much further work is neededto additionally clarify the situation.
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The developmentof ethnographicresearchtechniquescontinuesby many researchers
and accordingly, the use of ethnographycoupled with questionnairetechniquescould
be part of that development. Furthermore, findings of the current study would also
advocatethe future use of the model to assesswhether other organisationsexhibited
the same phenomena as expressed in section 5.2.2.1 relating to the three
underdeveloped issues of

strategy, change management and teams within

organisations.
Finally, it is consideredinevitable from a number of sourcescited in this thesis, that
someaerospacesmall to medium size enterprises(SNEs) haveto changethe way they
operateto stay in business. It is inevitable also, that someof theseSMEs will not play
a role in the UK aerospacemanufacturingsupply chain of the future. Hence,the UK
government, prime aerospacecompaniesand the researchcommunity [Universities]
could play a role in efforts to explore a future that adoptsor adaptsthe competencies
held by these companiesinto new markets. The aerospaceorganisationsassessed
during this researchhave shown an ability to and aptitude toward introducing new
products into production. Accordingly, for the benefit of the current UK aerospace
SM[Esand the peoplethat they employ, the researchcommunity including government
and aerospaceprimes could provide research and associated funding aimed at
exploring the re-deployment of aerospacemanufacturing competencies to other
existing and future industriesand markets.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
6.1 TheAim and Objecdvesof the Research
The aim of this researchhas beento assessagile manufacturingwithin UK aerospace
by
fulfilling
five
been
has
SMEs,
the
objectives that
manufacturing
achieved
which
directed the research toward achieving this aim. In order to fulfil the aim and
objectives,ethnographyand questionnairefindings from four casestudy organisations
have been analysedand discussedin comparisonwith the conceptualmodel of agile
manufacturingincorporatingthe four agility enablingmacro sub-systemsof.
"

Agile manufacturingstrategy

"

External motivators

0

Organisationalpsychology

"

Operationalcharacteristics

Accordingly, the ideal adoption level of an agile manufacturingstrategy is when the
four stagesof the agile manufacturingprocessare being carried out 100% effectively.
Thus when strategy development, deployment, assessmentand commitment ensure
that an organisation can do whatever it wants to do whenever it wants to. This
researchhas shown that the four organisationsassessedhave not effectively adopted
the four stagesof agile manufacturingstrategyand a graphical representationof their
adoptionlevels per stagehasbeendeveloped,as in figure 6.1, to illustrate this point.
100%

0

C

E
E
>
0)

C,)

0%

Development

--a.. .D

oploym

on t

---*-

Agile manufacturing

Assosament

strategy

Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of casestudy organisations' adoption levels
of the agile manufacturing strategy process
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The external motivators of an agile manufacturingorganisationhave been considered
as an integral part of the framework for maintaining*and developing agility. These
external motivators and the agile manufacturing strategy make up the strategic
in
this thesis.
the
manufacturing
conceptual
model,
presented
of
agile
requirements
The. conceptualmodel of agile manufacturing indicates that to increaseagility, the
in
be
considered
an organisations'
must
external motivators of agile manufacturing
strategy. The findings aimed at assessingthe awarenessand managementof these
infers
four
that each
the
organisations,
case
study
external motivators, within
importance
issue.
discussion
The
different
this
on
and
organisationplaces
emphasis
has shown that fi7omthese assessments
and analysesonly one of the four casestudy
is
B,
is
that
effectively seeking and seizing
case study organisation
organisations,
opportunity through developing customer relationships, effective networking,
development.
The three other case
joint
marketing activity,
venturing and new product
study organisations are all involved with new product development, usually from
existing customers,but do not network or market effectively in their own right with
the aim of seeking and hence seizing opportunity. Additionally, each and every
issue
in
has
the successof their
as
a
major
customer
relationships
organisation
seen
organisationbut has demonstrateddifferent levels of maturity in this respect. This is
to say,that the knowledge,understandingand therefore practicein the managementof
theseexternalmotivators of agility is in its infancy acrossthe organisationsassessed.
The conceptualmodel of agile manufacturing has shown within this thesis, the five
factors
of the macro sub-system of organisational
agile manufacturing enabling
psychology, are the lubricant to the organisations agile capabilities. These f]ive
enablingfactors are shownin figure 6.2 below.
Agile manufacturingstrategy
Influenceson the
organisationalpsychology

%-,
cultum'-*-jCorrvalues
Shared
..-,yision
Realworld

eeprooted

110 five agile
enablingfactors

of organisational
psychology

beliefs

Figure 6.2: Agile manufacturing organisational psychology
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Accordingly, the key finding associatedwith the organisationalpsychologyassessment
of eachand every casestudy organisation,is that in the author's view, there is little or
between
their organisational psychology paradigms and an agile
no relationship
issue
for
The
all of the organisations
consequently,
conclusive
manufacturingstrategy.
Furthermore,
fosters
is
do
fully
that
that
they
change.
a
culture
embrace
not
assessed,
it appearsthat none of the assessedorganisationalparadigmsare entirely in line with
their own organisation'sstrategies. Consequently,it could be inferred that there is not
for
that
the
the
that
or
organisation
strategiesof
apparently supports
a sharedvision
matter onethat supportsan agile strategy.
Additionally, within the four casestudy organisationsassessed,it hasbeenshownthat
information systems and hence communication methods do not provide a real
for
The
that
requirement
organisation.
agile
of
an
reflects
requirements
worldview
-the
in
is
data
time
accuratereal
paramount an organisationthat wishes to respondrapidly
to the changingdemandsof customers,becausewithout this, decision-makingcannot
be effective.
The organisationalpsychology profiles infer that the widespreadcore value for each
and every case study organisation is that technical skills are regarded as more
important than managementskills and thus technical skills are held in high regard.
Accordingly, the agile manufacturing conceptual model developed for this thesis
indicatesthat an "agile enterprise'score valuesare thosevalues,both at organisational
"
it
is
From
individual
levels,
this
the author's view.
practices.
agile
and
which enable
that the organisationalpsychology paradigm profiles indicate that the core values of
the organisation are such that not all agile practices are being enabled, although
technicalskills are widely promoted.
The six operational characteristics,shown in figure 6.3, have been identified as;
knowledgemanagement,effective information systems,changeand risk management,
effective enterpose integration, real-time production management and waste
managementand elimination have beenshownto be assessedby measuringattitudinal
responsesto 32 topics within a questionnaire.
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Effective
Informatio

Real-Time
Production
Management
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Figure 6.3: Agile operational characteristics
The assessment of these six agile operational characteristics has revealed that even
though organisation scores are different, there is agreement across the case study
organisations that change and risk management is less developed than other
characteristics (i. e. more improvement potential and need).

This observation is

supported by the findings of the ethnographic studies presented in all four of the
organisational. psychology paradigm profiles.

All

four organisations therefore

recognise that there is a need for good change and risk management and also recognise
that they are not well developed in this discipline and hence recognise they, need
improvement.

6.1.1

The Contribution

to Existing Knowledge

Three aspects of this research have provided an original contributed to existing
knowledge:

1. The developmentof a unique conceptualmodel of agility relevantto aerospace
manufacturing through a synthesis of different sources of literature.
2. The combined use of ethnography and questionnaire techniques to enhance
interpretations of the research findings.
3. The analyses and discussions of the findings associated with the assessmentof
agile manufacturing in the four LJK aerospace case study organisations.
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Three interrelatedkey findings can also be consideredas significant for the four case
study organisations,although it is not to say that theseare generally prevailing in all
LJK aerospace SMEs:

1. An agile manufacturing strategy is not effectively developed, deployed or
assessedand neither is there an effective commitment to changethe strategy
following any assessment.

a. Input to an agile manufacturing strategy should come from the
operationalaspectsaswell asthe externalmotivators of agility.
2. The practice of change and risk managementis not fully understood and
consequently not developed. Therefore, the improvement of the agile
is
or
competencies
practice
characteristics,
manufacturing--operational
considerablyhindered.
is
first
in
A
needed,then companies
a.
competence changemanagement,
can begin to effectively improve their agile operationalcharacteristics
3. Teamwork is not exploited to its potential and therefore is not effectively
employedin either changemanagementor strategicmanagementactivities.
inter-company
teams foster better
and
cross-functional
'
do
their
these
companies not reach
agile potential.
communication

a. As

Further to this, innovation and creativity in production environmentshas been seenas
a key practice in these case study organisations. This practice has enabled the
successful introduction of new product and new production processes (mainly
machiningand machiningpractices)into all four organisationsassessed.Accordingly,
the technical and engineering competenciesthat are obviously present in these
organisationsare used effectively in their production domains and supportedentirely
by their own organisationalpsychologyparadigmprofiles presentedin this thesis.
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Recommendadons Resullingfrom

the Research

The recommendations resulting form this research are in three areas, separated for
clarity, considered as the case study organisations; the LTK aerospace sector and the
research community.

Firstly, the case study organisations should consider the relationship of the three key

findings related to strategy,changemanagementand teams. Recognisingthat teams
can play a role in driving the other two.

Managementof
change

Agile
strategy
process

4~

kow,

Teams

6.4: Teams can drive the strategy and the management of change

Secondly, the UK aerospace sector and the government of the UK should stop
promoting the concepts of lean because this is well known to the industry and focus is
needed elsewhere. Instead, the concepts of agility that help organisations seek and

seize new opportunities and to be aware of their external motivators should be
promoted. Furthermore the primes (e.g. Rolls-Royce and BAE Systems) could
contribute to the education and development of the SMEs by publication of their
manufacturing supply chain strategic intent and future directions, thus enabling the
supply chain organisationsto make informed decisionsabout their own future, which
as a result may or may not be in aerospace.
Finally, the research community could conduct a longitudinal study of agile practice in
aerospace manufacturing

permitting

both

causality

assessment and

results

generalisability to diverse manufacturing industries as well as to the aerospace
manufacturing sector as a whole. Additionally,

future research could also focus on

defining the key causal factors of an agile organisation, where a framework for
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assessmentcould be the thirty or thirty-two topics or agile operational practices
presentedin this thesis. While further casestudy researchinto the cultural aspectsof
agility is needed,as this current researchsuggestedlittle empirical researchhas been
carried out in this area within manufacturing domains. The development of
ethnographicresearchtechniquescontinuesby many researchersand accordingly the
use of ethnographycoupled with questionnairetechniquescould be a further part of
that development. Furthermore,findings of the current study would also advocatethe
future use of the model to assesswhether other organisationsexhibited the same
phenomenaas relating to the three issuesof strategy,changemanagementand teams
within agile organisations. The UK government,prime aerospacecompaniesand the
in
[Universities]
researchcommunity
could play a role efforts to explore a future that
adopts or adapts the competenciesheld by these companies into new markets.
Accordingly, for the benefit of the current UK aerospaceSMEs and the people that
they employ, the researchcommunity including government and aerospaceprimes
could provide researchand associatedfunding aimed at exploring the re-deploymentof
aerospacemanufacturingcompetenciesto other existing and future industries.
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A Review of the US Lean Aircraft Initiative and the Lean Enterprise Model

Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI)
Descrilption
TheLeanAerospace
Initiative
between
USgovernment
industry,
(LAI)is a research
partnership
laborandMITLAIperformsresearchon supplierrelation,productdevelopment
policyand
factoryop'erations
TheLeanEnterprise
Model(LEM)
external
environment
andspacesystems.
is a systematic
framework
for organizing
and disseminating
researchresults. The LEM
leanenterprise
by research-based
encompasses
and practicesand is populated
principles
fromsurveys,
benchmarking
dataderived
casestudies,
andotherresearch
activities.Available
the LEMservesas a reference
to helpLAI consortium
onlyto LAI consortium
members,
the leannessof their own organizations
It is
membersbetterunderstand
and processes.
intended
insights
to provide
astowheretheymightdirectleaneffortsinthefuture.
LeanAircraftInitiative:http:11web.
mitedullean/
ModelTeamLeadDnight@mitedu
Contacts:
Debbie
Nightingale,
LeanEnterprise
Fitto ABBresearch
thatare
manyofthesamepractices
needs:LAImembers
areworking
is a wayto sharebestpractices
fora transition
to-agility.Thisresearch
required
andlearnfrom
otherindustries
experience.
TheLAIorganization
is a modelcollaborative
theAirForceanditspartners
effortbetween
within
Commanders
Group),
industry
(19aerospace
(JointAeronautical
government
corporations),
laborandMIT.LAIisfundedthrough
between
thegovernment
a cooperative
agreement
and
MIT.InPhase1,thegovernments
individual
sharewasfundedbytheAirForce.Through
two-thirds
consorturn
participation
agreements
withMIT,industry
provided
oftheinitiative's
funding
forthesameperiod.DuringPhase11(September
through
1996a sharearrangement
September
1999),thesameagreements
theconsortia
existbetween
members
andMITwith
including
fundingprovided
byeightnewgovernment
from
members
additional
participation
Army,Navy,Defense
CoastGuard,andNASAorganizations.
Logistics
Agency,
Thismakesthe
50/50.
governmentlindustry
shareratioapproximately
TheLeanEnterprise
Model(LEM)(fromLAIsite:http://lean.
mit.edu/publicý
Developed
byLAI,theLEMis a comprehensive
framework
backed
byyearsof
of leanprinciples
research,
casestudies,andrelateddata. It is alsoa tool for organizing
andsharinglean
research
partners.It containsvaluableindustrydataderivedfrom
resultsamongconsortium
thatgives
surveys,
casestudies,
activities.TheLEMis a dynamic
andotherresearch
resource
insights
members
practical
abouttheuseof leanprinciples.
The LEM is:

A framework
fordisseminating
LAIresearch
resultsto itsconsortium
members.
A reference
toolto assistintheself-assessment
of leanness.
A guideforidentifying
leverage
pointsfororganizational
change.
A toolto encourage
thedevelopment
tothedesign,
of newleanparadigms
relating
development
andproduction
of militaryaerospace
products.
TheLEMis organizein a hierarchical
framework
thatrangesinscopefromhigh-level
'd
to
principles specificpractices.
Theframework
to helpguidetheuserto research
provides
a structured
environment
leanpractices.
resultsaddressing
specific
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A Review of the US Lean Aircraft Initiative and the Lean Enterprise Model

Lean Enterprise Model (LEM) Principles
Aleta-Pfindples:
Responsiveness
to Change
WasteMinimization
EnterpdsePdnciples:
RightThingat RightPlace,RightTime,andin the RightQuantity
WithintheValueStream
EffectiveRelationships
Improvement
Continuous
OptimalFirstDeliveredUnitQuality

LevelMetrics
Enterprise
CycleTime(industry
Development
Product
TimeInMonths,
FlowTime- OrderToDelivery
% Reduction)
Comparative,
Cost/
Price
Improvement
Continuous
On
Deliveries,
Satisfaction
Time
Stakeholder
-.
Turns
Inventory
Output/
Employee,
Utilization
Resource
/ InitialReleaseProjectPhase
Rate,DesignChanges
Quality
Yield- ScrapandRework
PracUces
Overarching
Enterprise
Flow
1.Identify
andOptimize
Flow
Information
2.AssureSeamless
Capability
3.Optimize
of People
andUtilizatioh
Level
4. MakeDecisions
at LowestPossible
Development
Process
Product
Integrated
5. Implement
TrustandCommitment
6. Relationships
BasedonMutual
FocusontheCustomer
7.Continuous
8. Promote
LeanLeadership
atAllLevels
Processes
Challenges
9.Maintain
of Existing
Environment
10.Nurture
a Learning
Capability
11.EnsureProcess
andMaturation
Environment
12.Maximize
Stability
in Changing
IndustryParticipants
AILSystems,
Inc.
AJliedSignal
Aerospace,
Inc.
BoeingDefense
& SpaceGroup
General
Electric
AircraftEngines
Hughes
AircraftCompany
Systems
Lockheed
MartinAeronautical
Company
Lockheed
MartinElectronics
& Missiles
Group
International
Corp.
Rockwell

Corp.
Sundstrand
Systems
Defense
& Electronics
TexasInstruments
Group
Inc.)
(Textron,
Division,
TextronSystems
Division
Systems
TRWAvionics
Aerospace
Douglas
McDonnell
Corp.
Grumman
Northrop
Corp.
)
Technologies
Pratt& Whitney
(United
Corp.
)
(Raytheon
Raytheon
Aircraft,

fromUSAirForce,Army,andNavyorganizations,
LAIhasheavyparticipation
andinvolves
besideMIT,aswellasLaborandIndustry
associations.
otherUniversities
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EPSRC Research: IMI/A/05/004 Project Abstract
EPSRC Research: UvWA/05/004Project Information
(taken from draft final report)
1 The ResearchProgramme (grant number GRIM 23168)
The researchprogrammewas developedto pilot the businessprocessinteraction betweena
group of SME suppliers,in order to develop a methodologyfor aerospacesuppliersat various
The
becoming
to
their
towards
tiers
agile
manufacturers.
engineer
enterprises
supply chain
is
key
deliverable
SME
that
the
a
on
suppliers
such
placed
specifically
emphasis was
for
Agile
developing
Manufacturing which are consistent
the
achieve
strategies
methodology
with the aspirations of their larger aerospacecustomers, resulting in successfid business
integration. The results of this project are intendedto be transferableto other aerospaceSME
directly
Lean
Aerospace
Initiative
in
In
to
the
the
contribute
addition,
results
will
suppliers.
Model
levels
in
Enterprise
Lean
to
the
that
the
to
relates
companies
at
all
ensure
order
aerospaceindustry.
1.1 Aims and Objectives
In meeting M key successfactors of. reducing delays and interruptions in the supply chain,
increasing flexibility of aerospaceSME suppliers and reducing the cost of supply chain
partnering in order to improve the competitivenessof UK Aerospaceindustry, the following
specific objectiveswere identified:
a) To contributeto the UK LAI lean enterprisemodel (LEM) through:
Elicitation of bestpracticesin supply chain SMEs.
Identification of appropriate performance metrics in SMEs thereby verifying
relevanceof LEM metrics.
b) To facilitate effective customer-supplierintegration
best
To
disseminate
elements
of
practicethroughoutthe aerospacesupply sector
C)
d) To aid aerospace SMEs to adopt generic best practice from the lean and agile
manufacturingphilosophies
andingof supply chain businessprocessesin SMEs
e) To contributeto the theoreticalunderst;
f) To developa methodologyto assistSMEs in a migration to lean and agile
Consequently,a researchprogrammewas developedto complementthe UK Lean Aerospace
Initiative by capturing the best practice and the developmentof lean and agile methodologies
for UK AerospaceSMEs and made a major contribution to improving the competitivenessof
the whole industry by reducing lead time and production costs, whilst improving the quality
and effectivenessof the supply chain in meeting the customerrequirementsemanatingfrom
their prime contractors throughout the world. The relationships between the research
programmeactivities are illustrated in figure 1.
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EPSRC Research: IMI/A/05/004 Project Abstract

FIgure I Relationships of research programme activities

1.2 Industrial - Academic Collaboration
An important aspect of the agile manufacturing research programme was the effective
collaborationbetweenindustry and academia.Ile nature of this collaboration can be seenin.
figure I and figure 2 where figure 2 illustrates, from a different perspective,the intended
collaboration between the UK LAI researchprogramme, the agile manufacturing research
programmeand industry.
MIT
Rsssarch

aaaaaa
--------------PS -Cl
E

R

M-Tl

Fý

E

N. ttil. 91

Sector Agile Enterprise Model
Aerospac jASAEM)
Development
----------------------I

Figure 2 Industrial - academic collaboration
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EPSRC Research: IMI/A/05/004 Project Abstract
Collaboration with UK Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI)
13
Ile UK's Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI), a collaborative programme involving the
issues
is
Cranfield
Nottingham
Warwick,
Bath,
to
relating
seeking address
and
universitiesof
to complex designprocesses,long lead times for new product and delivery of existing product,
low flexibility in manufacturing processes,and high capital investment requirements.The
funds for the UK LAI come fi-ornthe Societyof British AerospaceCompaniesandthe EPSRC.
The focus of the UK LAI collaboration is to transfer the techniquesof lean manufacturing
from the motor industry, for example,to the aerospacesector,with its shorterproduction runs
lean.
in
The
is
looking
involved
LAI
higher
The
UK
the
going
at
processes
and
value products.
initiative has developeda 'lean' model and establishedUK best practice. Currently the key
elements necessaryto provide Lean Aerospace are being defined, leading to a robust
fi-ameworkand a deploymentroute map.
Through collaboration with the UK Lean AerospaceInitiative (UK LAI) researchteam ideas,
both
findings,
be
thereby
enriching
researchprogrammesand
could
exchanged,
views and
illustrate,
Figures
I
2
industry.
benefit
UK
to
the
and
respectively,the
aerospace
maximising
intended contributory research activities and the parallel development of both research
launch
the
of the researchprogrammes.
after
programmesas envisagedshortly
Although sometime was spent gaining familiarity with the UK LAI, predominantlythrough
literature reviews of background information pertaining to UK LAI and MIT lean
manufacturing programme, information exchange and knowledge share betwe&n the two
it
issues.
Consequently
inhibited
by
was not possible
collaboration
researchprogrammeswas
to complete activities that dependedon the close collaboration with the UKLAI research
LAI
'Evaluation
UK
'Use
UK
LAI
of
metrics' (see
questionnaire'
and
programmesuch as
of
Appendix A 'Project Plan'). This resulted in the decision to proceed with the agile
manufacturingresearchprogrammemaking use of information that was being releasedinto the
public domain from both the UKLAI and MIT thereby still maintaining the capability to
provide a valuablecontribution to the UKLAI researchprogramme.
Details of the collaborationissuesare referredto in the minutesof steeringgroup meetings.
1.4 Collaboration with the North West AerospaceAlliance (NWAA)
The North West AerospaceAlliance (NWAA) is an industry grouping in the North West of
Englandwhich representsa broad cross-sectionof companiesinvolved in aerospaceactivities.
'Me Alliance representsan area that is totally unique in the United Kingdom and one of the
most outstandingaerospacemanufacturingareasanywherein the world. The Alliance is an
industry-led initiative, dedicatedto promoting the region's world class aerospaceand high
technology engineering base. Formed in 1992, the Alliance was initially a lobbying
is
Original
NWAA
Industry.
The
for
UK/NW
Aerospace
the
supporting
organisation
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and Small to Medium Size Enterprises (SMEs) and is
fifty
had
employees,
who
no
averaging
around
particularly aimed at smaller subcontractors
track recordof working togetherto maximisetheir resources.
The North West AerospaceAlliance representsmore than 140 companiesin the North West of
Englandactively involved in the aerospaceindustry. Thesecompanieshavetotal annual sales
in excessof ;E5billion. Over 75% of their productsare exportedand over 60,000 peopleare
employed becauseof the industry's standing in the region. The Alliance has backing from
prime aerospacecompaniessuch as British Aerospaceand Rolls-Royce. The region's unique
'know-how' and skills basehas played a major part in developingand producing some of the
industry'smost advancedand innovative products.
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NWAA played a key role in the agile researchprogrammeby:
Providing expert knowledge from individuals such as the chief executiveJohn Whalley,
with extensive experiencein the aerospaceindustry and expertisethrough his previous
responsibilities within BAE SYSTEMS for Quality Management and Supply Chain
Management.

0

Facilitating the interaction and dissemination of information between collaborating
membersand the wider aerospacecommunity. An example of this disseminationis the
newsletter article published for distribution among alliance members and the wider
aerospacecommunity.
Hosting and chairing all steeringgroup meetings.

1.5 Collaboration with SMEs
"Me collaborating SMEs, are all suppliers to prime aerospacecontractors,or major first-tier
suppliers, looking for methodologiesenabling them to apply lean and agile manufacturing:
therebymore closely aligning, indeedintegrating,their businessprocesseswith thoseof prime
contractors such as BAe, Boeing, Lockheed-Martin, Rolls Royce, Lucas, Shorts, etc. The
impact of this project has-beensignificant in that the collaborating SME partnershave been
given accessto the methodologythat enablesthem all to better understandthe migration paths
availablefor moving towardsagile manufacturing.
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Key topic areas of agile practice

6 agile operational characteristics
Wastemanagementand elimination
Real time productionmanagement
Effective information systems
Knowledge management
Changeand risk management

30
key
topic
practice
areas
of
agile
.
I

Working environment

2

Waste TiFne

3

Waste Space

5

lCommunication within Groups/Teams

6

ýCoffvnunication between GrOUDs/Teams

7

IMultidisciplinary

8

Customer Relations

9

Supplier Relations

10

Customer Knowledge

11

Supplier Knowledge

12

Customer Focused Production

13

Strategic Alliances

14

Rapid Collaboration

16

Process and project visibility

Is

Capability planning

17

ISkills and Competencies

18

Education and Training

19

Dynamic project scheduling

20

Utilisation of Resources

21

Process flow analysis

22

Capacity planning

23

Efficientand

24

Efficient and effective administration

25

Information Quality & Management

26

ISystem Compatibility

2 assessment
frameworks

Teams

31

Integration within the business
strategy

32

Use of metrics

effective maintenance

(standards, protocols

30
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Agile operational characteristics assessmentmatrix/questionnaire
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Company A processmapping example

Customer Order Processing:

1.

-Ef]
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Company C processmapping examples

Start

All bonded material or goods get aB num

Recieve goods at goods
inwards

11

I

material and sub-contract goods
an S number

Get delivery note off
deliverer

Chock Nine a against delivery note
dotoilolquentity
and description

Then It is a delivery of
miscellaneous Items

it a sub-cor
delivery?

Is it a material
delivery?

Book it in the book In the
office by hand

Book it In the book in the
office by hand

Book it Into the
miscellianeous order book/
not on the computor

Check on the computor and
book irems in (MSsecossdots
bass 1)

Check on the computor and
book irem 9 in (MSaccessdata
bass 2)

Pass the delivery note to
Frances

Access q'aftj5aýd-rdllb

Input job cost Inf6rmation

lnpuzjoý cost InTormation

on the com putor

on thecomWcrt-----

---J---

Note: If no DBN N um bar or
not on compter t hen th 0 goods
are quarantined In quarantine
area awaiting action
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Company C process.mapping examples

Start

Recieve

custome r ý

RFQ a by
enquiries
post or fax or email

Enter details
enquiry/quote
books

In
log

____T

Photo copy
customer enquiry
front sheet and file
in no. order In log

Quote details
entered on IVIS
word/except
prices
overlayed on
previous quote and
save as new

Up to tenish

only per da

-ifi-gs--numbe rs, date,
-H-e
ad
ýYp
/,
typ
typ
%em,
qty,
ompany,
contact,
t,
quote no., date, orderr
h
time
lic
recieved,
returned -which
onsidered not essential see
below: -

ould do away with log. Systems thou
a backed up every week but this Is not
easy to do. Every one has to come oft
off the
\, system and it takes at least 1/2hour

File In quotes file cabinet
all working papers, green
photo copy of quote,
customer R FQ paperwork,
subcon. Information,
calculations
and materials
fo
ýiformation.

Archive

Pack created
including quote and
customer enquiry

Original quote goes
in box file

F

Fax quote to
customer

Comes back to
Fancis with prices
to complete
AL

every twelve
months
Pass to Geoff

In
cases or fo r
most
10
quick replies to Lee
for formula one
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Company D processmapping examples

Control of procesm and capabift

I

Purchasirg

L7--F

I

Cuslonw

Returnorderwith
vMen explanation

On Me reps

x
C,

Roughctt tooling
list Check five d
limit/qLw*tyAypeI
agreedEDI PBD

ME

NO

0
:3
-Z

7

Released?

Cortractreew

Is Wo. the
sarriel,

Feedbackto an ske
-NO
reps-

YES

YES

Order
roU

Ulm

: 77J--"
)()= group proiects
engineersand
managersmeeting
updateon progress

Datafro PaYmentprofile
restrictedaccess
dabbase with charts

YES
1-1ý
3ckfbr
Info.

Info. unable to
exUad from
OCAT(prederwied)

Input into ý: AT
irect from
ft c
syste
ystL 31rie
W order
production

Reports
Definesuitable
comparryto supply
goods and supply
data pack

Ra;,
K se Purchase
ur
or
on business
ul
units EDI link
I-

Mond* mpat on II
delWy adhweme

Weddy repcd on
grogm"

CCAT breakdoym
by task from
groupto Individual]

--7

Stwidwd sheet for
design

Group project
managerchecks
an stidus

BAe specificafions
issued/cortmiled
by gmL4)

I I

7
Standod sheet for
ffmn&wh"

Shop floor book
WWual units houm againstW/O
Feedlnfb. kto
agairst quoteand
CCAT system
data pack
Coortrolledby
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Company D processmapping examples

From last
\ page ,

Change design and
Ib

-

Re-ywork/romake
Itemupdate

Supply
to
copy
Supply
copyto
group
9-up pr*d
pr*d
engineer
enghw

delivery timescales
A
NO

Supply to design
authority

query
requirýedesign
change?
g

Createjig log book
to control
inspectionstages
and final Inspection

Detail ffenufacture
engineering quote

)= group projed
engineerto contact
designaufftor4 in
writing

two a

-YES

NO
^there
Is
a
concession

Apply to mox group
for resolubonIn
wiling
YES

NO
ftem readyfor
delivery

CornpleteJig I
inspectionlog book

I Check dub pack II
for completeness I

Holdfor Me and
)o= groupaudits

Supplyto customer
with
Sigý; d return

II
Detail BAe
tooltransfernote

Raisexxxxgroup
releasecertificate

White

ý-j

H

Compiletechnical
file when required

Spply to customer
vAthgoods

Pink
File copy
j ýnsn
N.....................
........

copy'' o... ................

Green

II
For invoicing

I

Supplierfile

...................

Blue
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Company D processmapping examples

From last
page

Item not found
satisfactoryby the
customer

BAe detail nonconformance report

uPPlYto xxxx group
quality

xxxx group instigate
corrective and
preventive action
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